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rot. 4.

PORTLAND, MONDAY MORNING,

call.

I thought you would have been sure to
have gone to England, or forgotten all about
us.
Sit down here, and let me tell you all
about those horrid railway people.’
I sympathized with her, and wished I had
been there, of course, as I listened to a story
of a trunk which was near being put on to
the wrong train! and as the conversation
flagged, I felt my forehead getting hotter still,
so

B.

H.

JOIfE

Boots, Shoes

and

NO. Ill FEDERAL

Sj

STREET,

WORK,

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very BEST
metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.
STOCK to be found in the

All first

class Boots made with
Fair Stitch.

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in

manufacturing

VALUABLE

custom work in this city,has charge

Alternate House Lots for Sale.
O Q HOUSE LOTS at from 10 to 111 cts. per foot,
within from 10 to 16 minutes w alk of the Post
twice, and only from 1$ to 3 minutes walk of the

Horse Railroad. The above limited number of Alternate House Lots on new streets already located Is
ottered at the above named prices for the purpose of
encouraging the building of Houses, thus giving to
parties who make the first purchase the advantage of
the rise on the land, which is sure to follow the im-

ready tor delivery

as

May

26—d2m

wjm St., nearly
.KL Possession

story BRICK MOUSE,

Enquire of

....

For the Hot Weather!

McKellar’s Beer Powders!

Myrtle

new, and containing eleven rooms.
will be given immediately. Terms
BREED & TUKEY,
No. 60 Union St.

MA

Chestnut Streets.
This house is very
pleasantly located, and well arranged for two families: has plenty of hard and soft water.
The lot Is about 75 feet on Cumberland and 66 feet
on Chestnut Sts.
-For terms, &c., apply to
and

JOHN C. PROCTER,

July 8—d3w

St.

Lime

$1,204,188

Total Liabilities, $18,500.

OCEAN,
MARINE,

INLAND,

FIRE

INSURANCE.

THE

m’y

Oomp’y.

(4nday“

a

atl'o’ofLt'’11

rates™

Zial

Tout!

y

c,h,look

juck!i

I)LEASANT

Juno23eodlm*

fli^t

Agent.

Small, Stevens

Real Estate at Woodford’s Corner

SALE !

n"OR

That beautifully located Cottage
House situated on the height of land
near the Remick House, at Woodford’s Corner, will be sold cheap.—
The house contains seven finished
rooms—Lipantry, cistern in the cellar, good well
of soft water, «&c., he. It has been painted- outside
this summer, and Dut in perfect repair. The lot contains one acre—and lor beauty of location for a suburban residence is unsurpassed in this vicinity.
The Horse Railroad passes near the property, and
affords easy access to the city day and evening.
It will be sold cheap as the owner resides in another State. For Terms, &c., apply to
JAMES H. HARMON,
july7 2w
Argus Office.

Valuable Real Estate!
FOR
The

Mi%j£nerof
V

SALE.

between India Street
York & Cumberland Depot, a College
Pin, connected to a “Butterfiy Tie,” with the owner’s name, W. T.
The
on back of Pin.
Under will be
suitably rewarded by leaving it at No.
90 Commercial St., with H. H. Ricker.
july20d3t*

ON

HEWETT,

50

jQ

WOODMAN,

To solicit and fill

finely located Real Estate, on

the

Real Estate for Sale.
A lot of Land with two Houses, situated on
Merrill St., will be sold at a bargain if applicailLtion is made soon to
HENRY D. SHED, Jr.,
No. 120 Brackett St.
July 19—dlw*
■

For Sale or to Let
new French Cottage, on the
Cape Cottage
THE
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing
_

jy6—df

land.

It

Enquire of
STEPHENSON,
121 Comnjercial Street.

good
loo

feet

in

out-bniliiinss; and
Orchard-

by 39, cut full of hay last year.

consisting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
grafted ; bore in *62,1600 bushels, and m *64 we have
sold $600 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supfor a large family. Pear, plum and cherry trees
ply
m bearing, with a variety of gther fruit.
Also, a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have

been taken in one season.
The location is a tine one, with plenty of shadetrees. Mills, school house, &c., near by.
For further particulars inquire on the premises.
SAM’L H. SWEETSIR.
jutie3eod3m*

order, for the

HO and 112

Federal Bt.

JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
“or. Commercial and Franklin streets.

aplOdtf

For Sale.
The two storied, double tenement, Brick
Block, situated on Stevens’ PlainB, Westbrook.
iMiUlSaid Block contains 14 rooms in each tenement
Lot 8 rods on the street, and 18 rods deep, on which is
a stable 24 by 40 feet.
This property is offered at a price which insures it

||j|'

good investment.
Apply to N. K. SAWYER, near the premises, or
to J. C. PROCTOR, lime street.
june8tf

a

House Lots.
House Lots, comprising 45,000 feet of
ELEVEN
on
Land,
Emery, Cushman and Lewis Bt. for
Bale by
W. H. STEPHENSON.
April
Portland,
26,1865.—dtf
For Sale.
NETTLE, 20 tons, bnUt of white oak,
copper listened, and coppered one year ago: new
sails and rigging. Ballasted with 6 to 7 tons iron.
For further particulars Inquire of
B. J. WILLARD, St. Lawrence
Houbo, India Street.
ad29dtf
For Sale.
The House No. 494 Congres Street, for one
;; week. Enquire of J. J. DAVIS, at J. E.
UlFernald & Sons, No. 87 Middle St. If not sold,
r that time will be to let.
julyl2dlw*
For Sale.
ONE and a hall Story House, Barn and Shed, all
in good order, together with one acre of good land
in U high state of cultivation, situated about half a
mile from Portland Bridge. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
julyl0d2w
Lime Street.

A

For Sale.
Vinegar Works, on Fore Street, will be sold
at a bargain, if applied for soon. This is a good

THE
chance for

any one wishing to enter into business.—
The works will turn out from one thousand to fifteen
hundred bbls. of Vinegar per year.
Also, about 40 acres of land situated in Westbrook.
For ftirther particulars apply at

JOHNSON & CLOYES BROS.,
380 Congress St., Portland.
may25dtf

improvements,

quality.

Fortes,

half story house, in good orVogether with the lot
Price low—terms liberal. InJOHN C. PROCTER.

Valuable House for Sale.
on Chestnut St., No. 38; Is a two story
wooden house, finished throughout—14 finished
rooms, good closets, fine cellar, good water, hard and
soft.
It is

SITUATED

calculated for one or two fhmilies. It is
pleasantly and centrally located in an excellent neighborhood, and every way desirable. The lot is 40 by
108 feet. Inquire on the
Junel9dtf
premises.
TENEMENT centrally located, to family withAout
children, at
hundred and fifty dollars per
to P.

Apply

S.

juneietf

To Let

or

W.,

Lease for

No. 37* Middle Street.
a

term of Years.
occupied by Charles

Store and Wharf now
Merrill, situated between Union wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1600 square ft.,
with a two story building
thereon, 20 by 76. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
may25dtf
No. 6* Union Wharf.
r’ltHE
t H.

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Cape

SEVERAL

Wanted,

Apply

to

Wanted!

GEORGE

J uly 12—dtf

SMITH,

Farm for Sale.
subscriber offers his
Farm, situated in Cape
Elizabeth, about three and a half miles from Portland Bridge,
70 Acres Land, Buddings
good, Fences substantial stonewall, young Orchard,
choice grafted fruit. About 200 cords hard wood, half
Oak and Walnut. Also, Farming tools, and 50 cords

TIE

containing

Immediately.

LOOKING FOR BUSINESS to investigate
the merits of the new and very valuable iNViuNlTONS now being ottered at the

MEN

beauty.
Judges of Pianos

was

the

jan31dtf

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
mHE Southgate Property, on Pleasant St., the
X containing about 12,600 square feet.

<fcc., application may

be made to

For

ME.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bawls, Brass

A

lot

terms,

GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Administrator,
50 Exchange St.
aplOdtf

PIANO

FORTE

Lost!

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River,

On W ednesday last,on the
College Grounds,
in Brunswick, a small SILVER WATCH.—
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leavmg it at the Press Office, or informingS. N.
Ggl/a^TNG of this city where it can be obtained.

On and after June 1, the fere between Portland and Bangor will be
$3.00; Rockland $2.00; other landings on the River reduced in proportion, per steamer Regulator.
A. SOMERBY, Agent.

July 14—dlw*

Found.

Portland, May 31, 1885—dtf

ALL BOAT was picked up near the Breakwater on Thursday morning.
The owner can
have the same by calling on J. WINSLOW, at Portproperty and paying charges.

ASM

have this

Want ed J

D.

of

City

Portland

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.

Fire

Fire Works !

Works,

CIIAS. n 4 Y. Jr
114 Middle St.
Our Work* *»re from the BEST manufacturers
SBd warranted t give sati-d’ac ion.
Our long g;ick Ro kefc are preferab’e to the s'ort
one
as they do mt lose the train i«i
pa*-i"p|th'-ough
the air
june24eod&wtf

'Merchandise.

Payment of Coupons.
undersigned will pay all Coupons attached
THE
Bonds of the Second
of the

Cadiz Salt for Sale.
CARGO of Cadiz Salt now landing from ship
A Cosmopolite at Central Wharf, in lots to suit
purchaeers. Apply to
C. H. SOULE,

Mortgage

No. 129 Commercial Street,
Portland, July 10,1865.- d2w*

jMolti'SSOSs
QAA HHDS. ) Prime Clayed Molasses, imOv/VX 30 Tierces, J ported in March, for sale by
GEORGE S. HUNT.
Commercial St.

Muscovado Molasses.

Superior Muscovado Molass-

»pl7eod3m

For Sale Cheap.
Two second-hand FIRE ENA-JJ0LA
Ho8e Carriages; all in
~53ggj^GINES,with
good order.

Lumber, Lumber.
loO M Clear Pine Shingles,
100 M No. 1 Cedar Shingles,
500 M Pine and Spruce Laths to arrive in a few days.
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Dimensions sawed to
Order. Doors, Sashes and Blinds constantly on hand
and made to order.
For sale at prices to suit the

Hand Fire

EZRA

copartnership
under the style of
THE
G.

Hhds.)
J

SILT

now landing
Roberts, and for sale
E. CHURCHILL & CO.,
by
July* lwNo. 4, Portland Pier.

It

Canvas,

Curb Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Scald Head,
Piles Felons, Ulcers, Sore Eyes, Chilblains,
Shingles, Boils, Cuts, Wounds. Blist-

Pimples,
Burns, Chapped Hands,

ers,

SALT

RHEUM

OINTMENT

other mineral substances.

KIMBALL,

P.

MANUFACTURER

WORTHINGTON, WARNER
At

Jan 27. 1868—eodSm

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

The

Great

Kennedy’s

ATTENTION I
accidents in travelling on your
A summer excursions can be effected in reliable offices, as iollows:
*
10 cents we will give you a ticket
insuring your
**#8,000, which your heirs will receive in case of
deuth by accident, ana $15
per week compensation in
®a8e
in travelling. Tickets good for twontyfourhoiirs, longer periods in proportion; or ior f 25
we will issue a
policy on your life for $5,000, and $25
per week compensation against all and every description of
a<£ident, travelling or at home. Less sums in

Family

Ointment

Salt Rheum

Ointment,

injury

VALISES

re-

JOHN E. DOW & SON,
EXCHANGE STREET.
jun29—lmeod.

IWd'cliantk’ Bunk.

APIVJD&'.ND

!

Bags

FIFTY

&

All orders in the

filled.

city

lend,

from the

and.

Tailor

Manufacturer of and

country promptly

sept28r64dtr

Draper,

EXCHANGE STREET,

OS

Manufactures to order and in the best

tary

and

Navy Uniforms,

and

WOODMAN,

manner

CO.,

THE

Billiard

Tables

Bolt

Copper,

I

Bolt Yellow Metal,

at short notice and

Copartnership Notice.

I

Spikes.

Nails Ac.

delivered at any port required.

Economy is Wealth !
subscriber

respectfully informs his
THE
general that he will
Gentlemen’s

So that

and all the latest improvements.
Any questions by mail immediately answered by
HENRY HEIMS, 866 Washington St.,
Between Dover and Chapman Streets, Boston.
July 11—w6m

HAVE this day formed

blends in

Garments,

MONEY can be SAVED in these War Times.
J. R. STOBY, No. 23 Exchange St.

Mr. John S. Wright, No. 69 Wall Street, New York,
will act as our
in the United Stales.
We give our Power of Attorney to Mr. G. G. T.
Wright, late ol the House of Maxwell, Wright &
Co.
Any business confided to our care will have our
best attention.
G. GRANVILLE WRIGHT.
Rio de Janeiro, May 9,1865.
Jun20eod2m

Agent

are invited until July 22nd for
th«
delivering at the Stables o» the Portland R R
Co., (in this city and Westbrook.) ot 150 or 200
T0fcs FIRST QUALITY LOOSE or PRESSED
HAY (it pressed it must be nett weight.) to such
quantities, monthly, as desired between Sept. 1st and
1st, 1866,
July
The right to reject all proposals reserved

PROPOSALS

Deal Freights.
Ships wanted

WARREN’S IMPROVED

tor

AND —

Sails and Rigging tor Sale.
Bloeks ot the
Standing Rigging, Sails and
Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old maaeurenent,
saved in perfect order. The draft ot the spars can be

oofing

THE

FOR FIAT ROOFS.

new

HERSEt, Agent,
No 16

seen

Union Street.

at

our

store.

JunelO—dtf

School

HARVARD

COLLEGE

t

(CHANGE OF VACATIONS.)
Ye"

there*

are

two

We«ks each, commencing
feniSlwr isthmus?*11
18®i»nd March
1860.

8th,
For catalogue and Circular address

r.JOEL
Cambridge, Mass.,

load Deals at Rasgo ;

RYAN & DAVIS,
No.1®* C'anmeieio: street.

June 3—tt

COMPOSITION,

to

Liverpool and Bristol Cbaurei.

Apply to
McOILVERY,

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

E.

Supt.

July 3—d2w*

August 27,1864—dtf

jan26dtl

partnership under the

WRIGHT & CO.f
for the purpose ol doing a General Commission Business, a special partner having lurnished a • ash
Capital of three hundred thousand mil reis Ka.

Proposals lor Uay.

EVERY

R

a

firm ol

300:000$000).

RYAN & DAVIS.
McGILVEBY,
*

Law

With Patent Combination Cushions, Patent Pockets,

For sale in Portland by Crosman & Co.
may31eod3m

MEASURE,

New Bedford Copper Company.
fflHE undersigned agents of the above Company,
X are prepared to furnish suits of

OF

!

“Pioneer Hocse,”
Dealing Exclusively in California Wines
___

HEIMS,

MANUFACTURER OF

lant is desired our Port is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the finest Wine
of its class in the country, and as a Party or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
For a Dinner Wine the “Hock” is deservedly popular.
See that our label and name is on each bottle.
PERKINS, STERN & CO.,

Patterns,
FROM

Wines.

unexampled popoularity achieved by ^ar
brands oi these now celebrated Win* s,
jue
to their superior merits and undoubted pu it/.
For the sick chamber the ‘*Ang» U* a” will common d
itself, Where % highly tonic and invigorating stimu-

THE

mar!8tf

CUT

jy3To. 200 Fore Street.
J une 16—dtf

California

Agents,

Shirt

Has Removed from his ol 1 stan l in Union Street
to No. 200 Fobs St., where he is prepare to nil all
orders for Carpenters’ and other
Toils, of tbs
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

Boys Garments.
sept3dtf64

TRUE &

Dealer is

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers*
and Calkers’ Tools, &c~,

Mili-

Nos. 34 and 36
Middle Street.
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.

C E X T S

HENBY

Joseph. Bradford,

BRACKETT,
or

—

PER BOTTLE.
Sold by U. H. Hay, W. F. Phillips, and all other
Druggists.
novi6’64 wly

,,

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacture*.’ and Traders’ Bank.

No. 105 Middle Street.

(x ravel

The larger

have also first class Sewing Machines for Aufiiuse and manufacturing purposes.
I3T“ Agency for Maine sij Exchange Street, Portland, Fox Block, over Telegraph Oince.
may30eod3m

Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

DURAN

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

of 1*5 per tiro «ill be paid to the
Stockholder, of the lute Merchant. Bank, on
and after July
Rl, upon the surrender 0/ their cirttficates of stock.
CHAA PAYSON, C»“Msr.
a or
June 81, 1866.
j ,ne27ti

by Hand.

R EMOVAL!

DESCRIPTION,
At Short Notice and Fair Prices,

ed.
To keep the hands and face comfortable
daring the
cold weather, put a little of the ointment on when
going to bed.
Pu up in two sized bottles. The smaller

the Best Work Done

Surpasses

It Isnhe only practical Button-Hols Sewing Mschine known to exist. An examination ol it at our
Hoorn will convince you of its value.
Samples of woik sent by m&n whenever re-

—

Traveling

OF

Is unsurpassed.
The Roughest 8kin is made smooth.
Chapped Hands are
instantly heated.
Cracked and Dried Lips are healed and soften-

proportion.

Sewing Machine 1

rr\HE crowning INVENTION In the Sewing Ma1 chine line, substantial In conslructiun, simple in
arrangement, and perfectly successful in its operation, doing the most difficult branch of sewing work
with an incredible rapidity, and in a manner which,
for both beauty and durability,

We

juneltf

Repair

KENNEDY’S
SALT RHEUj. OINTMENT

Examine
UYIOY

ly

Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Maas,

Sept 8—dtf

Should be in every household. No other Ointment
can eompete: with it as a ready and
speedy means of
relief. For Burns and Scalds it fa the most perfect
cure ever known.
As an Emollient,

CO.,

quested.

PEBBLE STREET, (Near Preble Bouse.)

AND

Button-Hole

&

either of the above places.

and
THE

far

OF

YELLOW METAL & COPPEH SHEATHING,

One trial is sufficient to convince the most skeptical that its efficacy in allaying inflamation and reducing swellings is wonderlhl.

ap22dti

Co-partnership heretofore existing under the
Firm of SAWYER & PATTERSON is this day
dissolved by Mutual consent.
All demands due said firm must be
paid to Wm. B.
PATTER8ON, and all demands against the firm presented to him lbr
payment.
The business will hereafter be carried on by
W. Be PATTERSON, at Deake’s Wharf.
M. SAWYER,
W. B. PATTERSON.
Portland, July 12, 1865.«^iilyl4, 3w

C.

By CHARLES Cl'NTIS A CO.
Morton Block.
May 3—dtf

VEGETABLE.

TNSTJRAceCE against

_

Ringworms,

Contains no mercury or
It is wholly and purely

A1
w
.a
^
Works,
Arbroath.

travellers and tourists,

Get Insured.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

KENNEDY’S

BATH, ME.
BOLTS Superior Bleached'

29

No. 20 PREBLE STREET,

COMPOUND.

will

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.,

and

RANDALL,
Carriages and Sleighs,

SEWING MACHINES!

Scabs.

office

For Circular, <£c., address

F. H.

OINTMENT!

RHEUM_

BY-

our

the entire chain.

MANUFACTORY!!

dtf

H.

These Institution, are embraced in the Ahuicak
Chain of (Jommebcial Colleges, and present onAbilities for imparting a practical business
equalled
education.
Scholarships good <br time unlimited, throughout

Juneldti

SINGER’S

julyl3<12w

VEGETABLE

G.

call at

PORTLAND.

College,

CONCORD, N.

Call

FRED STOKER,
CHA3. H. MESEBVE,
HOMER F. LOCKE.

THE

GROCERY SUGARS
QAQ HHDS.
from Br.

All persons are invited to
ceive further information.

)

)

CARRIAGE

L.

only Ointment for the cure of all eruptions
and cutaneous affections. It is wholly a

Porto Rico Sugars.

300 do All Long flax “Goveminent contract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20, 1863.

Western and Canadian Produce,

Hampshire

Commercial

DEALERS,

KENNEDY’S

BOLTS of “David Corsar & Sop’s” Leith,
a sail-cloth of superior quality, just redirect from Liverpool, and for sale by
McGILYERY, RYAN & DAVIS,
No. 161 Commercial Street.
sept24dtf

OdCI
^■fvXvX
ceived

O Cl

Yew

ALEXANDER I>.* REEYES,

heretofor existing between us,

July 12, 1866.

EATON.

Scotch Canvass.

--FOB SALE

228 Wawhinglon SlM Bsaton, Maas*

Engineer

STOKER & CO.,
is this day dissolved
by mutual consent. The business of the late firm will be settled at the old stand,
now DEERING, MILLIKEN & CO.
G. L. STOKER,

351
30 Tcs.
Choice Muscovado Molasses.
15 Bbls. )
Cargo oi brig J. D. Lincoln, now landing, and for
sale at No. 1 Central Whari, by

Scotch

Chief

82 Exihanje Street,
Portland.

BAY 8 TATIS
Commercial College !

of

And Receivers

Dissolution of Copartnership.

HHDS. prime Grocers’ Sugar.

brig G.

RUSSELL,

A. P. Morgan, Chairman Committee on Portland Fire Department.
junel61 r

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses.

OVXO

FLOUR AND GRAIN

Also, a lot of Hose suitable for
Engines. Apply to

Or

RUFUS DEER1NG,
Hobson’s Wharf, 291 Commercial St.

marchltf_HOPHNI

msylldtf

BLAKE, JONES & CO.,

TRUNKS,
St.

against

MANASSEH SMITH,
081 oe No.

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

—

Exchange

2

l claims

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Itetai

ami

a

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Bv W. D. ROBINSON,

es, cargo of Br. Brig
Brill,”
from Sierra Morena.
For sale
GEORGE S. HUNT,
111 Commercial St.

OKK AAA FEET Pine Plank, suitable for
jmJ
VJUU Cisterns, 12 feet long.

0Q

FINAL

Account Books,

PORTLAND, ME.

FIRE WORKS 1
Wholesale

B,

Collected.

or

Juneldli

FIRE WORKS,

Jy 6—d3w111

ap32d6m

Settlement* Ca«h< d. and
tha Government collected, by

Ne. 53 Exchange Street, Pertland, Me.

Androscog-

JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
Tresurer of Leeds & Farmington R. R.

/

ot

other Norway and Swedes Iron.
Street, Boston; and 91 John Street, New

Bought

PAPER HANGINGS,

to

julyl4d&w3w

Importers

or ALL KIMI

BOOKSELLER, STATIONER,

marl7

gin Railroad that fall due in 1862, with interest to
July 1,1865, on presentment at his office in Portland.
He will also
pay Coupons of said Bonds for 1861, and
prior years, as before advertised.

Manufacturers

FJLDIER’S CLAIMS,

FIRE

WILL pay tsh cents per 1\ 'or all Pamphlets
delivered at tho office of the Po. Hand Sugar Co.,
loroer Commercial and
Maple sta.
J. M BROWN
jan21dtf

mayl7d3m

H. L. DAVIS.

Paged

a,

IB./EB.CKOF

WORKS of every desorption.
Or-iers
from the Country so icfted. Towns tupp led at
u auufacturers prices

I

ov

York.

Charles Blake,
Beset A. J°SE8,
R. W. Gage.

1865.

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Temple Street.

dawtf

147 Milk

lie. 137 Commercial St., Granite Black.

JVIarch 13—dtf

4rj

inch 17

And

Woodbury S. Dana,
S. Dana.

John A.

Wholesale and Retail.

l

CITY

JULY

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER,

juneldti

March 11, 1865. J
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
ore for Bale at this office, in sums to suit, not less
than $500, on one, two, three, four, and ten yearg’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

«-

times, by

ldtf

Work executed In every part of the State.

"WANTED!

by
jy 6—<13w

Luther Dana,

June

Portland, Maine.

of Portland,
Treasurer’s Office,

annually.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

And

N alt,

City

julyl-lm*

Barrels,)

I

Portland.

WM. JESSOP &

CO.,

Law,

at

BUILDING,

BANK

Middle 3t.,
April 22—d3m&w2ra*

Steel

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

A. STROCT,

CANAL

JylldtlM

Fish and

Portland.

Counselor and Attorney

PORTLAND, ME,

DANA&

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

Louth in the secret service of the “Tribune” at the
outbreak of the war with our armies and fleets, both
East and West, during the first two years of the Rebellion; his thrilling capture; his confinement for
twenty months in seven different rebel prisons; his
escape, and almost miraculous journey by night ot
nearly 400 miles. It will abound in stirring events,
and contains more of the fact, incident, and romance
of the war than any other work yet published.
Teachers, ladies, energetic young men. and especially returned and disabled officers and soldiers, in
wans of profitable
employment, will find it particularly adapted to their qpndition. We have agents
clearing $150 per month, which we will prove to any
doubting applicant. Send for circulars. Address
American Publishing Company, Hartford, Conn.
Scranton & Burr, Agents,

95

P.LEwlf;}

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Portland, June 12,1865—tf

A.

apr9dtf

Chambers, Nos. 1 and 8 Free Street Blech,
(Over H. J. Libby & Co.’s)

j!

Collection Office,

and

No. 164 Middle Street,
Jan. 13—dti

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

copart-

R. JACKSON & SON,
tor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS,
at Sawyer’s Wharf, toot or High Street.
S. R. JACKSON,

RICHARDSON,
N. Y. Tribune Correspondent.
fTiHE most interesting and exciting book ever pubX lished, embracing Mr. Bichardson’s unparalleled
experience for four years: travelling through the

fft HHDS., )
rt i X 53 Tierces, [

a

Law

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Premium

S.

The Secret Service, The Field, The
Dungeon, and The Escape,
ALBERT

tormed

undersigned
day
under the style oi
THEnership

lamLBridge^proving

Leave Your Demands tor Collection

At B. D. Verrill’s

AND MANUFACTURER OF

Copartnership Notice.

Office.—No. 13 Campbell's Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
IP Consignments solicited.
Refer., by permission, to Messrs Masers. Lowell A
Senter; Gernsh A Pearson; John Dennis A Co.:
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Me.
maytSUSiu

Silver Plated Cecils.

Lewis & Co.,

T.

and

Good Bargain is Warranted.
SCHUMACHER & HOWE,
Agents for New York Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudson
febl5dtf
Street, N. Y.

ty Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold on
Northern account.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

CO.,

--

Agents

J.

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

description oI Water Fixtures for DwelEVERY
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and aH
orders In town or country faithfully executed. Ali
kinds of .JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER

A

offered in the State of Maine.

I3P* Call without delay if you wish a choice of
F. T. CUSHING.
territory.

Dissolution.
on

PORTLAND.

purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle St., Portland, Maine, any time during the day or evening, where two Pianos are for sale,
and judge for themselves.

INVENTORS’ EXCHANGE, 80 FEDERAL ST.
Such a splendid opportunity to make money rapidly, in a LEGITIMATE BUSINESS, never before

Terms

of payment marie easy.
For particulars
inquire of SCOTT DYER
or
through Portland P. O.
premises,

Closets,
STREET,

are

workmen that could be found in the first class manufactories in New York, principally inSteinway*s manufactory, every part of their instruments is done in
the best manner, and this enables the company to furnish Pianos which, if equalled, can not be surpassed
for quality and power of tone, easiness of action and

186 Fore Street.

Wanted

Eliz-

abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff’s Ottice, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lota may be
mayl3tf
seen._

dressing.

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

394 Hudson Sireet, N. Y„
We would call the attention of the public to the superior quality of *these instruments. They are equal
to Stemways*, Chickerings*, or those of any outer
noted manufacturer in this
country or Europe.
The Company being composed of twenty of the best

TEAMS to haul Ship Timber from Waterboro* to
A Saco River, for wnich a lair price will be paid.

a

one

year.

Pumps

Worcester”

GENERAL

Commission and

MAKES OP

man-

28—dti

henry p.

PLUM B E R!
Force

Dentist,

Clapp’s Block, Congresr St.,

Junel4d&w3m

an-

& Sons, of New York.

YORK

iso. U

Washington at-

at

PUMPS of all descriptions.

NEW

□Dr.

MAINE.

Departments

Fred A. Prince,

PORTLAND, .ME,

and

they
elsewhere,

received the Agency lor the Pianos
uiactured by the
HAVING

PORTLAND, MB.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing promptly attended to. Orders from out oi town solicited.
May 22—dti

March

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt

lOO Bushels Currents Wanted•
highest prices paid for ripe Currents, by W.
THE
S. MaINES, Windham, ana GREENOUgH &
aiORSE, No. 20 Market Square, Portland.
July 13—o2w

To Rent.

%

among which

Steinway

GEEAT NATIONAL ENGEAVIXO

$3.50.
Deeds of Territory given, guaranteeing exclusive
right of Sale. Apply personally, or address
R. H. CURiiAN, Publisher,
Rochester, N. Y.
n
General Office and Salesroom, on Main Street, cor.
of Water.
july!7 3t*

a

pleasantly located,
|'| der,
30
80
feet.

PORTLAND,
Business with the
tended to.

WOBKEBS,

Oak Street, between, Congrats and Free SU.,

(Mussey's Block,)

with all the modern
which
can
sell as LOW as can be purchased
ol the
same
We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano

PRICE

For Sale.
A ONE and

they are manufacturing
(JUkeep constantly on hand
that

Law,

at

OBNAMKNTAL

STU000 AND MASTIO

Office No. 117 Middle Street,'.

Piano Fortes,

From Sckussele’s Matchless Paintings.

A

■In
by
quire of
apl5d3m

Counsellor and Attorney

FORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to

nounce

IL y

To liet.
over

CHAS. B. MERRILL,

proper

srz*^**-*

WASHItt OTOtt Attli HiS H'AiillLT.

For Sale.
The subscriber offers for salea one and a half
[• story BRICK HOUSE, situated in the rear of
iLWilmot St., between Cumberland and Oxford
Streets. The house is in good repair, containing eight
rooms, with a wood-shed and a supply of good water.
For further particulars inauire of
H. PALMER, on the premises.
July 14—d2w*

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

8.00

io.’oo
lbs.

WANTED,

Prices, $3, $3.50, $4 and $5.

BY

Farm for Sale.
North Yarmouth, on the Gloucester road, formerly known as the
Col. Cushman
Place,” within two miles of two depots on the G. T.
B. R., containing 200 acres of land, 40 of which is
wood land: fences
mostly stone wall. Buildingtwo storied house, with
barn

SITUATED

a

Merchants.

FEENY,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND

Prompt attention give to the purchase and sale ol
Flour and Merchandise generally.
Refbences—Dwight Durker, Banker, St, Louis,
Mo.; Thayor & Sargent, New York: Tyler, Rire <&
Sous, Boston Mas.; J. B. Brown A Sons, Portland,
Maine.
apl9d3in

*6.00

,i

PIANO

brockett,

6.—dtf

of

1865.

reduction.
Complaints against the Driver for neglect, carelessness, or-any other cause, must be made at the Office,
and will be attended to promptly.
may22d2m

Eminent Biographer and Historian.
Author of “Philanthropic Results of the War in
America,” “Our Great Captains,” “History of the
Civil War in the United States, <&<*.
The

cor-

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
particulars enquire of Jds Attorneys, Messrs.
Dehlois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.

seven acres

titled to

Life and Times of Abraham Lincoln,
B \ DR, L.P.

For

fourteen rooms, with about
is unsurpassed on the Cape.
A.

**

TRUE & CO.,
M and 66 Middle St.

BOO SALESMEN

THE SEASON

d»y from June 1st to October 1st,
<■

a

pointment.
Any customer leaving town for two weeks or more
at one time, by giving notice at the
office, will be en-

firat-class Coat, Pants and Vest uiak-

18—d3w

lbs

SAWYER,

Ne. 73 N. Levee, A 150 Commercial 8t„
ST. LOUIS, MO.

When
than the above, It
will be delivered at the same rate
per month, but
when not wanted for the full season It will be charged at the rate of *2 per month for 10 lbs a
day
Notice of change of Residence, if given at the Office, instead oi the driver, will always prevent disap-

Lost•
Wednesday, July 19th,
and the

©r

BOSS <&

Commission

NO. 32 EXCHANGE ST.,

Forty cents per 100
wanted tor a longer lime

june30dtf

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.

July

10
15
20

july21d3t*

plains.

Tyler
Melville Sawyer
L»“ DeP’y P- M, General ol
Mo.

_

YACHT
INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMFY

$1,000,000
Capital,
1, ’65,
Surplus,

of B.

AND THE

WHERRIES,

Ship’s

on

House and Lot for Sale.
two story DWELLING HOUSE, in good
order, situated on the Corner ot Cumberland

ROW BOATS, FISHING DORIES

Days

care

Portland, July 11,1865.—dim

fipnday Morning, July 24,1865.

SHIPS’ BOATS,
Yachts, Sail and Fishing Boats

young man of experience, a situation in a Dry
Goods business as Clerk or Assistant Book-keepAddress with particulars, BOOK-KEEPER,

J uly

For Sale.
A three

CLARK,

PBICE8 OF ICE FOB

a

BY
er.

Business Cards.

GENERAL

ICE HOUSE—SILVER ST.

Wanted.

as

corner of Waterville and Sherbrook
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to W, 37$ Middle St
julylldtf

W.

OFFIOE,

Wanted.

Apply

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

1>-

STEPHEN R. THURSTON.

July 19—dlw*

GOULD,
Street, up stairs.

the Payson House.
HOUSE
House and Lot

NEW PERFUME

and ran on.
‘I can’t go to England without telling you
what I—I—I * * * No, no! don’t say
anything yet. I never told you—I would not
oil that happy time—that I am on
[From Loudon Society.)
my way
iome to take possession of my place in
ShropA NEW PHASE OP THE OLD STOBY.
shire. I want—I—I”
I could not say another word; all
We have it on such high authority that
my cour“there is nothing new under the sun,” tiiat age was gone; and I stood more sheepish than
unless the subject was one on which I had
aver.
She had come to the rescue again, and
thought a great deal, I should hesitate to own looking up at me with her big eyes, said:
You
come from Shropshire ?
my conviction that the saying if not utterly un
How extraorfounded—is only to be interpreted in the most
dinary that I should never have found that out
before!
I’m
it
has
been
too.
I
general way. Indeed,
a satistac
wonder whethShropshire
tion to me in my very severe trial to think that
er you are anywhere near
my old home, Surneaux ?’
my own ease is probabJy quite without a precedent ; aDd though it was first an additioua.
‘Oh dear, oh dear! what is the matter?—Are
thorn that not one, even of my most
sympa- you ill?—Shall 1 ring? Oh,do speak! Don’t
thizing triends, ever listened to my story witu- look so!—for my sake. Oh 1’
out smiling, yet now i can watch their
What was the matter? Only my chest had
polite
attempt to keep their features straight with a been bulged in, and driven up to my mouth—
grim satisfaction, for I read in every curve ol that was all. What was the matter ?
A Illoat Fxqninile, Delicate and Fra.
the mouth an additional evidence that I have
Her dear old home Sumeaux V Good heavgrant Perfume, Distilled from the
not grieved as men grieve
Flower from
Rare and Beautiful
commonly, and that ens ! Yes, my mother’s name—my grandfather’s—was Smith!
my love, like others in never running smooth,
which it taler* its name.
has at least chosen a new
Her dear old home Sumeaux! Then
country, awl led me
Manufactured only by Pil A 1,0 IV Sc SON.
my analong a rough road, which no one, perhaps has gel was the old man’s baby wife I had heard so
ever explored before me.
much of!
Beware of Counterfeits.
Her dear old home Sumeaux!
My grandfather was an old-fashioned counGood heavAsh for Fhrtlon**—Take no other.
ens
!
whose
And
first
wile
a
had
man
not
died
at
try squire,
the
may
marry his grand8old by druggist* generally.
birth of their second chiid—my mother. In
mother !
his old age he took it into his head to
Julyl—*eod6m
We
were both calmer soon, and I said let
a
marry
second tune; and my cousin—of whom I
me kiss you, grandmamma.”
knew little more than he had been put into
I doubt whether grandmother was ever more
the Guards as heir to the property, and used
touched then she was as I threw
my arms
to snub me when we met as
boys—took upon around her; and (must it be told) cried like a
himself to express so decided an
It
was not manly I dare
opinion ou baby.
say; but no one
the whole aflkir, that hardly a year afterwards
saw it but Suzette, who came in writhout knockOF ANY SIZE.
a fonnai letter which I received in
and
was
to
throw
a jug full of water
going
India, an- ing,
nouncing my grandfather’s death, went on to over us but I saw her in time.
say that, in virtue of a will made immediateMy old friend has the rectory at the bottom
ly after an interview with his elder grandson. of the park, and I go there every day: for it
I was the owner of Surneaux Hail and all his
does me good to see his rosy wile and romp
with his little girl.
property, subject only to a few trifling deduca
There is no nursery at Sumeaux.
tions, including
legacy of one hundred
SKIFFS, FANCY SHELLS, &c.,
tor
I am a deputy lieutenant, and a man of note
and
a
pounds
my cousin,
jointure of five
on hand, or built to order, by the subscribin the country; but the chair
hundred pounds a year to his young widow of
Constantly
opposite mine in
ers, at short notice, as
twenty-two. When the news reached me 1 the old drawing-room is never used except
was at one of the best
pig-sticking stations in when grandmamma is with me.
She often comes; but we never speak of the
Thirty Days for a 50 T. Yacht,
Bengal; and as there was no immediate necessity for my return, I determined not to hur- happy days in Switzerland, and neither of us
Ten
for a Shell, How or
Boat.
has been there since.
ry, but enjoy as much as possible the change
in my fortunes. The tiger-skin on which my
[P. S. Since writing this grandmamma has
Particular attention paid to
feet are resting as I write, and the stufteu come down with her younger sister. She is
birds which stand on the top of the bookcase
very agreeable; and barring the weeds, reopposite me, are some of the trophies which minds me much of what G. M. was when we Stock, Finish, Model, Speed & Safety
first met.]
remind me of the many pleasant days I spent
PRICES REASONABLE.
in the next few months. I did not leave India for more than six months after I received
OABS
OF
ALL
KINDS MADE TO ORDER,
A POPULAR PREACHER ON POPULAR
the news of the old squire’s death, when i
AMD A. LARGE STOCK OJT HATCH.
PRE
ACHES’
Gh
joined a friend from England on a hunting
The Rev. Professor Caird, in an address reexpedition to the Carpathians, which proved a
N. B.—A liberal allowance on freight will be made
failure; for we saw nothing larger than astray cently delivered at the ordination of the Kev. on orders at a distance from us.
and
were
more
than
once
deer,
nearly starved. George Stewart
Bums, to the High Crurcli
I left him as soon as we got into inhabited reHJT Please mention this advertisement in addressing us.
gions again, and after a very leisurely journey parish of Glasgow; Scotland, said;
“Few positions lead so directly to publicity,
through Greece and Italy, stopping a weak at
WINSOJi & WHITNEY,
one place and a month ht another, found
or satisfy so readily the craving to be
myseen,
13 COMMERCIAL WHARF.
BOSTON.
self sitting one fine evening in October, 1858,
known, and talked of, as that of a popular diin an easy chair on the balcony at the Hotel
July 6.—eod 2m
vine. In all communities rural or civic, the par
Biron, Viiie Neuve, looking out on the still son is a man of mark and importance. Even
waters of the Lake of Geneva.
I had had
if he be a man of little abliity—one who in any
knocking about of late. Five days in the Car- other walk of life would never fie known or
pathians, with nothing but a measly pig for heard of—here there is an adventitious deferthe whole party to eat, had been a sickener;
ence and respect, which, due to the office, is in
and beneath the soft influences of the setting
most minds transferred, apart from his own
BUY A BOX
sun, and gentle breeze from the lake, I was
merits, to the man who occupies it. The squire
getting very sentimental, and found myseii receives him at his table; the bow obsequious of
painting charming pictures of peaceful domes- the smutched artificer, the wondering homage
tic evenings in the old drawing room at Surof children, await him as he goes forth on his
neaux, villi a graceful wife on the opposite
parochial rounds; an atmosphere of deference MAKES BETTER BEER
THAN YOU CAN BUY.
side of the fire, and model babies upstairs, and
surrounds him, very pleasant to a~weak mind,
not unpleasant to-a strong one. And then,
my old school-friend with the poor girl he had
been hopelessly engaged to for the last six
Nearly Five Thousand Disposed of in Three
translate the youthful and ambitious minister
Weeks.
years in the snug rectory at the bottom of the from the modified publicity of a country parish
Everybody Wants a Box. Sold Everywhere.
park.
to the unmeasured publicity and manifold
This new and useftil article is composed of very
There are, if wliat doctors tell us is true, cerexcitements of a town charge, and is there not
Roots and Herbs, selected with great care
tain conditions of the body which render a permuch then to feed the vanity and satisiy the health/hl
by the Inventor, who is an experienced Beer Maker.
son more than usually liable to catch
jove of display, or power, or praise, and so to
any infectious disorder which may be flying about;
present irresistible fascination to many a mind
Manufactured only by the
and no one can reasonably doubt that there are
which higher motives would fail to move?
seasons in every man’s life when he is even
‘‘Who, if he be accessible to such influence, American Beer Powder Comp’y,
more helplessly predisposed to fall in love on
is so much sought after, feted, flattered as the
THOMASTON, ME.
the slightest provocation. A general benevoyoung and popular preacher? For whom do
and
unwonted
lence,
For Sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
appreciation of the beau- competing congregations contend—whose presties of nature, are probably two of the earliest
ence is so eagerly solicited by charitable sociesymptoms of the state, and I can now see that
ties, Sunday school managers and churches J. M. BAKER, Af<ent,
my pe.'iect enjoyment a31 watched the changthat have a debt to clear oif ? Whose name is
142 Exchange Street,
ing colors on the mountains, as the sun set so eagerly coveted by getters-up of soirees and
PORTLAND, ME.
that evening, and the unusual anxisty I felt for
public meetings, and plastered on walls and
July 12—eod3w
the happiness and welfare of the world at
large boarding in big letters as sure attraction to the
would, had I been wise, have been enough to hunters after religious amusement? Who
warn me that
wakes in susceptible breasts an admiration the
my frame of mind was vary
dangerous. I remember everything fhat night seini-sacredness of which blinds the subject of
now, as if it was only yesterday; the very
it to the human clement that mingles with
it,
order in which the stars come
out, as the dark- and to whom do tasteful gilts and presentations
ness closed in. The
blazing comet cui ving al-' .so often hint a homage which the tongue may
Of the City ol New York.
most from the Alps on the left to the
distant, not speak?
mountains on the other side of the
and
Then think of the weekly excitement which
lake,
the perfect reflection in the still black water
the pulpit brings to him whqse passion is for
below. If I shut my eyes I can still see it all
Office No. 113 Broadway.
po pular applause. The crowded pews, the
just as it was. I got up and wandered down thronged aisles, the preparatory fuss and comto the pier, and as I leant over the
the
railing,
motion, and the stillness when the object of
third symptom, a longing melancholy,
began to unusual interest appears, the half-impatience Cash
00
creep over me. It was a heavenly night. Presof psalms and prayers mere preliminaries to the
sentiy the quiet reflection of the comet broke great point of interest; the hushed waiting stilland
Jan.
204 188 40
up,
spread into two broad dancing lines oi ness, the kindling eyes and flushed countelight, and soon the vessel splashing up, woke nances, while the skillfully constructed climax
me from my reverie.
is being wrought up, and sentence after sen40
fuere were not many passengers so late in
tence, rising in interest falls from the Orator’s
the season. Three tourists in dirty coats, with
and
lips;
then, as the goal is reached, and the
the regulation knapsacks and alpenstocks, a
exhausted speaker pauses, the long-drawn sigh
dozen workingmen carrying their own atmos- of relieved
suspense, the interchanged glances
phere of garlic with them, a few poor women, of sympathetic admiration, the momentary
and a sprightly French maid, in bustling anxnestle over the auditory, and then the
settling
iety for a pile of boxes, and, last her slight of themselves anew for another dose of rhetoryoung English mistress, dressed in black. One ical excitement 1 What an ordeal is that for a
might as well try to paint the scent of a violet weak head and a vain heart to go through 1—
as to convey in words
What incense rises on such a scene—a sweet
any notion of the charms
of the sweet face I gazed
odour in the nostrils of the too conscious idol
as she stepped
into,
out of the boat. Comet,
lake, mountains, all of the hour! There is inherent weakness in
wore forgotten in an instant in
such a ministry amid the
the presence
superficial flutter of
ot her higher
AND
beauty: and I slept that night— success. The secret of popularity hunter is
it sleep it were—with
the ‘thank you’ which
sooner or later found out.
Discerning minds
rewarded me as I stooped to
pick up her shawl perhaps see through his shallowness, pious
ttui
souneing in my ears, and every nerve flut- minds fall back from one who lives for self, and
tering from the contact with her small hand.
the educated, supercilious skeptical class, inde
8aere%ious to tell all the inci- stead of being influenced by him, pride themdents of the next few
We met and talkselves on penetrating the claptrap of religious
days.
ed at the tabic ,t bote. she was
going to Old excitement, and find in the whole affair afresh
Cliiiion ; I had been there
twice, but couid not theme fordisdainftil criticism and epigrammatCHARLES TAYLOR, President.
leave without another visit. She was
curious
ic articles on popular preaching.”
to explore the salt mines at
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-Pres’t.
but could
Bex;
not go alone.
Acquaintances foimed under
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
such circumstances soon ripen into
Great Inducements
friendships;
Oliver A. Drake, Ass’t Secretary.
and friendships easily grow into
something
FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
more.
She Was a young widow {Mrs. Smith
J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department {late of
wa3 her name:) that was all I knew
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)
subscribers offer for sale a largo quantity of
or cared
to know; but long before I left the dear
desirable building lots in the West End or the
hotel
J. W. Hunger & Co., Agents,
there was no concealing it, I was over head
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, NeaJ, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery,* Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monuand ears in iove. But what of that? i was
ment, Danforth, Orange and Salem Streets.
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.
twenty-five (a year at least older than she)
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
June 7, 1865—eodly
the owner of a fine estate; and with all
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
dilhdence felt sure that my presence and atten- build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth qf the cost qf building, on
ANNUAL MEETING.
tions were not unpleasant to her.
the house. From parties who bulla imcompletion
Never was a lover more happy than I, as I mediately, qf
NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
said ‘Good ByP and started off to meet a
Atlantic & St, Lawrence Bailroad
nine to ten
A Mply every day except Sunday, from
at 4116 office of the
friend on business in
subscribers, where plans
Paris, with a warm inviy be seen, and full
obtained.
particulars
tation to call on her in the
t IlH’E Stockholders of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence
liue-, where
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland it
she hoped to arrive
JL I Cailroad Company are hereby notified that their
Portland,
May 3, 1865.
very soon after me, on her
may4tf
Annual Meeting will be held at the office of the
way home.
in the Passenger Depot of the Grand
Treasurer,
Madame was fatigued with the
Steamer for Yarmouth.
journey, and
Trunk Railway Co., on TUESDAY, the first day of
was lying
down, I learned lrom Suzette when
August, 1865, at 10 o’clock A. M., for the purpose of
The steamer CLIPPER will leave
the tedious
m aking choice of Nine Directors for the ensuing year,
day.-; were over, and the time had
for Portland every mornand for the tran saction of any other business legally
come ior me to know
my fate. The absence
H. \V. HERSEY, Clerk.
presented.
had decided me, and
my mind was quite made
__
Portland, July 13th, 1865.
julyl4eodtd
u!’’aIK bfe without her would be worthless.
leave Portland
Pier in the afternoon
Would monsieur sit down on the sofa and
e“Ch Wa'V 30 CW,t"Weed,
Weed,
Weed|!
*"■** taken at low
should kaow who had
called,’ said
rriHE New Sewing Machine for Family and Manuthe little woman, as she
Excursion parties accommodated on ar.r.u™w™ »
frisked out of the
I facturinir purposes. Also, the Florence and
mt
Shaw & Clark’s sixteen and twenty dollar
over her shoulder,
O,. Li-MAN.
which made me f
feel hot.
1868.
SJEWINO MACHINES.
July 13th,
jiiyistf
door opened and she came
The best kind of Oil, Needles, Silk, Twist, Thyead,
softly in. I
(laves, Orrs &
“V bat over, blushed,
Board.
Screw-Drivers, Oil-Cans, Hemming
Machine
y haDd get h0t and damP 88 1 held
MacNaught Cotton, and all kinds of Sewing
suits ol Rooms, furnished or unfur
Trimmings. Machines repaired and to let.
nisbed, with hoard, at 77 Free St.
of
stair
Office
one
Middle
137}
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
St., up
Oh, Mr. Jones, it is very good of you to
July 8—dlw*

MOSES
74 Middle

Real Estate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known

Sts.

Her breath came quickly, and she looked
I was reckless bow,
up timidly and smiled.

I waifted to lose, and
any one except myseli.
The finder will be
rewarded
suitably
by leaving the
same at 161 Commercial St.

7rlrrr.ln

Business Cards.

TYLER &

green

containing more money than
papers of no earthly value to

provements.
For plans of Lots and Streets, apply to

promised.

23P“ Repairing neatly done at short notice.

a

p„

Alexander

about six
between

and

Amt O

No.

Miscellaneous.

Pocket Book Lost.

EThe

julyl4—6w

$*

Lost and Found.

on

SALE.

FOR

1805.

24,

o’clock.
Saturday Evening, July 15,
Union Street, probably
Property! ONFore,
Commercial
dark
MOROCCO POCKET BOOK,

very desirable residence, No. 35 Free
Street. The house is two stories, in complete
order and has the modern improvements.
Also a well arranged STABLE, and ont-buildings.
The lot has a front on Free Street of over sixty feet,
and containing about 9000 feet of land. Ibis is a very
central and eligible property.
For terms, &c., apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
July 12—d3w

of the manufacturing department.
Punctuality is the motto of this establishment
and all work

Street

Free

Rubbers,

PORTLAND, ME.
CUSTOM

Wants,

For Sale and to Let*

Manufacturer and Dealer in

close!)

1 think she guessed
(Paris
why I twiddled my hat and brushed it the
wrong way; for she looked shy too, hut more
beautiful than ever. It was getting painful; I
twiddled my hat harder than ever. I don’t
believe I should ever have spoken another
word, but she recovered her presence of mind
first, and began again.
‘Oh! you must let me show you my photographs: they are so lovely; I got them in
Geneva. Here is the dear old Dent de Midi,
i'liere is one somewhere of the
funny old convent we went together to see on the other side
of the Bhone, on your last
day. You remember my slipping as we were
clambering up on
to the marbie rock behind the
garden, to peep
at the nuns? You don’t know how bad
my
ankle was afterwards. I did not
get out at all
the day you went, and could not even come
down to dinner, it is so horrid and lonely being laid up in an inn, with no one to care for
you. I did get so low spirited. I did not
know a bit how lame I was till I tried to go up
stairs again after you had gone.’
I turned over the photographs, and stared
blindly at them wrong ways upwards, as she
paused. It must come sooner or later I thought.
•She dropped her eyes, and looked frightened,
as I blurted
out, ‘perhaps we will never see
one another again.”
was

Miscellaneous.

JULY

Professor.
PARKER, Royal
7
27w3w
July 1, 1863.

McOILVERY. RYAN A DAVIS,
No. 1«1 OunaKrda! Street.

For Sale in Reading, Maas.
Twelve milre, or twenty-eight

—minutes from Boston station, i>er exO press trains, a dwelling house, ten
rooms; th'ce*oighth ucr6 of uuui;

cx~fifteen apple ***** In, bearing; one__„„Slhe depot; water excellent; location

Prtsa $3 800healthy, and with
F. O. FRENCH, Cash$1,200 on mortgage. AtWresator
Boaton,
three
weeks.
Metropolis,
fre Bank
JulylT Swtaw

unsurgj^

yiLY PRESS,

D

PORTLAND.
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1

of the Press it larger than the corn'tatty
in''/ circulation of nil the other dailies in the city.

$S,00 per year in advance.

—
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A SOUTHERN

all Four Pastes.

UNIONIST.

Hon. D. F. Pern- is now the Provisional
Governor of South Carolina; the man set
apart to restore that state to the Union. He
recently male a speech at a public meeting in

Greeriviile, in that State, which is published
in the Philadelphia Inquirer, from which we
These are suffimake the following extracts.

cient to show that a Union man at the South
is a very different article from a Union man at

the North, and that in reconstruction in South
Carolina but very little respect i3 to be shown
for the heroes whose blood has been shed in
that state to reinstate the old flag, and very
little disrespect for the traitors whose acts of
infamy male that precious sacrifice necessary.
If Perry is

little short

correctly reported he
of an ingrain traitor;

comes

very
and if such

men are to bear rule in that State it is very evident that the battle for Union and Liberty
has not yet been concluded. Henceforth, how-

ever, It will be waged with ballots rather than

bullets;

in the latitude

of

Washington

devil, because,

as

h& didn't know whose hrrnds he
into. There are such men in the
have relatives in the

South; perhaps they

issue

Term*

ternately to the Lord and the
he alleged,
would fall

Monday Morning, July 24,1865.
The

Johnson,—wa9 something in the condition of the frightened Paddy* who prayed alident

and

North. The Post may therefore be right in
his speech, ‘‘lie
saying that when he made
was trying to straddle a very sharp fence, and

his contortions, however painful, were not unnatural. He was, as a Union man, addressing
he evidently
thought to be
population which
bitterly rebel; he had been silent for four years
—and the habit of speech had to some degree
a

left lnni; he was drawn to one side by his conscience and a regard for Andrew Johnson’s
favor, and to the other by his feare of the au-

dience and

desire to please them.
Launcelot Gobbo in the play, he was
of contrary

Like

a

a

prey

impulses.”

SHRINKING PROM THE

RESPONSI-

BILITIES.

Sweden, July 18,1865.
To the Editor of the Press:

thirsting

for

exciting news just
People
now, and will not be satisfied till they hear of
some accident or battle, that they can express
are

their horror at the Joss of life.
manners of the “good country

given away under

the

four years, and

a

The retired
have

people”

exciting times of the last
complete reaction taken
The better part of the community,
place.
however, in this region, have settled down to
the more peaceful avocations of life, with the
satisfaction that ageart work has been accomplished, and thankfulness that the most sanguine hopes have been realized. But there is an
occasional outcry among a certain class, when
the collectors present their tax-bills, which in
ordinary times, and to a people unskilled in

farther north and west rather than in the latitude of the palm and palmetto.
The speech was made before its author was
appointed Governor, or at any rate, before he war, would look slightly warlike. Most of the
knew of his appointment. Had it been known 1 towns have voted to
pay the whole or part of

headquarters that utterance had been given
to such infamous sentiments, and that such a

at

feeling

cherished in relation to the

the money raised few

volunteers, and

the “neu-

trals” or “conservative demorcrats,” as
term themselves, are coming down in

they

Union,
hitloyal people of the ter denunciations on the
government and
North, we doubt if the people of South Caro- war matters In
general. I know wealthy
lina would to-day rejoice in such an official
that have made themselves rich by
farmers,
leader in bringing them back to the Union
the high prices taken for their produce, having
fold, a3 Provisional Governor, B. F. Perry.
n many cases, realized three times the usual
The following extracts, though not connect'
and now that an effort is made to liquiprofit;
ed, but separated from their connections, do date the town debts in two or three
years,
no injustice to the speech referred to. We
give making their taxes in some cases double wlut
them a3 samples:
they usually have been, such men are frantic
THE OOVEBNOB’S FEELINGS.
with rage, and wholly beside themselves. One
Mr. Chairman, 1 wUl here frankly say, as I
have often said during the jsast four years, that of the most wealthy men in tills town became
there was uot a man in the United States who so indignant because his rights were taken
more deeply regretted the secession of the
away, that he took up his connection with
southern States than I did at the beginning 6f
Uncle Sam’s government and lied to Canada,
the revolution; auj iker, U not now in ilie
expecting to find it a laud of milk and honey.
u nikn-n.4iue.noni
who feel more bitterly the
To reason with such men is to
humiliation and, degro.datinU of going back
bring down upinto Hr- Union than I do. Still, iknowthat
on your head oaths that would make “devils
we shall be more prosperous and happy in
tlje incarnate” b.ush.
a

was

return to its

flag, and

the

Union than out of it.

But have

DAVIS NOT TO BLAME.

It ha3 been too common, Mr.
Chairman, to
at .abate the failure of this great revolution to
iuent
o;
taePre
the late Confederacy.
This,
sir, i, a mistake. Tne people were tnem.elves
to bia ne for its failure;
were
They
unwilling
to make those sacrifices which were essential
to its mccsss. Many who were most
prominent in the movement never did
anything for
it after the war commenced. Instead of seeking their proper position, in front of the battle, they sought “bomb-proofs” for themselves
and their sous.
WHY THE SOUTH FAILED.

Whan General

Johnston surrendered his
his mu it3.- roll seventy thou-

army ha hid on
sand men, but omv fourteen thousand to be
carried into battle! General Gee’s ar.uy was
in the same e mdltlon. Whare were the absentee ? At home, on furlough, staying over their
furloughs, deserted and straggling! At no
time during the last turee years of the war
was there more than one-mini of the army
ready to march ip to battle! How was it possible fortne southern people to succeed, acting

thus?

WHAT OU IHr TO HAVE BEEN DONE.

Congre is, is greatly to blame for these exemptions. All bet weed the ages of eighteen
and forty-five should have been forced into
the anny and kept there.
It mattered not
whether he wa3 doctor, lawyer, preacher, politician, editor or school-teacher; if an abie-

bodied man, he should have been sent to the
army. But, strange to say, the classes of meD
who were mainly instrumental in plunging

their country into revolution

by Congress from fighting!
politicians, newspaper editors
of the gospel.

ed

ail exemptI allude to the

were

and

preachers

ment of there martyrs, and it is certain that
‘t never would have come in their
day, had it
not been for the support the rebels received from

Buchanan and his abettors.

Equally certain
at the commencement of the war,
as well as during the whole
struggle, this class
of men have been clogging the wheels of

is

it, that,

gov-

ernment, and doing ail in their power to weakand build up the confederates, reto shemo3 more disgraceful, more mali-

en our cause

sorting
cious, and

heretofore dope.

TREASON AGAINST SOUTH CAROLINA.

Treason may be committed against the state
of South Carolina as well as against the United
States. After South Carolina left the Union
all her citizens were liable, as traitors, in the
state courts, who took side3 with t'ie» United
Statei and fought against her. If they were

traitors in the United
punished
States courts, for taking side with the state,
then all were traitors, and liable to be executed as traitors, whether they fought for or served the one or the other government. This
would, indeed, be a most cruiSl and lamentable condition. Death was their portion, act
as they might.
To stand neutral they could
not, and to choose between the state and the
United States was death. Surely a principle
so monstrous and absurd cannot be enforced.
There were thousands and hundreds of thousands in the southern states who deeply regretted the secession of their states, but after the
state had seceded felt that their first allegiance
was due the state.
as

SLAVEHOLDER’S WAR LEGITIMATE.
Bat, Mr. Chairman, the secession of eleven
or twe.ve sovereign states, composing one-half
of the territory of the United States, was
something more than a rebellion. It was le*
gitimats war between the two sections.
*
*
The highest generals, as well
as the humblest privates, were treated as
captured soldiers by both governments and exchanged while thh gigantic war was waging,
an I cannot now be demanded as traitors, tried
and executed as traitors.

The greatest
the southern
states wore most conscientiously leading this
war, either in council or on the field of battle.
Jn 1 til history there is not a more perfect model of a pure anti great man (suce Washington)
than Oener it Lee. That he should now be
hung as a traitor would be an act of national
infamy that would shock the whole civilized
world, an i render the name of the United
States odious in history.
THE

REBELS COMPLIMENTED.

Whilst I do not think, Mr. Chairman, that
the whole people of the southern states have
behave ! wall in this war, and done their duty
1 of battle, yet there is
at bon 3 ami on the
a

large proportion of them who hare
immortal honors, and whose giory in war

very

won

and wiMom in council will illustrate many a
b igat page in history. They have been unsuc33j~iiiii in their revolution, but tliis should
no
ani do 33 not dftract from their heroic
gallantry on the field of battle, or their statesman ship in the cabinet or halls of legislation.
ATROCITIES OF UNION

SOLDIERS.

I cannot and would not, Mr. Chairman, ask
tlie past In this
my fellow citizens to
war*>o far as the North is concerned. There
have been deeds of atrocity committed by the
V ailed Stubs armies which can never be forgotten in the Southern States.

forget

This will suffice. The above are enough
to show the
quality of the man to whom has
haon committed the reins of
political power in
the state whieh has the
signal dishonor of being the first to rebel, the first to insult the
flag, the fir.-t to fire a gun against the constitutional authorities of the
land.
The

.V,

Y.

Keening l‘o g indulges the hope
that Governor Perry “i8a
gocxl deal better
than his word,” which, says the
lost, “is akind
of

very apt to be liked in the end.
though
he may not be a favorite at first.”
The Post bases this judgment on a
dispatch
setting forth that the Governor has just issued
man

a proclamation lor a convention, in which he
has suggested to the people such measures as
will radically change the South Carolina constitution- He urges, it is said, that the State
shall adopt the amendment to the Constitution

damnable than the

world

subscribe, fixing

terms within the reach of men of moderate
mean3, and on conditions perfectly
and

was

appointed by Pres-

ceived notice in our oclumns, is, we understand,
to be ready for
delivery to subscribers during
the coming Fall.

The rapidity with which the subscription
books are being filled encourages the publishto push forward the preparation of the work
Mr. John Russell, whose
as fast as possible.
office is at 208 Fore St., is the agent for this
city, and his subscription lists already number
many names' of our best oitizens.
Several biographies of Mr. Lincoln are already published, or in preparation. We'do not

er

detract from the merits of any of them in saying that this of Dr. Holland has distinctive
points which peculiarly recommend it to the
general reader. The aim of its author is to present the leading facts of Mr. Lincoln’s life, but
to avoid the burden of official documents,
except
so far as they may be
necessary to an understand! ug of his principles or policy, and to

mainly on those points of his personal
history which present him as a man, and as the
President of a great Republic in the most
eventful period of its career, to depict the pub-

dwell

private life of the humble citizen, the
successful lawyer, the pure politician, the
statesman and the philanthropist, in
short, to
narrate with a measurable degree of symmetry

lic and

completeness the story of a life which has
changed the course of American history
through all coming time. The well-known
aud

abilities of Dr. Holland aje a sufficient ^ruarauty for the literary execution of the work.—

Published by Gurdon Bill, Springfield, Mass,
and sold

by subscription only.
EVILS OF SLAVERY.

acy,’

writes

as

follows,from Georgia:

One can see now with very clear eyes the
extent of the curse and misery which the system of slavery has brought upon the Southern
people. It was the merchandise value of the
slave which made hb mister cling to the system. Of the four million of slaves at the South,
only about 8d0,000, or one out of five who
worked in the field, were really profitable from
the labor. Every household was cumbered
with more of them thau were serviceable, more
than they ueeded. The only compensation
for this vast burden imposed upon them, was
the natural (or rather unnatural) increase in
their number which made them a species of
wealth easily exchangeable. It is no flight of
fancy, but a startling reality, which the more
intelligent here acknowledge, that the great
majority of the southern slaveholders were in
reality keeping breeding pens. The teeming
fertility of the fertile womb instead of being
checked was stimulated, or at least unrestrained. A few otthese people are now able
to see to what a dangerous state of affairs this
would ultimat
ely have led them, and are making up tneu1 minds to be thankfUl for the riddance of so questionable a possession.
Magnanimity Unparalleled.—The inhabitants of Dooly County, Georgia, have assembled in mass meeting to signify their ac-

quiescence in reconstruction, and have adopted a platform which for pithy audacity and
concentration of impudence it would be hard
to match.
The preambles and resolutions
given below need no comment. They read
a little like one of Orpheus C. Kerr’s
burlesques,
but we find them printed as genuine in the
New York Tribune:
“Whereas, We have for four years most
—

bravely

and gallantly contended for our rights
with the United States; and
“Whereas we have been overpowered by

numbers;
“ifes leetl, That we will for the present submit to the Constitution of the United States,

and all laws in accordance with the same.
uH‘ noloriI, That we will put down all vagrancy and crime, especially among the black
population—[Boston Advertiser.

The

nothing calculated to aid
the national cause. The more
reasonable, rational part of the community responded, and
are now exempt from the present
high taxes.
As soon as they began to realize that the GovBonds were

exempt from

State,

County, and Municipal taxation, which adds
from one to three per cent, per annum to their
value, they began to howl about iryustice and
leaders,

who know that no

injustice has been done them,| are poisoning
the more ignorant classes with the belief that
they alone me paying these high taxes, while
abolitionists are exempt, hoping in this manner to create a sensation in the
public mind,
by which they may be able to gain some political capital.
The ways of the wicked are hard; and if
these consistent beings will shut their ears to
rea-on, and bring upon themselves destruction, the Union men, at least, will not be responsible.
There is a small class of weak-backed Union men, who have been frightened
by the
idea of the utter inability of the
government
to refund so large an amount of money. We
would invite the attention of such to a
quotation from Shakspcare :
And make

ns

ful.

A Buenos

striking

and

a

Ayres paper relates some
few dangerous adventures con-

nected with the event.
were

Laborers in the fields

completely bewildered,

about in

and

wandered

he darkness unable to find their

way home. One gentleman who'was driving
in his carriage lost his way, and just managed

pull up on the brink of a precipice, twenty
perpendicular, down which his horse was
about to plunge. Farmers put their sheep in
the “corales,” thinking it was night; and in
some quarters the dreadful gloom caused the
deepest alarm among the more ignorant classto

feet

military despotism.
The Democratic

attended by interesting phenomena.—
darkness is described as something fear-

—was

es.

Discount in South
America.—The Buenos Ayres Weekly Standard of May 17th says:
The new Welch colony for Patagonia is
Mobmonism at a

shortly expected

There is a rumor to the
effect that this is a Mormon colony, but we
can hardly credit this.
If they are Mormons
we hope to see the Government at once send
them about tlieir business. Not an inch of
Argentine territory should be afforded to such
people; Africa is more adaptable for the disturbers of all domestic happiness.

BY

out.

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

Our doubts are traitors,
lose the good we oft might win,

EVENING-

By fearing to attempt.”

J. M.K
how

gen. McClellan obtained
SUPREME COMMAND.

A New York correspondent furnishes the
statement as to how Gen. McClellan
obtained command of the armies of the United
States, and why he was removed:

following

The disaster at Bull Run came on the nation like an avalanche.
A distinguished citiof New York was in
Washington the day
atter.
The army was without a
and
zen

head,
completely demoralized. Beauregard could
have matched into Washington at any moment, had it pleased Providence. The gentle-

man

met

Thurlow Weed

on

the sidewalk at

early hour in the morning. Addressing
Thurlow, he said, “Washington is not safe.
The army is a mob: it has no
leader; and
an

what is to be done ?”—'“What do you
propose?” said the astute statesman, unwilling to
commit himself.
The reply was, “The army
must have a leader.
George B. McClellan is
the only man that has any eclat, or so far has
had any success.”—“Will yon go and tell fhe
Governor that?” said Mr. Weed (the name
by which Mr. Seward is familiarly known in

Washington). The Governor cross-questioned
him sharply. “What do you know about McClellan ? How do you know the public have
confidence in him ?
How do you know that
he

gained the battles in Western Virginia?”
The result was that McClellan was sent for.
He dictated his own terms, and they were severe oue3.
He had plenipotentiary power to
do with the army as he Wuld. He could form
such carps, break the army up, do whatever
he pleased under the terms made with the

From,

One

night the gentleman above referred to,
he was going to bed, wa3 called
upon,
in New York, by a stranger.
He was a citizen of Illinois,—a man of position. He was a
personal friend of McClellan, and had been
connected with him in the Western railroads.
He spoke of him as a man of ability and integrity, but easily duped by de ign’ing men,
and unfortunate iu the choice of instruments
to do hi3 whl.
Said the gentleman: “He is
forming a corps for secret service. He has put
at the head of it one of the most unprincipled
men in the country,—he has defrauded the
Western railroads out of $100,00o. The name
he goes by in the army is not his real name;
and McClellan wiil have no success while this
You must
man is at the hea<! of this corps.
go to Gen. McClellan, and tell him he must
dismiss that man forthwith.” The gentleman
declined on the ground that he did not know
as

Hatjti.

New York, July 22.
from Hayti, show that the insurrection is still confined to Cape Haytien.
Tlie government is able to take the city, but
desires to spare the effusion of blood necessary
in a direct attack.
Pres. Jeflfrard has issued a proclamation to
his people, assuring them that the motto “Liberty and Fraternity” of the insurgents, is but
a shame and deceit.
He offers amuesly to the
inhabitants of Cape Haytien, and urges them
to expel the rebellious leaders.
Gen. Morrist has been assassinated by the

insurgent leader Solnave.
A grand funeral
ceremony took place at the
Port au Prince Cathedral, at which the Archbiship and the President assisted. His widow
lias been pensioned by the
government.
The port of Cape Haytien is now in a state
of blockade.

to North

Carolina—Washington
Correspondence.
New York, July 22.
Two North Carolina gentlemen are‘in this
city to make arrangements for forwarding emigration from the North to that State, they
have large quantities of land to offer for sale

and the people ofthat State are anxious to
obtain the Northern element.
The vertebral neck bones of Booth shattered by the bullet filed by Boston Corbett are
on exhibition at the Armv Medical Museum
in Washington.
The Herald’s
Washington dispatch says Gov.
Perry of South Carolina, has explained his
to
the
speech
satisfaction of the President and
most of the Cabinet, who
express great confidence in the
loyalty and patriotism of the.
Governor, and believe that he will administer
the duties of his office with a
loyal spirit.

Ig-The famous

camp-meeting ground at MarVineyard has been bought for twelve hundred dollars
a
by camp-meeting association.

tha

s

Alleged Swindling.
New York, July 22.
A case was before the Police Court
yesterin
which
Charles J. Anthony, a wealthy
day,
citizen of Winchester, Mass., is charged with
false pretenses and swindling ex-Gov. Gilmore
of New Hampshire, out of $15,0JO, which the
latter’s agent was induced
by Mr. Anthony, as

alleged,

to invest in an enterprise called the
Moosehead gold property,
represented to be
located in Halifax county, N, S.
The ease was adjourned to the 31st inst.,
and Mr. Anthony is held In
$15,000 bail. He
says the charge is brought for the purpose of
him.
defrauding
From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, July 2*
I have the best authority for saying that
Jefferson Davis’ health is good, even better
than when he arrived at this place. His
strength Is not impaired and his appetite re-

markably good.
City Point will
ger.

be a

military depot

the same time to arrest him if he resumed his

occupation.
George Dow,

a

severely inj ured.
!i#”The Times says the store of Wm. H.
Collins in Bath, was entered Thursday night,
and money and valuable papers stolen to the
amount of some five hundred dollars.
Superintendent Morse promptly discharged theflwitchman through whose negli-

By A Chicago letter-writer says murders
stabbing affrays and suicides are the order of
the day as well as night in that city.
By The lake tunnel at Chicago, says a correspondent of the Boston Advertiser, proceeds
rapidly. The distance already reached is over

gence the accident on the Maine Central B. B.

occurred.

U"The dwelling-house of Charles Coates,
Esq.,,of Hancock, was consumed by fire on Friday night.

E^“The Whig learns that a little son of Mr.
Joshua Kent, of Orriugton,was so badly burned
on Wednesday last week, by the accidental
taking fire of its clothes, that it died the next

three thousand feet The marine anchors are
in place two miles from the shore
awaiting the
crib which the last storm delayed in
launching.
As soon as the crib is in place the tunnel will

day.

bo commenced from the outer end, when double
progress will be made.
By “Dixon” of the Boston Advertiser, telegraphs from Washington, 20th, that some of the
Baltimore and Maryland politicians were there

fcF”The

Ellsworth American says Mr. Tisdale of that town, week before hist, had his
seventh mill burned, all within the past twelve
years, on Union river.
j$J?"The Bath Times understands that the
North Street Freewill Baptist Society have

induce the President to revoke

the Baltimore appointments.
B#”General Grant authorizes the statement
that all organizations of troops will be discharged at the earliest possible date. There
will be no general order for
mustering out, but
as fast as regiments can be spared
they will be
sent home on special order.

B#“Military jurisdiction
has

over

contracted for an organ for their church, which
will be equal to any organ in that city.
jJ:jP"The editor of the Gardiner Journal went
to Winthrop Pond on an excursion lately, where
he met many poorly dressed persons, whom he

finally recognized to be Portland editors. The
Press was not represented on that occasion.
U” VPe like to see the fair thing among journalists. It is a rule of the Press office, never
departed from intentionally, to give appropriate
credit for all items of local or general news, to
the papers which they originate, when we
are able to determine that fact, and
yet the

Washington

far ceased that orders were issued on
Monday last discontinuing all infantry and
so

cavalry patrolmen

the

upon

and

avenues

streets.

By Henry Winter Davis is retained as counsel
for Mr. John T. Ford who proposes to test the
to close
his theatre.
fiy Cows are worth only one dollar each in
Buenos Ayres. Milk must be oheaperthan
pure

Press columns are cut up often and appropriated daily by some of its exchanges without a
word of credit. We do not like to adopt a sim-

legal power of the War Department

water.

B#"The important fact has been ascertained
that there are four hundred thousand feathers
on the wing of a moth.
on his way to the Iowa
Prison, while on a steamboat, threw bis
manacled hands over the neck of the man who
was guarding him, and
making a desperate leap
forward, threw himself and the guard into the
river. Both were drowned.
f*yThe New York Tribune prints a letter
from a firm in Pennsylvania, withdrawing
their subscription to that paper, because they
disapprove of the policy of “ignorant voting,”
remarking that they “would like to see the
franchise taken from all persons, black and
white, that can’t read and write.”

B#”A horse stealer,

:

State

BySomebody

remarked the other day in
the Connecticut Senate that that body was
“legislating for posterity.” The Hartford Press
thinks
before

posterity is likely
they adjourn.

to get the benefit of it

was

^if

pearing.

to

He

son.

station in that city, Tuesday, on the arrival of
the mid-day trains, to see General
Meade,
who was promised to come there to attend
the marriage of his neice; but who
disappointed his friends and the public by not ap-

ilar rule, but jug-handled reciprocity must
have an end.
One gets tired of practicing
upon it. Such a reciprocity treaty will necessarily meet with a termination.
gy The anonymous scribbler who has sent
us a note, intimating that Secretary Stanton is
‘-a drunken sot,” can no more conceal his cop-

perhead

affinities than the officer whom he traplease a traitor. We use his handsome backslope note for writing this upon its
back, so he oan see that his labor is lost. We
are quite sure he is no friend of the Press without tiie aid of his slurs, and if he takes it at all it
is probably from his neighbor’s door-handle.
duces

i

]

san

’Tis not a Fable.—The immense and
universal demand for the Fragrant Sozodont,
is a marvel in the annals of Dentistry! It
exceeds that of all other dentifrices combined.
Neither acid from the stomach, nor any other

corresponding element generated by indigestion, can affect a set of teeth regularly purified
by this Fragrant Vegetable, antiseptic and pre: servative.
jyl9—3teod

By The necrology of Harvard College for
the year 1864 is published. It comprises
fifty-

no

lon-

_

From Note Orleans.

New York, July 22.
The steamer Geo, Cromwell, from New Orleans 15th, arrived late last night.
{jlen. Banks has opened a law office in New
Orleans; and has been admitted to the Courts
there.
Lieut. Thompson, a native of Buckfield,
Me., had died from an overdose of laudanum.

al? t?a Wjrt™-

Soil Mai y Ann. (Br) Brown
Sch Christina, Richard*,

teething

Sch Stai

Let Us be Merciful

protecs them to

FROM

extent

some

from

system with a

of

HOSTETTER’S STOMACH

BITTERS, the most complete protective against all
the epidemic and endemic maladies that has ever been
administered in any country. As a remedy tor Dyspepsia, there is no medicine that will compare with
Whoever suffers the pangs of Indigestion, anywhere on the face of the earth where HOSTETTER’S

it.

BITTERS

can

procured, does so voluntarily; for
exists, this invaluable Tonic and Al-

be

truth

as sure as

terative would restore his

disordered stomach to

a

healthy condition. To the Billions it is also especially recommended, and in cases of confirmed Constipation it affords speedy and permanent relief. In
Canada, the West Indies, and Australia the Bitters
rank above all other medicines of the class, and the
demand for them in all foreign countries increases

Sid, barque Sarah B Hale.
22d, ship Joe Holmes, G Crocker, Now Orloans;

barque Sharpsburg, Staples, do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 19th, sch Theron J Dale, (new)

Lewis, Konnebunkport.

Ar 20th, schs Freuonia,
Providence: Mary Ann,

THE

SATIN POLISH LIQUID BLACKING,
UP-IN

and Jennie W Paine, Burke, mnc.
At Amoy May 10, skip Argonaut,

Newscbwaug,

BOTTLES.

Arcade

Store, No.

SEBLE’S

notices of his museum as worth $100,000.
B#“ Particular Bequest
The person who
has our wheelbarrow will please call and
get the
sideboards !—[N. H. Patriot.

A Magical Preparation

B#'"Two hundred and fifty kegs of powder,

RESTORING-,

single blast, were fired in the Eureka
claim, at North San Juan, Nevada,one day last
a

month.

By With British America the sole remaining question is between reciprocity and annex-

& CO.,

Francisco,

89 Middle Street.

FIFTY

of

Yale

CDSTIS

&

GO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—Bndtf

!

STATE

its

weight touched

that figure.
ty-The Hallowell Gazette calls for the organization of a Division of the Sons of Temperance in that city.
A stranger who had been
B
reading the
Argus Saturday morning, threw it down with
an air of disgust,
saying, “How shamefully the
world is given to lying !”
The Lewiston Journal says
saloons

drinking
rapidly disappearing from that city. Many
wisely concluded to “dry
up.”
are

delightful place'for

County,

tourists.
fiy The State of Maine, with a population
of less than three-fourths of a million, furnished as many men for the late war as Great Britain, aided by levies on the Colonies, contributed to the Crimean war, when she was
struggling in conjunction with one of the great
powers of Europe to humble the proud Autocrat of all the Russians.
jy-M^jor-General Hooker has assumed command of the Department of the
East, in place
of General Dix, who retires from the service.
By A contemporary says: “We do not believe another publisher in the State has the
summer

difficulty

in collecting that we do,” and asks if
is creditable to his town.
Perhaps the people
estimate his wares according to their real

^t

value.

6Jp-“The Surety of the Upright” is the title
of au able and excellent discourse
preached on
the day of the National Fast, June
1,1866, in
the First Parish in Saco, by the
pastor. It is
published by speoial request; and printed at
the office of the Union and Journal in
Bidde-

ford.

St?"Referring to the

oration of Gov. Washthe 4th, in this city, the Bbston Transcript says : “Mr. Washburn uniformly speaks
well. His speeches in Congress were
always
read with interest. Perhaps, he never before
spoke better than now. His oration is elaborate
in form and arrangement, accurate in
style,
logical in arrangement, and often eloquent.
It is an important contribution to the
burn

on

cause.

Such

key-note.”
5 =f The

good

a

voice from Maine
ought to be

Belfast

a

Aye says the government of
that city is making another of its short-lived
annual efforts to stop the liquor traffic.
|jy The Portsmouth Chronicle says the contract to build the cotton machinery for the new
mill now being erected at Salmon Falls has
been secured by the Water Power Machine
Shop at Biddeford.

healthy

Augusta, July IS,

Liverpool.

At Glace
New York.

To Let.

WHY NOT

maylleodGw*

A Fact Worth
That Rubber Goods

can

be

Knowing,

repaired in

a

neat

and

substantial manner, at

HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

CB lGth

inst, barque Reunion,

for

(and sailed May 13 for Manila.)
Sid im Singapore May 24, Sea Rangei .Jayne, New
\ ork; 31st, Ticondei oga, Klee,
Hong Kong; Rainbow, Kelley, Penang.
Liveipool—July 7—Barque Princilla, Brown, at an
English port, reports, Juno 16, lat 3145 N, Ion 4315 W,
a

USE THE BEST.

Over twenty years* increasing demand lias established the fact that Mathews* Venetian Hair Dye is
the best in the world. It is the cheapest, the most
reliable, and most convenient. Complete in one bottle. Does not require any previous preparation of tho
hair.

Part of a House 21J Free St., to a small
family.—
Rent $17 per month, payable in advance. Apply at
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

Bay

[Additional per steamer Africa.!
Sid ftn Falmouth 7th, Clara,Taplov, (ftn
Maulmair)
for the Clyde; Universe, Niciiola, Rotte»dam.
Ar at Bovbeaux Gth inst, Robt Leonard, Saunders
New York.
Sid ftn Hamburg 5th inst, Eastern
Star, Given, for

1S6C.

of the Executive Council will
held at tho Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
Monday, the 31st
day of July inst.
*
Attest:
EPHRAIM FLINT, Jb.,
july21dtd
Secretary of State.

Baltimore, disg.

England.
Sid tm Bremei haven 5tli inst, Alamo, Strieker, for
*
New York.
Av at Batavia April 30, Memnon, Freeman, Boston

An adjourned 303slon

passed

awav except
as the masts wexe
can built vessel.

No crock or strain. Does not
make the hair appear dusty and dead, but
imparts to it new life and lustre. Produces a beautiful black or brown, as preferred. A child can
apply
or

May 0, OB' Pulo Sapata, ship Ocean Pearl, Newcomb, trom Hong Kong for Batavia.
Mav 16, off the Equator, Ion 23 W, barque Panic,
from New York for Singapore#
June 14, lat 13 22 N. Ion 30 11 W, barque Investigator, Carver, from Callao for Cork.
July 1, lat 49, Ion 10, ship Star of the West, Perry,

mayl2eodly

t#fverpool

from

WORMELL,

for New York.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No* 00 Middle Street* Portland*

dozen,—the

best

in the

City.

dangerous at this

may25snd6m

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 89 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.

Copying done

in the best

dec29tf.

manor.

at

ier Goods

U. S. War Claim Agents for Maine,
Will give their exclusive attention to collecting
BOUNTIES, ARREARS OF PAY,
PRIZE MONEY, LOST CLOTHING, &c.
Officers* Accounts with the Ordnance, Quartermasters and Treasury Departments a^jnstod and
settled,
and certificates of non indebtedness obtained._
Terms reasonable.
8d§r" No charges unless successful.
All advice and information free.
Office No. 88 Exchange Street, Jose Block, (old
PENSIONS,

stand of Bradford &

Harmon).

Z. K.
W. S.

HARMON,

SAWYER.
References
Hon. Wm. P. Fessenden, U. S
Senator; Hon. Samuel Cony, Governor of Maine;
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Collector of Customs.

mayl6d&wtf

cents per bottle.
For sale in this
&

This is the Bame person who formerly signed M. F.
instead of 'L.’ F.' Atwood. He savs, “Beware of
Counterfeits and imitations,” which seem to be upon the same principle that “A Thief Cries
Stop Thief”
The genuine is signed L. F. Atwood, and bears an extra label on white paper, headed “Canton, Extra."—
Countersigned by H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland,

Sole Agent.

Portland, April
C.

26.

MORSE,

3aw&w3m

M. D.

Treats Catarrh, Bronchitis, and all affections ol
the Throat and Lungs, by cold Medicated Inhalation.
Success unprecedented.
Can refer io thousands ia
this city and Stale, and all parts of the United
Stales.
O.hce No. 2 Smith Street, Portland.
Maike.
June23ti
“Alt

is not

Gold that

Gutters.”—But Sterling*8 Ambrosia makes the hair rich, soft and luxuriit
that
an; giving
glossy hue of the Raven wing
which no other hair preparation can ever imitate.
20—snd2w
July

D?-.SICKNELL’S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY
SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.
Very pleasant to the taste, mild In its effect, yet sure,
&yA correspondent of the Gardiner Journal aolb
and reliable, and is Warranted to cure Dysonsays he reoently spent an hour in the company 1 tory, Diarrhea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,
or Cramp in Stomach or Bowels. It Is the finest
Pain
of six married sisters whose uni ted
ages amount ! medicine for children, as well ;is
grown persons, ever
to 506 years, being an average of over 81
the public. Try it! No cure no pay.
offeted
years
EDWARD SUTTON, Providence,
for each. The youngest is aged about 72
Prepared
only
by
years, R. I. For sale by
Druggists generally.
the oldest 92 years.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Maine.
julyl7d&w2m

city by

H. H.

Co.

EXCURSION SEASON OF 1865.

ad-

Hay,

and W. F.

junel5eod&w3m

Grand Trunk
C h ic

American Gold. 1424
United States Coupons. July.

U. S. Coupon Sixes,

142*
1881,..497

United States 7 3-lOths Loan. 1st series.
do
2a series. 992
United States Five-twenties, old.
1011
United States
991
United Stales Debt Certificates,
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
57
Boston and Maiue
m
Eastern Railroad.
05
Western
125
[By Henshaw *& Brother.]
Pepperell Man ufectu ring Company.
1000
Hill Manufacturing Company.
1481
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad....
99

Ten-fbrties.;.’
Aug.!!! 99I
Railroad.,[[[[

Railroad....!!!!!!

through

LAKE ONTARIO, THE THOUSAND ISLANDS,
RAPIDS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE, SARAExcursion Tickets from Portland at very low rates.
For Through Tickets ami any informal ion, apply to
all Grand Trunk Agents In Maine and New-Brunswiok, or to connecting Steamboat Oiflces, and at
E. 1>. BEACH,
Gain Ag’t, 279 Broadwav, N. Y.

In\jrooks, July 4, Manly

Ellis,

of

Monroe, July 3, Walter

F

In

of consumption, Mr William
H Stedfast, aged 30 years.
£3F~Funeial tliis (Monday) ailernoon, at 3 o’clock,
at No 3.) S iimner street.
In this city, July 20,
of Boston, aged

George Rolf,

23years.
In Kennebunk, July 21, Capt Joshua Emery, aged

about 74 years.

In Strong, July 10, Mrs
Jane, widow of Hon Sami
Eastman, aged 79 years.
In Strong,
Mr
John
Lambert, aged 50 years
July 7,
In Hermon,
July 10, Mrs Eleanor, wile of George
43
Brackett, Esq, aged years.
Iu Bangor, July 8. Mrs
Cynthia, widow of the late
Joseph Graves, aged 88 years.

departure op ocean steamers.
FOR

FROM

DATE.

Persia.New York. .Liverpool:....July 26
Columbia..;.New York. .Havana.July 27
City of WasliingtonNow York.. Liverpool.July 29
North American.. .Quebec.Liverpool.July 29

Pennsylvania.New

York.
Hansa.New York.
Vera Cruz.New York.
Africa.

.Liverpool. ....July 29
Bremen_ July 29
.Vera Cruz

..

.’.Aug

.Boston.Liverpool.Aug

Teutonia..New York..Hamburg.Aug
Ctty of London-New York. .Liverpool.Aug
Scotia.
,.New York. .Liverpool.Ang

1
2
6
6
9

Miniature Almanac.July 84.
Sun rises.4.44 I Moon Bets. 8.16 PM
Sun sets.7.28 | Hteli water.11.35 AM

MARINE

NEWS

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Saturday, July 22*

arrived.

Steamer Fores* City, Donavan, Boston.
Barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson, Boston.
Brig Daniel Boone, Tucker, Phila elpliia.
Sch Leesburg, Blake, Philadelphia.
Sch Mary Alice, Perry, Elizabethport.
Sch Delaware. Wood, Boston.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Barber Ick. Boston.
Sch Hattie E Sampson, Blake, Kennebunk
Sch Sarah

Elizabeth, Crockett, Bucksport.

K1
aitf*

Sawyer
Simple}

“•£/
£?kett

Gore*1E B

iiHdgot Sliieldssfouos swym«U
Tltcomb

Goodwin Sarah mrs
Hamilton C H mrs
Howard Catharine
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Hobart Jennie

Upton M P mrs
Vane Map .y;k°-e *
Widhestev Add?M
1
Willey K ite
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Atkins Geo 8 for
Charlotte Atkins
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Akely T I
Baker Chas
Butler C M
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Me. one
Burr Edwin
Milliken G-.o
Bartlett ES
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Bowman Francis
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Butler
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Colburn John Sergt
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LETpEB's.
■

Manacuusettsf

_A~

o«7masts-.

s U Gr A. I i s !
822

Boxes Havana Brown and
Yellow Sugar.
200 Boxes
Havana JVhi’e‘ Sugar.

GOODS !

^Landing per Schooner “Alonzo," Irom
July SO,

—

Havana, for

LYNCH, BARKER A CO
1866.

English Tailors' Trimmings.

july2'b.1vr

Wanted.

Army Blankets.
English Flannels.
English La lies’ Cloth.
English Tweeds.

Information concerning the Wien
ANY
HENRY SMITH, of Oarvagh, Co. of
received bv lil hr
be

land,

Alpacas.

Balmoral Skirts.
English Prints.
Shawls.
British Dress Goods.
Traveling and Knit Shirts.

thankfully

wUl

4 »ut.*of
a

■

ALEXANDER SM1T
N. W. Cor. Broad and t'hestnu d,’

JulyHdDv*__ Philadelphia.
Wanted.

English Dispatch Bags.
English Fancy CoaUugs.
English Waterproof Goods.
yard* wide-

AYOUNO

WIDOW lady Would

P1®*»“

julyHdlwIe*

»

Idreal,

11k.

N. M.

&hcXttng^"tW0

*

Mtuation

Bangor,

Me.

Pound.

Bleached Crash.

English Soap—in bars.

Oha« the^aroeby*calling onV^nt h’smaiV
ol^k C°Urt’ 8- P""W property Edit*
N°-

Drawer., Dw»-

Bed Socks, Linen Sheets,
Linen Pillow Cooes, Linen CererlUs,
Suite Clothing, Shoes.
jul.v24.13w

|

‘__July
Saloon for Sale.

MAINE WESLEYAN SEMINARY, THw!?„«’r^r,rt*:,",«
A

THE

,-irr, ,lr

tier

lik

SALE at Popular Prices, at Store
Commercial St., Hd. Wldgcry’s Wharf:
English Cloths and Casslmercs.

Mdrte^Unnel
Llnon

j0

Me A horn A for mis. F w
Rivers
Milliken C

OUT

T°™U’

Lildeheld Jas A 1st Ale Vet

'a mlt'£U*ene
Arnold
Ehonezer onboard Mira and
Celia 2
Hanson Capt sch Olive ofyuebeo
H Kl1 Seventy Six
d*1'1!
I??.nr-V
Pervls Chas W brig Sharon
T POLE, P

Tickets, round trip, Adults 31 cents; Children 2D
oents;—and obtained at tho Wharf.
D. M. C. DUNN.
) Commltloe
F. A. SMITH,
of
[
MOSES JOHNSON, J Arrangements.
J illy 24—til

£otto°

Loe .Julius

Lowery Jo-.
Lyford Francis

iSgSnrv

season.

Linen Goods.
Black and Colored

Woodmnn Harriot mrs
Whiouer Belie mrs
Wheeler Mary E
Worcester da‘sell W mrs

Handlon Jennie

HULMary^A

st

Congres,

^7Tv.i?J*mTr

The Barge COMFORT starts from fbot of State St.
at 8$ o’clock A M., and leaves the Island at 5 P. M
No one tiling that enters Into a first class l’lo-Ntc
shall bo wanting to make thin the very boat of the

CLOSING

W'lSSl**^
Loubi

GoodtogHenriettaB

’,,r^r

CURSION

BRITISH

St!

Am*f

SHIP

Chebeague Island,
TUESDAY, JULY 25.

city, July 22,

NAME

Nichols Lizzie T m.
Davis M E mrs
Plummer Katie a.,*
u“*
Dresser Mary E CongressPikc Jeremiah
st
Parker Fraiuoes
Dunn M mrs
Peutlau Maiga .wt1
mr*
Robert.,
Deaibon Susie
Dnncan Samuel mrs
Remlc Annie mrs
Edwards charlotte
Bobbins l.vit \
Eveleth Elizabeth
Shaw Annie u
Eveleth Elizabeth B
Smith Brid g0£ ,Sai
Edmemis Susan mrs
Sawyer iJhiisUuim mrs
Folsom Angie M
Weotbro dt
Fogg Angie
Shores Ei iaM
i'Oamltl Allied mig
Sargent r anny mra 3
Fow. e .lane A mrs
Stooorte Georgie A
h erren Lydia
H H mrs
A““
Skilnn Hannah A
Nalium mrs
Jol.u P. mrs
^hes l S mrs
Stone deiimo
bovuerSlLattuck John L mrs

Roberta Howard Capt sch Andt

Little

DIED.
In this

Neal“Si ni£

Johnson Jamen W brig V harllu u
Wateon John E sch F^meline
mi*
Fawnb >lt O W Act
Ensign I
T«m
^
Applegate Sami
C onant & WajTOn owuors
seh Jobci.1i Lone
« Capt sen
H
N ,,r Wester

—TO—

both of Thomaston.

n-n

Mcr'arlamcT? “f*«
*2

Davis C G

gJJW1®1*

Have their annual

EX

LpSi

Memu

Bishop's

CONGREGATION,

Sargent and Frances

Jeffords.
Anson Colson, Jr, and Ann
Winterport, July 4,
*
Mary Colson.
In Rockland, July 8, William K Smith and Rose A
E

mrs
mrs

Lord A Injali for mrs
C Lord
A 8 Llent
Lambert Chas
Weymouth
Lang C N
Loomer E for miss EUzaWatkins

ITHflSCOME!
AND

MaJ^i“™

AbbyJ

Davis Almira W

Dailey Angle B
DoyenC Hinrs

Kell.igg
Kelly Zeno
Kennedy Simon
Libby Augustus

JiS. E. PHINDLE,
itO Exchnntj* Shir', Portland.
24-dtf
July

Mary M

Mi-k....

$We^tora
J L

That Pine Street Sabbath School

Jr. and

j

mrs
mrs

Lyon

MARRIED.
In

FLOWERS,
Eastern Agent, Bangor.
WM.

Or

Drown

mr»

\i1?!^“,*'
u^°n L,l22lV C mra
m?,* , al?r
,*/olin
duUa

Comstock Wm

Jordan

and Returning via. the Royal Mall Line of Steamers,

I

Cui Us Willie

ln0
mrs

Gong st

Chapman Moses mrs
Chamberlain SarahA

5S&*tor
^W?2B

FALLS,

mrs

Mcintlre D O

Milwaukee, |iall!s Wm
Hodgdoa Wallace S

NIAGARA

..V..

Roberts.

a s o,

Railway

TOGA, WHITE MOUNTAINS.

LUt.
Bbokers Board, July 22.

at the

“A Thief Cries Stop Thief.”

copied the label In part and adopts I the same style
bottle, but states ou his label that he has purchased
the entire right of Or. Atwood, and as “L. F.” are
tlie only Atwood Bitters ever put up in Maine which
have gained celebrity, tills evidently leads the unwary to suppose that itisL. F. Atwood-who has
never conve.e'’ to him, directly or
indirectly, either
the title to or any information respecting his Bitters.

never

Banton Stock

Sales

Watts,

The public arc cautioned against a base Imitation
of L. F. Atwood’s Bitters, by a manufacturer of proprietary medicines in this city, who has not only

We

already, that Dr. Langley’s Anodyne is the greatest
discovery of the age, and must be Queen of all Medicines, by its great cures. Sold by dealers. Price 40

be

HARMON A SAWYER,

of the year.

Let it stand upon its own merits
—this is the only way a good thing should be known.
Hence our mottoBuy me, &c,, of the heading.—
Every person who uses it will testify, as many have

Rub-

procured, at Manu&cfcurers* prices.
Their assortment of Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tf
can

season

A

-

Connor
Cass Charles mrs
Cuuiming Isaac mrs
ClaraOiary E

Haskell

And Pleasure Seekers.

mrs

kS-

Hni

otjeTsts

t

vertise certificates.

Phillips
Hall’s Rubber Emporium
147 Middle Street, where every variety of

New Advertisements.

Dr. Langley’s Anodyne.
A new medicine for all the summer complaints.—
Composed of Roots, Barks and Berries, which seem
to have been designed for the quick, safe and sure
cure of Dysentery, Cholera-Morbus and Chronic
Diarrhoea, which are so common with all ages, and so

Lang Lydia

Goeodwi'
nbGe^I 2
John

SPOiE.V.

ly it. Always give satisfaction. Only 75 cents per
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Manufacturer, N. Y.
Demas Barnes & Co., New York, WTiolesale

Agents.

the appearance been floating about some time:
wasted off her decks, poop all washed
beams, and had evidently been on Are,
burnt. She looked liko an Ameri-

irom

everything

No trouble.

rub off

wreck, apparently wood laden, and having

BUY ME, TEY ME & I’LL DO YOU GOOD.
E. S.

of them have very

!TA writer in the Boston Herald calls attention to Mount Zircon, some thirteen miles
from Bryant’s Pond, in Oxford
as a

positively
black,

Druggists everywhere.

for

for

At RemedioalOth Inst, brig Maine Jarvis, for Boston, l!g; sch8 J A Gridin, Foster, for Portland, do;
Kate Walker, Gulliler, for Boston.
Ar at Inagna 7th ult, brie Raven, Peterson, from
Machine via St Thomas, and sailed for Cuba.
At Sagua 10th inst, brig Hattie S Emerv, Palmer,
for Philadelphia In a few days.
Cld at Quebec 15th hast, snip Gertrude, Doane, for

restore Gray Hair
age, will
to its original color, whether
brown orauburn,
and being a delightful dreasing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and
appearance. It will also
promote a growth of new hair on bald heads, where
the clonds or roots are not disorganized; and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or money refunded.
TJSJ3B&TTS BROTHERS,
Frc
Jtors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. Whipple,
nt for Portland. Sold by

he

per

gyThe Paris Democrat objects to the 27
pounder attributed to that county, and says
thp young American was five months old when

Hugnes,

DISCOV-

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Thursday is Commencement Day.

gy”Brigham Young did not make a very
favorable impression on the audience of distinguished “gentiles” who lately listened to his
ministrations.
His address is described as
•‘lacking in eloquence, in logic, and in effect.”

WONDERFUL

Liv-

nit, ship Romulus, Lord,
erpool, ldg; barque Alice Taintor. Murray, unc.
At Bombay 8tn ult, ships Geo Turner, Hopkins, fin
Boston, ar 1st, leaky; Rocklighfc, Williams, from Liverpool, ar 2d; Sardinia, Nelson, from Rangoon, ar
Mav 31; Europa, Clark, fbr London; Northern Belle,
liibbert, for Liverpool, 1 Ig; Kate Swanton,Murdock;
Missouri, Calhoun, and TijHi&lia, Hare, une.
SI i 31, ship Trenton. Walker, Liverpool.
■At St John PR 6tn lust, brig Mountain Eagle,

OF MAINE.

who have

fallen in the war.
The anniversaries at Andover are next week.
gy It is estimated that not less than 2400
graduates and students of Harvard University
have served in the Army or Navy during the
past four years’ war.

fbr United States.
At Kurrachee 4th

June27eodlm

MOST

ERY of the

-BY-

beans.

withfulsome compliments—is made up of brutes
and tyrants.
gy Commencement at Yale College occurs
the present week.
Dr. Bushnell delivers an
address on Wednesday, in memory of those

CENTS*

Wholesale and Retail,
CHARLES

Starrett, unc; barque Monitor, Larrabee, unc.
Sid fin Penang May 18, barque Ironside**, Tapley,

DR. TIB BETS' PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RETHE

MauriSouth-

ard.

mistaken for anything else.
used, and does rapid execution. Each sheet will attract and kill a quart of Hies—and promotes quiet in
reading, peace while you eat, and the comfort of a

HAIR.

For sale at

as

By “The Miseries of a Rich Man”—evils of
which editors know nothing, to which they are
not exposed, and from which they have no occasion to pray for deliverance.
By According to the Argus the cabinet of.
President Johnson—whom it daubs all over

THE

unc.

Singapore May 20, Magnet, King, from
tius, ar 7th, unc; Rainbow. Kelley, and T J

and is not liable to be
Is easily prepared and

nap in tho morning.
Sold by all Druggists.

nnc.

At

Lightning Fly-Killer.

GENERATOR,

PRICE

ation, says the Chicago Republican.
By General Sickes, James T. Brady, John
Van Buren, and Fernando Wood are
spoken of

sons

BEAUTIFYING-,

DRESSING

candidates for Mayor of New York.
By Fifteen ocean steamers left New v:.uav
on Saturday week.
Thirteen were advertised
to leave last Saturday.
By An English correspondent in the
South supported himself during the war by
giving lessons in drawing for each of which
he received a piece of bacon and a pint of

The

LIFE 1

Destroys Flies instantly,

—

at

H AIR

from

picul.

four names.

B#“Barnurn estimates the recent newspaper

Dreyer,

At Swatow May 8, barque Wild Gazelle, Humphrey, for Chefoo and back, at 40c per
At Hong Kong May 13, ship Oracle, Wood, for San

Just received and for sale by
2w

St John NB for

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Molbourne April 25, ski pH cbaa Cooper, Jordan,

Cahoon’s Patent Impermeable
WOODEN

Thompson,

Bryant, Mac bias for New
York; Scotian 1, (new) Patten, Kennebuuk.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 21st, sch Sarah, French, from
New York.
Sid, sch Clias Carroll, Farnsworth. Rockland.

ANOTHER LOT

POT

Muir, (Br) Harding,

CM

every season.
New York House, 59 Cedar Street, N. Y.
July 11—d&w2w

OF

Wm

H

Lees Jeauie
Long Laura E

CutharC"

from Port-

Matam-ias; sch Abide Blackett, Achorn, Cardenas.
Cld 21st, ship Moloch a, Nichols, Naples; barques
Wavolet, Osborne, Rio Janeiro; Holland, Perkins,
St Jago; Ploiaies, Milter, Cow Bay CB; Volaut,Rollins, New Orleans: R GW Dodge, Walls, Mobile;
brig Nellie. WaUace, St Thomas.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 21st, sch Peucinlan, Turner,
Bangor.
NEWPORT—In port 21#t, schs Vigilant, White,
Yarmouth for New York; Sarah E Jones, Fish, ftn
Bxton for do; Lamart ine, Hill, Saco for Philadelphia.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 29th, schs Mary E Pearsou,
Voazie. Philadelphia for Boston; Globe, Kendall, fm
New York for Bang >r; Forest, Vcrrill, do for Rockland; Catharine Wilcox, McFadden, do for Calais;
Red Robin, Young, do for Culler; Maiy Alice, Peiiw,
Eli'Alietliport for Portland; Robert Foetei, Clai k, fin
MlUbridgo for New York; Margaret, Pendleton.
Macliias tor Providence; Julia & Martha, Uranu,
Calais for do.
In port 21st, brigs S P Brown, FoiTester, Foster;
schs Briev, Mindora, Nautiius, H H Ma>*o, Louisa.
Ligtire, Elmira Rogers, T R Hammond, Angeline, H
K Dunton, Oregon, Maria Whitney, Oohir, Eagle,
Alligator, Mail; Laconia, Willow, E G Sawyer, S A
Taylor, Georgia, S Waterman, Bay State, Tyrone,
Hepzihah, Bangor .Georgiaua, Margaret.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 21st. New Globe. Bray, ftn
Philadelphia, (with loss of deck load, and mainsail
an 1 jib split.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, brig Samuel Lindsey, Wilson.
Glace Bay CB; schs Tahmiroo, Collins, Perth Amboy; Calista, Hall, New York; Zina. Bradbury, ftn
Machins; Catharine Beals, Haskell, Ellsworth.
Chi 21st, barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchiuson, Portland; schs Hardscrabble. Gregory, Richmond; Tantamount, Davis, St George.

on

course

Anderson, Havana;

goon,

unwholsome influ-

Ubh/ Henry

£““? E
Fannie
Rr«a? <i*0rfie A

MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

11, Ion 72, brig Calmuck,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO— [By tel] Ar 18th inst, ship
from
Boston.
Charger,
ALEXANDRIA—Salle 1 28th, sch Ella Hodsdon,
Hods Ion, Boston.
GEORGETOWN—C!d 20th, aeh F A Heath, WUliams, Boston; Active. Sherman, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar let li, brig Susan Duncan, Pillsbury, Barba ioes.
Ar 20th, sch Sea Ranger, Soars, Providence.
SI!, brigs Birchard & Torrey, au-i Isabella Jewett.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, schs E M Duilield,
Jones, Portland; J H (Jounce, f om Bangor.
Cld 2 th, brig Wm H Parks, Plummer, Portland ;
sell Hampden Belle, Hatch, Salem.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, brig Nellie Mitchell, Carney, Nnevitas; schs Gov Cony, Brown, Elizabethport for Augusta.
Cld 2 )th, barque Volant, Rollins, Charleston; brig
Geo Amos, Stinson, Savannah.
Av 21st, brigs Almon Rowell, Boyd, Sagua; Dia-

protection is imperfect, and cannot
in unhealthy rogions, or under circumstances of more than ordinary danger.
Therefore, it is wisdom, it is prudence, it is oommon sense
to provide against such contingencies by taking an
antidote in advance ; in other word* by lortifying the
relied

26

land for Matanzas.

mrs

BUke

$10,000.

st

Junes Lizzie mrs
Knight Louisa It
Kidder M M mra
Lewis Nellie m.s

S““V:'1“,rle!"J‘r“

At the Government auction sale at Portsmouth on
the 20th Inst, sch Henry Javnes, 260 tons, was purchased by ffoorgo Burnham, Jr, of Portland, for

OurSe’ves.

to

blake Charles W

Bangor.

July 10, lat

Han Mary A mrs
Hannon I* A mrs
Hunnewell 1 alienee
•
Hoiuoq S D mrs
Jordan Emily Hanover

Barnes Addle

Sampson, Blake, Bangor.
sclis Win Thompson, (new, 91 88-100
tons) Hawes, of and for Weufloet; Henrietta, for

but this

July 13

Carolina
Alters Lizzie A C mrs
Anrersou H Anna
Ander&jn JI W mrs
Andrews Susan A mrs
Austin Carrie
Brawn Mary J mrs

July 21—S1J,

physical structure of the strongest human being is vulnerable everywhere. Our bodies are endowed by nature with a certain negative power, which

NOTICES.

LADLES’ LIST.

Armstrong

tie E

The

EDWARI) T. MERRILL

SPECIAL

J-l5r 23#

KENNEBUNKPORT, July 111—Sl«l, sch Scotland
(new, 78 tons) Pat.iilo, of and for Gloucester; Hat-

your Infants.

Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.
j unc3snd&w6m

safely be

light, York,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
to

We have put up and sold this article for over thirti
years, and can say in confluence and truth of ii
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine— Never has it
failed in a single instance to
effect a cure, when timely used. Never did we knov.
an instance of dissatisfhetion
by any one who used it.
On the contrary, all are
delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of its
magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after
thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is administered.
Pull directions for using will accompany oach botNone genuine unless the fee-simile of CURTIfe
tlle.
& PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.

ences :

must

this

*

Sch Peace, Grant, Jonesport.

and

c.„.„
Su,te

ar.rheint
tl
f

call for ‘Advcrlited Utttri," give
list, and pay TWO CENTS for advenUiTir
(sr if not called for withlu out sooiu tli.-m
y
be sent to the Dead Letter Ottice.

°\Ve5^7v<?^t€r*
S-maatw.

AHRIVEU®^7’

AT

these

any

Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Liscomb, Boston.
Sch Convoy, Ca»td, No* folk, Va.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to yourRelief and Health

Advertisements.

THE
of

8‘

which greatly facilitate.} the process of Teething, by
softening the gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is

selves,

New

rtanoo,a'-^»-3; New York-Fmery LettersPOSTRemaining
Unclaimed
OFFICE
PORTLAND
Brewer’ Bte’"3r'
IN
J»^n KB—Little*
Mth day of July, IecIS
Maine,
jotal^bSe®
of
£y To obtain
letters, the
Brig tieo Burnham, Manntflnt

Soothing Svrup,
children

I

&roT'T

AN EXPERIENCED Nurse and Female Physiclan, presents to the attention of Mothers her

A

for

Pi'ir.fl*; Beifjkt.

Soh^'e&C^^ne,

WINSLOW,

MRS.

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

a
young man belonging to
Maehiasport, says the Republican, fell from the
deck to the bottom ot the hold of a new ship a
few days since, striking his back upon the keel-

B#"The Portsmouth Chronicle Bays quite a
crowd of people collected at the Eastern R. R.

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

Intelligence

Emigration

not the

Collector of Customs at
Portsmouth, and Jonathan Dearborn Naval Officer.

PAPERS.

War Department.

just

was

63T* Card Photographs at Tuber Dollars

Again:
“When our actions do not,
Our fears do make us traitors.”

Journal, was severely injured Monday morning by jumping from the roof of a house on
High street, occupied by himself a distance of
about 18 feet to the ground.
ST*The Waterville Mail says J. Nye, Esq.,
Treasurer of the Maine Central Baitroad, summarily squelched an ale dealer at Newport Station, recently, by emptying his pitcher and
splitting his sign into kindlings, threatening at

Wednesday,
“strong man,” as
some of our
contemporaries have stated.
By Hon. Geo. W. Bailey, jr., of Montpelier,
Secretary of State for Vermont, died at his
residence on Monday morning
last, of consumption.
ByWe understand that Commodore I’arragut was at the Kittery Navy Yard on Wednesday last.
By Joseph B. Upham hasbeenre-appointed

on

—■———■

——-

SPECIAL XOTICE8.

E^“Mr. J. P. Norton of Lewiston, says the

ay Tile Dr. Winship who died in
Boxbury

endeavoring
A correspondent of the New York World,
Mr. Cobden, now travelling in the Southern
States and gathering information concerning
the political, social and industrial condition of
the people who onee composed the ‘Confeder-

—

ORIGINAL, AND SELECTED.

re-

books,

resolved to do

tin

ied,—it being before he

work,

which has already

Solar Eclipbe.—The eclipse of the sun
which occurred on the 25th of April—invisible
here but visible in South America and Africa

SCSI'S

It may be true that Gov. Perry, when he
delivered the speech from which we have cop-

Thb valuable

to all reasonable persons,
and when urgent demands were made for the
people to respond to the wants of the government, these men held fast to their pocket

Gen. McClellan. The stranger replied: “It
was on
your recommendation that he was appointed.” The Illinois gentleman was right;
no success
the
that
parish
McClellan complained
followed.
system
abolishing slavery;
tnat all his
plans were known to the enemy
shall he abolished; that the Presidential elece
A
to execute them.
tors shall hereafter be elected by direct vote of change was ^ ready
demanded. It could only be made
the people, and, in general, that the state laws
016 War
Department. To reijLp
shall conform to the spirit and form of those
Cameaon went out, and
tan
w>,VeTn5ent’
"*™
*»
of the northern states, and to the federal con”“>»«“ “
stitution.

COLN.”

safe,

highly satisfactory

THE

LEE GLORIFIED.
and best men of

more

had before seen.
In continumng the war, the
government
foond it neceJ3ary to eotabdih loans, to which
the people were invited to
the

ernment

LIBERALITY TO THE FBEEDMEN.
The idleness and vagrancy of the negro in
a free state may be a nuisance to society.
It
must be corrected in the best way we can. I
have n • doubt in nine eases ut of ten freedom
will prove a curse instead of a blessing to the
negro. No one should turn off his negroes if
they are willing to remain with him for their
victuals and clothes, and work as they have

liable to be

they not been instrumental in
It is
bringing about this state of things?
h dd by a greater, if not the wiser
part of the
community, that this war has been brought
about mainly through the aid and
encourage-

HOLLAND’S “LIFE OF ABRAHAM LIN-

And Female College,
FALL TERM will commence, MONDAY, I

Aug. 14 th.
Board, including use of famished room, washing,
wood and lights, will be reduced to S3,00 per week,
unless the price of provisions materially advance.
H. P. TORSE Y, President.
Kent’s Hill, July 21st, 1865.
Jttly*4eod2w

v

m'dv

S

*-Wt*N’

^iDwu':7.vTA:^-

Ladies*

j

change hie be .,rc„.

wtf.Z'XT&SL"
j-w*

Paper Collars

ras«t,njs
“nUlent,- Paper Collar.

and’

and CuiU

-SvW!:
&'ItavlVj
Julyild'f

Monday Morning, July 24,
V OUTLAM)

AND

Hours at Homr.—The

1865.

this new and

ceived from

VICINITY.

particularly rich.
St. Catherine Adorno,
is by Dr. Huntingdon. It Is followed
by a
paper on the modern School of German Painters, and a story entitled “Geoffrey the Tollard f number two of Dr. Gillett’s articles on
“Christian Statesmen,” is devoted to Fisher
Ames; the “Outside of Books,” is contributed
by Prof. Upson; “Life of Cicero,” by Prof.
Porter, “Recollections of Dr. Hubbard Winslow,” by Ray Palmer, D. D.; “Social Aspects
of the Thirty Years’ War,” by Archbishop
Trench; “The Girdle Round the Earth,” by
S. S. Conant. “The Romance of Truth,” is
concluded from a former number; and several
The opening article

Harter <& Co.

Britibu Bry Goods,
SOLDIERS’ REST.

List of

men

wlto have

pa3sed through

the

City and have stopped at the Soldier’s Best
during the Week ending July 22d, 1865:
July 17th, John Stewart, 1st Me. Battery.

Walton,
Ehlriilgo ltldor,

N 11

«

u

John Malone,
G A Rogers, B,

Jchn
K C

Moulton, A,
Whitcomb, F
frank

success, “Hours at Home” cannot fail to succeed.
E. C. Andrews has it for sale.

1st Me Cav.

Gower, A, 7th Me.
bergt PC Adams, E, 8th Me.
July list, G E Eridge*, E, 31st Me.
G W gammon, G, 8th Me.
*
Bcrgt A Fuller, G, 14th Me.
Sergt A M Ford, H, 12th Me.
Isaac WDjer, A, lBtli Me.
A Webber, K, 13th V B C, special duty.
Wholo number accommodated during the week

43.

Husky Ink ah,

Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.

municipal court, july aa.
Patrick McNulty,'for drunkeneess and disturbance, paid a fine of three dollars and costs.

Augustus Penney was brought up, charged
with assault and battery on James Paine. The
examina ion was postponed to Tuesday, July
25th, and defendant recognized in the sum oi
$30 for his appearance.

Anthony Femald and William Murray for
larceny of $27 from Frederick Merrill, were
sentenced to sixty days in the County jail.
John Dimond, for larceny of a pair of boots
from Benjamin Fogg, was fined ten dollars and
costs, which he paid.
Dimond was also convicted of larceny of a
pair of pants from Leveen * Co.’s, for which
he was obliged to fork over an additional ten
dollars and costs.

Personal.—It is not unknown to

read,

our

that

our city has been visited
receatly by
di.tinguished strangers from the old
The Marquis and Marchioness of
world.
Droghetb', accompanied by Mr. Yorke, a Lieutenant in the Duke of Cambridge’s regiment of
artillery, arrived in'town by the St. John
steamer on Friday morning, and took lodgings
at Muses Jones, coiner of Congress and Park
street-, and left Saturday noon for the White
Mountains. The Marquis and Marchioness
will travel extensively in the United States
and Canada, and return to England about the
middle of October. They expressed themselves
we understand, greatly delighted with Portland, its harbor, scenery and people. And we
known that our citizens who had the pleasure
of meeting them, were most agreeably impressed with their* plain and simple ways, their
easy and accomplished manners, and rare intelligence; and the fact that they had, all
through our intestine troubles, been decided

ers

some

and earnest friends of the Union cause added
to the enjoyment received from their visit.
The e lates of tiie

Marquis, as Iris title implies, are mainly in Ireland, but he is a peer oi
the United Kingdom, and is a member of the
House of LoriL. The Marchioness is a daughter of Lard Whamcliife, of the family name oi
Stuart-Wort ley, and a direct descendant oi
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu.
Mr. Yorke is a son of Lord Hardwicke, and
of the family of the illustrious Chancellor of an
earlier time.
On

Friday afternoon

the

distinguished
strangers took a look at the city and environs,
ana Saturday, they went down the Cay on an
excursion among the islands, on the “Mahoning,” accompanied by a small party of ladies
and gentlemen, among whom were Chief Justice Appleton and the other Judges of the
Supreme Court now in this city.
Excursion of tiie
much regret that

Turnvebeins.—We

pressing engagements

pre-

acceptance of the kind invitation
to accompany the Portland Tumvereins on
their excursion last Friday. It was a magniit
vented

our

afiair, just what we expected it would be.
The party comprised nearly seven hundred
persons, and two steamers were engaged to
the occasion, besides the barge Comfort.
The place selected was Little Chebeague Island. On arriving there the company disposed of themselves, according as their taste

cei.it

Some of them roamed over the

led them.

by the inspiring music
island,
ta'Poppenberg’s Band, engaged in dancing.—
Ot.'iers engaged in playing ball, swinging, &c.
The performances of the Tumvereins comment ed at two o’clock, and occupied one horn-.
The p rincipal gymnasts were Messrs. John C.
Dennis. who performed the “giants swing'’ in
a wonderful maimer; Or. M. Howe,G. B.itclieider, P. O 'Donnell, Wm. Ross, C. H. Sawyer, J.
Emery and George Shaw. The remarkable
gymnastic power exhibited by these artists exwhile others led

cited the wonder and admiration of all who
witnessed their performances.

gymnastic

After the

dancing and
kept up until
where

the

ists.

_

Smokers, listen, while

we

make

proclama-

tion that Crosman & Co. have an entirely
new smoking apparatus which is neither pipe

attached to a wagon
undertook to cut up some shines last Saturday
by running away in Middle street, and testing
the strength of the vehicle he was
drawing
with that of the street
sprinkler. Probably he

succeeded to his satisfaction, as he upset his
wagon, broke one of the arms and released
himself. He kept on his course and attempted
to clear the sidewalk in front of the Post office
of pedestrians, liut here his feet
slipped and
he fell on the sidewalk and was
secured, nobody being hurt but the horse, although a
worthy citizen had a very narrow escape.

the affair this year will exceed that of any
The management of it is good
former one.

hands, and the particulars will shortly be advertised. Delegations are expected from other
States, and the Scottish games will be thus
made more

interesting.

Yachting.—The new and splendid yacht
Calypso arrived here Friday, fiom New York,
with a large party of twenty-six ladies and
gentlemen. Most of the former are from
Portsmouth, N. H., and all have been stopping
at the Preble House.
The Calypso sailed yesterday for Portsmouth, where she will land the ladies of the
party, and proceed to New York.
“Last but not 1 .east.” say the committee
having in change the annual

of arrangements

Pic-Nic Excursion of the Central Church Sabbath School and
next

Thursday,

Society,

over

which takes

place

the York & Cumberland

Particulars in adver-

Railroad to Saco River.

tisement to-morrow.
Newcomb’s Minstrels.—This evening, at
City Hall, this great troupe with their Brass
Band, will give their first entertainment. The

programme is an excellent one, and betokens
music and fun enough for the thousands who
will attend. Remember that the troupe give
but two entertainments in this city.
Arrival

of

Soldiers.—About 850 sol-

yet

It is called a “Neoteric Smoking
Tube.” No matter about the name, but the
Greek scholar would tell you it is a new ina

Street

arrived here

arrived in this city Saturday afternoon. He
will leave to-morrow. While here he is the
guest of Senator Fessenden. To-day he will
visit the islands.

Pio-Nic Excursion.—We understand the
Sabbath School connected with the Universalist

Congregation

in

Congress Square Church,
a pic-nie excursion to
Friday next, in the steamer

and their friends, propose

Pigeon Cove,
Casco.

for novelties.

IMetlic’diet)

Regiment

Personal.—Hon. Soloman P. Chase, Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme Court,

It is really beautiful and wouldn’t
hi
disfigure man’s fat e if the stem of it were
his mouth, and even a lady’s fhee woidd not
suffer hi connection with it, but then the ladies wouldn’t smoke any how, and yet they
couid do so with this tube and not cause a rebellion in their delicate stomachs, for the
t moke
pastes through a sponge that absorbs all
die sick big qualities of the Indian weed.—
We expect to see these tubes become very fash101.'able, and supply the place of the pipe and
cigai '• Crosman dr Co. are always upon the

vention.

umn

on

Fare 25 and 15 cents.

Thousands who have tested Dr. Bicknell’s
Syrup, for Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera MorPain or Cramp in Stomach or Bowels,

notice in

will be seen that the Pine

bus,

Sabbath School and Con-

unite in their

a
very attractive Pic-Nic
gregation propose
Little
Cliebeague Island, to-morto
Excursion

to it.

testimony that there

Safe and

is nothing
for old or
young.—
will be likewise.

sure

equal
Try it, and your report

foot of State Street at 8.80 in
row, leaving the
w!iat we have heard of
*'rom
the morning.
we are quite sure the
this School and Society,

New Organ.—The organ for the new Universalist Church in Congress Square, built by
Messrs. Hall <S; Labaugh of New York, has ar-

Excursion is under the management of parties
occasion exceed- rived, and it will be put up forthwith. It is
who will not fail to make the
attend.
Sports con- the largest and most splendid instrument in
ingly attractive to all who
the State.
sistent with the occasion will be provided for,
base-ball,
etc.,
—such as swinging, foot-ball,
Italian Opera in Portland.—We learn
while chowder and other “fixings” suited to an that Max Strakosch, with his Italian Opera
occasion of perfect sobriety will be lottud on
Troupe will visit Portland, and perform in
the ground in abundance.
Beering Hall on the 21st, 22d and 23d of September.
Our Methodist friends believe in “free will”
in the best sense of that phrase, and to-morThe American
Illustrated Newspapers for
row they propose no arbitrary rules that shall
this week have been
received at the book and
conflict with the freest exercise of the will
periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 61 Exa
the
reasonable bounds suggested by
proper regard for propriety and good breeding.
We predict for the Pine Street Excursionists
within

a

change

Street.

Foreign ExPOHTs.-The total value of
Foreign Exports from this port last week

tip-top good time.

amounted

to

$42,714,14.

Godey’s Lady’s Book for August, has
been received by Messrs. Bailey A Noyes, Davis
Brothers, and Short and Loring, at their book-

be

stores on

to-morrow about one o’clock.

Exchange

street.

parliament.

rule the contest had gone off satisfactorily, and
with very little ricting.

Numerous elections
the Peruvian left.

were

progressing when

FBANCE.

The rumored negotiations for

Europeon
authenticity.
a

lack any sign of
A. B. Del Kader had an interview with
Napoleon, and rumor again connects him with
the future government of Algeria.
SPAIN.

The Senate has passed the bill modifying
the press law, by a vote of 177 to sixteen.
the strong clerical opposition, the recognition of the Kingdom of Italy
by Spain tflay be regarded as an accomplished

Notwithstanding

fact.

POBTtJGAX.

The government, contrary to general expectations, has carried the election by a small
majority throughout the country. In Lisbon
and Oporto, however, the opposition obtained
a

majority.

TUBKEY.
accounts

Liverpool, July 1‘Ath,—evening.—The ship
Mercury, at Havre, from New York, picked up
on the 28th of June thirty
passengers from a
boat of the ship William Nelson and five others from pieces of floating wreck.
There was
a bark in the
vicinity at the time, which was
expected to pick up more.
The English elections are the all absorbing
subject of attention. The returns thus far
show a net liberal gain of seven.
From

Washington.

Washington, July 23.
will be gratified to hear that

The country
Capt. Henry Wright, lately prison keeper at
Andersonvifle, is shortly to be put on trial for
cruelty and barbarity practised upon prisoners confined at that place.
The military commission setting in this city, of which Brig.

Gen. A. B. Dunvood is President and Col. N.
H. Chapman of the War Department is Judge
Advocate, has been directed to try the case.
The
embrace a list of atrocities that
are little snort;
qf fiendish, and will arouse indignation. The Govemmi nt is engaged in
collecting testimony preparatory to the triaL
Let soldiers, who have survived their imprisonment at this prison, put Col. Chapman m possesion of any essential facts which they may

charges

know.

genteely.

a

The EnglLh political news is
entirely centered in Parliamentary elections. Betums on
the evening of the 12th, show the election of
184 liberals and 102 conservatives. The liberals
have lost eighteen seats and
gained twentyfour, and the indications are that the government will have increased
strength in toe new

Fire In

Various Items.

New York, July 22.
The iron clad Dunderberg was launched
this morning successfully.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch says
that Attorney General Speed’s opinion upon
the claim for the cotton captured by Sherman
at Savannah is published. He decides that all
cotton taken by the military forces in the insurrectionary districts is captured property
within the moaning of the statute of 1863,

whether owned by loyal men or not. He also
holds that recourse must be had, in disputed
cases, to the Court of Claims, ana that jurisdiction can not be conferred on a commission
appointed by the President or Secretary to examine the claims in question and to make reparation of the proceeds of so much of this
cotton as may belong to the loyal claimants.
The Post’s dispatch says that there is reason
to believe that the Government will soon announce its policy in regard to the Monroe
doctrine and the French occupation of Mexico.
Heavy reinforcements to the number of
twenty-five thousand men are said to have
been put on the road to Sheridan within a few
Gen. Grant is reported to have
said, in a conversation with the Mexican
minister, a few
days ago, that the French will have to leave
Mexico.
Gen. Howard has issued an order, that if
the planters in lower Maryland do not cease
turning off their old slaves to starve, or neglect
to employ them, the Government, will take
possession of their farms, and put the freedinen to work on their lands.
A delegation from
Lynchburg, Va., has arrived here to urge a
repeal of the $20,000
clause in the amnesty proclamation.
The rebel Gen. Cook has been released from
confinement, and permitted to return to

Georgia.
The

Southern mail, due here early this

morning, was lost in the river on the Jersey
City side. The car containing it was finally
fished out; but the mail matter was seriously
damaged.
From California —The Firate Shenandoah
Operating on the Faetftc.

San Francisco, July 18.

The steamship Golden City, for Panama,
sailed with 600 passengers and $710,000 in
treasure for New York, and $750,000 for England.
The Pacific Warehouse on cor ner of Broadway and Battery street*, was burned from the
spontaneous combustion of petroleum last
night. Loss estimated at $250,000.
A Swedish barque sailed yesterday for Hong
Kong with $450,000 in treasure.
Sandwich Islands dates of the June 28th are

received.

A Hawayian schooner arri'ed at Honolulu
on the 22d of June, from Niocomsian Islands.
She reported that on March 30th, about lat. 4
N. Ion. 167 W. a vessel bore across the schooner’s bow. She was a barque rigged
propeller.
She showed English colors. Her boat boarded
the schooner with two officers and a
large
crew armed with cutlasses and revolvers.
The
commanding officer demanded the schooner’s
papers in an arrogant manner, closely inspected them, pronounced them correct and then
became more polite. Being told that the
schooner was last fr mi Ascension on Strongs’s
Islands, he asked if any whalers were there,
and mentioned several American whalers
supposed to be cruising in those waters. He said
his ship was the English ship
Miami, but that
he had not been in port
lately. After leaving
the schooner he sailed in the direction of
four
hundred miles distant.—
Strong’s Island,
The captain of the schooner says the
boarding

officeis were Americans.
'There is but little doubt this ship was the
Shenandoah. She was then on the track of the
whale ships returning from Southern seas
bound north to the Arctic, and of sperm whale
and should she proceed thence to the
Arctic she would make terrible havoc among
the sixty or seventy whalers there.

cruisers,

Loss

j

Launch.—The iron monitor Waasuc. will
launched from the yard of Mr. Lawrence

The President has directed the release on
with permission to return to Georgia,
of the rebel Gen. Philip Coffee, a prisoner of
war, including the rebel Gen. Orr, to be released upon their taking the oath of al-

parole,

legiance.

Col. Labader has been appointed to the
rank of Brigadier General, as his commission
receipts meritorious sendees as Provost Marshal during the war, and especially :or diligence in the suppression of frauds against the
government in recruiting, and in pursuing the
murderer of the President, J. Wilkes Booth, and
his accomplices. The commission is to date
from April 201h, 1865, the day of Booth’s
capture and death.
A friend of Governor Perry, and apparently
by his authority, has caused the publication of
a communication, in which he says that three
days before the meeting at Greenville, S. C.,
Gov.' Perry was appointed Provisional Governor, and that the latter at that time was not
informed of his appoinlment, but had not the
remi de-t idea that such honor was to be confeared upon him. The purpose of Gov. Perry
in hi3 address, the writer says, was to show
the people of South Carolina the great mistake they had made in seceding, and the
ruinous consequences to their beloved State,
and annihilation and depredation to which
they had reduced her, boldly declaring that
they had no cause for seceding, and were in
no danger from the election of Mr. Lincoln.—
The writer says it is not true, as stated in some
of the newspapers that the Governor feels
personally any humilation in coming back into the Union, but that he If as feelings ior his
State.
Gov. Perry entreats the Southern people in
terms of earnestness to become loyal citizens
and repudiate forever, and teach their children to repudiate the political process which
has ruined their country.
During the month 12,000 horses and 14,000
mules will be exposed to public sale in the
States of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Delaware, New Jersey, Indiana and the District
This will close such sales by
of Columbia.
Since the 1st of May the
the Government.
sales of animals have netted two millions of

dollars.
The

7-30 Loan.

Philadelphia, July 23.
The subscriptions to the 7-30 loan on Saturday, amounted to $5,130,500, including the following: Ocean National llank of Boston, $500,000; Parmers and Mechanics’, Buffalo, N. Y.,
$150,000; National Bank of Commerce, Georgetown, D. C., $100,000; Second National Bank
of Chicago, $325,000; Brewster, Sweet & Co.,
Boston, $150,000; First National Bank of Des
Moines, $250,000; Second National Bank of
Detroit, $200,000; Second National Bank of
Cleaveland, $60,000; First National Bank of
Jersey City, $50,000; Franklin National Bank
Second National
of Columbus, $100,000;
Bank of St. Louis, $220,000; Fanners’ Deposit
National Bank of Pittsburg $80,000; First
National Bank of New Bedford, $260,<xiO.—
The number of individual subscriptions was
The total sales for the week were
3,501
■

$32i0SJXXX

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, July 22.
A fire early this morning destroyed the
shoddy mill of H. Henry & Co. Loss $16,000.
Insured for $6,000.
George Gledhill, a wool
spinner, lost $12,000.
hailing of Steamers.
New Tobk, July 22.
Steamship City of Baltimore and Saxonia
sailed to-day for Europe, taking $60,000 in
specie.

Entertainments.
Theatre,

cited

Wisely”

York, July 23.
The Selma, Ala., correspondent of the Herald states that considerable quantities of cotton are waiting transportation to the seaboard.
Many planlers are offering their plantations
at very lew figures, being dissatisfied with the
free labor system, while others wish northern

emigration.
A regular system of thieving in cotton Is
earned on, by which the government is defrauded heavily. The frauds are being perpetrated in many cases with the knowledge of
the military authorities.

MUTUAL

BENEFIT

Life Insurance

Xlnited States.

2nd,-HIS THE CHEAPEST;
Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
LESS to Insure

costs

3®“ Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.
Those who really wish to know all the
facts, vitally
to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerfully ottered to understand the

important

whole subject.

SPARROW,

State

Agt.

FOB MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Office SO Exchange
Portland, July 18,1805—dtf
Central

Street.

Copar tnersliip.
subscribers have this day formed
THE
in busines, under the firm
of

a

connection

name

foye & COFFIN,
For the carrying

July 19—td

LIFE INSURANCE.
Life, Term, Endowment, Joint, or Non-forfeiting

Policies. Dividends declared
annually, or every three
or five years, and
payable annually or as an addition
to the Policy at deadi.

Accident and Traveling; Inmrance.
Policies payable in case of death from accident,

or

within three months after
injury, and with compensation $3.00 to $50 per week while disabled. Policies
issued and losses settled at this office.
Respectfully
soliciting the favors of our friends and tlie public, we
assure you that every eflort will be made to
give you
satisfaction. OFFICE NO. 3 MOULTON ST.
Wm. H. Foye,
J. H.
C. H. Foye.

Coffin,

Portland, July 11,1865.

Look:

julylld3w

This !

at

References—-Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, Bangor:
Hon. W. A. P. Dillingham, Waterville: Rev. H. B.
Abbott, Lewiston; Rev. II. P. Torscy, Kents’ Hill.—
Addres.s
G. W. JEWLTT,
d2w
Kent’s Hill, Maine.

GOODS

MAKED DOWN
WETO COST.
Persons wishing
have

our

GOOD

Will do well to

GIVE

US

We have also

a

New York, July 22.
The Commercial’s Washington dispatch
that
all
rebel
officers
now prisoners of war
says
have been ordered to be released on parole by
Lieut Gen. Grant’s recommendation.
It is known that the whole subject of Mexican affairs is now receiving the attention of
the Cabinet.
The Post’s dispatch says that Stuart, exSecretary of the Interior, applied for pardon

With

a

good

DRY
Which we will soil

to-day.

Hyannts, Mass., July 23.
A bottle was found yesterday by Mr. Nye of
North Falmouth, Mass., at a
point in Buzzard’s Bay near the monument containing an
which
was
envelope, upon
written the following : “Drowned, at sea, Isaac Morton, schooner

School

Commercial.

steamship Peruvian at Farther Point.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, July 13.—The
sales for four days woro IS,000,
including 4,000 lo
and

STEAM

exporters. The Market has boen dull
auciall qualities have sliglitly
declined, but to-day
the market, closed somewhat firmer.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF MARKET, Julv
13.—The breads tuffs market is quiet and firm. Wakefield, Nash & Co., and Richardson, Spence & Co.,
reports flour quiet and steady.
Wheat firm but
quiet at 8s iid (ft. 9s for rod winter. Corn firmer and
tending uovar- ; sales .f mixed at 26s
2€s.
LIVERPOOL PROVISjON MARKET, July 14.The market is < niot and steady. Ilya & Co. and
Gordon, Bruce & Co, re orts beef steady. Pork quiet
and steady. Bacon steady. Lard
quiet but mm.
Tall,* quiet.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE
Julv 13.MARKET,
Ashes quiet and steady. Sugars firm. CoiTee in
active. Rice, no sales. Petroleum small sales at
2 :bj 48 f ,r crude. Rosin
steady. Spirtts Turpentine
fiat.
Latest via Greencastle.
speculators

Liverpool, July 14,—Cotton—The Sales

of the
week were 7,530 bales to speculators and
10,500 to
The market has been dull with a deexporters.
cuno of ft l on American and other
descriptions were
irre'mlar. Tho sales Frith*v were 8,ooo bales. The
market closing prime at unchrvged rates. The authorized quotations are middling uplands 19. Middling Orleans 19£d. The stock in p >rt amounts to
361,000 bales, including 2 ,500 A meriean.

LONDON MONEY MARKET, July 14.—Consols
89$ @ 9o$ for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—U. S. 5-29s 711 ® 732.
Illinois Central Shares 86 @ 862. Erie Shares 54$.
closed at

New York

Markets.
New York, -July 22.
sales
1200 bales Middling UpCotton-unchanged;
land at 48c.
Flour—receipts 2,537 bbls; sales 10,300 bbls. State
and Western dull and drooping for
common, and 10c
higher for good brands. Supertine State 4 50 % 5 93.
Extra <lo 0 35 <> G 50. Choice do 6 5ft'«> G C5. Bound
Hoop Ohio 7 25 (aj 7 36. Choice do 7 40 @ 8 40. Superiine 'Vostern 45 @ ft 90.
«'ommou to good extra
do 6 45
6 75.
Southern firm ibr good grades; sales
450 bbls mixe! to good at 7 0)
8 00.
Fancy and
extra 8 10 (g 11 50. Ca ada null Jor common and liim
for good grades; sales 3,0 b* Is common extra at G 5j
Extra good to choice 6 ,5 @ 8 35.
(2, G 70.
Wheat—Spring steady. Winter 1 (oj 2C better;
sales 8 !,000 Imsuely
Chicago Spring at 1 35 @1 40.
Milwaukee Club 1 g4 @ 1 4 0. Wimer Red W estern
1 70 @ 1 76. Superior uo 1 6GA
@ 1 GO. Amber Michigan 1 78 (g) 1 284.
White uo 1! 0.
Corn—2c better, with good demand in
part for exports; sales 96,OOo bushels i.tixol Western at £3J (g}
84^, and 85 for high mixed nearly new. Mixod West-

141

u

82.

pales Western at 60 @ GO^c.
2atA~ic better
sales

Beel—ttiTi;

Extra

mess

12

ot»

030bbls plain

mess

yn ig 10.

10 00 <£ 14 00.

Pork—dull r.n>ilower; sules 8,430 bbls New mess at
31 25 & 31 23, closing at 31 B0 cash. 1863-64 do 27 00
& 28 00. Prune 24 00 (to 23 50.
Prime mess 23 50 &
24 00.
Alf> sales 3,750 bbls new mess for August
sellers* option at 29 7ft ^ 3» fti).
Lard—toiler; sales 1,400 bids nt 18 ® 28c.
Butter—ac.ivo and firm; sales of Ohio at 19 (g 27c.
State al 27 ® 35.
Whiskey—firm; saleu V, > bbls Western at 2 10.
Rice—more active and Arm; sales 100 tes Carolina
at 10 @ 10$.
Rangoon, 180 bags, at u3c, an'' BOO bags
do in bonu on private te ms.
Suganr-steady: sales 2io hhds; Muscovade at
lljc. Also sales 400 boxer Havana at 14$.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
T. BURROUGHS,

General Agent for Maine,

"

bond,
72c for refined Lee.
Sperm 1 80 (St 65. Whale 1 lo.
Tribe x»-iirni; Kentucky 36® 35.
“lu* lu4’"0u 8“

w^*-dSi‘¥y!

Laid nominal.

DENTI-T,
Having recently spent a few weeks in New York,
where he improved the opportunity of
exchanging
views with many of the oldest, most successful and
skillful 1 >entists of that city, upon the most scientifmanner of filling teeth, would announce to his
ic
ndends and patrons that lie has
returned, and is
again ready to wait upon th >se who may wish to have
their decayed teeth filled, their
aching ones extracted, or artilieia! ones inserted.
From the many persons of Portland for whom Dr.
J. lias recently filled teeth or inserted artificial ones
he choose to select the
allowing, to whom reference
may be made:—Itev. Geo. L. Walker, Rev. Dr Cbick®ru*8> Dr* I. T. Dana, Dr. Wm. G. Bobinson, Clias.
A. Lord, Editor of the Christian Mirror.
Dr. J.’si office is 220} Congress Street, 2d doors west
from the New City Hall and Court House.

for

Mm* Market..

New You, July 22.
Oold eloeed at Ualteghar's Evening Exehauge at
..

1«|.

Exchange St.,

TS prepared to furnish Parties, Pic-Nics, &c„ with
A the choicest CAKES and
PASTRY, at tail prices.
Bring in your Baskets and get them filled with just
what you want for a Lunch at the Islands.
Also constantly on hand the best of Ice Cream, Soda

Wedding

examinations7~
.r

>

on

MONDAY, -h'lyZUh.
For u'dirv-iou to the Willi4* School for Girls, at the
School Kooiu of said bcho>»], C Les»I mit St., on MON

DAY, July

< ,?ndlilrfos for admission to
the Boys* and Girls
Urmiinua* >«U«»ols vjll l>e examined at the Grammai
School It .ms, new High School building, on MON-

Ki;»„dw:< ions will
July 18—d3w

commence

MECHANICS*

at 8

oVock A. M.
Feb obdkb.

HALL.
on

RICHARD COLE, Suiettnbiidei t,
junelSd f
No. 3 Telman place.

( rash
16 CENTS a sard. Ibr sale at the Auction
Store of
C. E. PORTER, 10# Federal St.

AT

JulyTti

Corn Mill.
are I te GRIND f'OKN
0.1 York street, nifioe

pr»
THE subscriber* ata il e’r
V ill
•

Commn.cialn.,
JeHreodlm

gg

H. HAS SOX.

July

7

heal of Richar d. u'> Wharf.
E. K. (JPHAM *

SON.

R

Sa

K*'-han,,e .Si.

fc

POBXLAXD

A

Mahogany, Cedar,

Oranadella and
Lance Wood.

610
183
10
40

A‘

DreMtr>” from
dr(aSTo.°1^*^;‘Wm-HOPHN1
EAT
N,

No. 1 Central Wharf.
Portland, July 14,1885_3w
....._

Corn.
11 ,^/ W 1 BUSHELS of No. 1 Mixed Com, cargo
UUl/17 Sohooner “Mary Eliza," just received
and lor sale by
_

J uly

O

Has removed his

N.

No. 2 U tiion Wharf.

To Coal Consumers.
undersigned hereby oilers to sell all

THE
Coal, at

who wish
as low prices as either ol the coal-a.-luet
ol this city, of the same crane, am as
oany pounds per ton. (whether 2xio or 5 uupdsilou
he same tonus of admission to tills
pr.iUege, and
r81 redeem the shares at the saiuo pneo cs
of
odd Companies’ Stock w.ll be worth, two \\ ar uente.
JA.vii.ci h. TAKER.

Companies

ettl.tr

July 13—d3w

Bowdoln College.
annual meeting of the President and Trvstees
in College, will be held at HARRIET. R
HALL in the College chapel, on Tuesday the tin t
day
of August next, at ten o’clock in thef.renoon.
JOHN ROGERS, Secretary.
Brunswick, J uly 5,1865.
juJj 7Uld

THe
ofBowd

BOBBINS, Secretary.
July?Jul

Society will be hold at the ltooms ol tlie Society, in
Bowdoin College, op THURSDAY, Augu t 3,1; 63, at
8 o’clock A.
EDWARD BALLARD, Secretary.

THE

Brunswick, July 17,1868.

DEMING,

Electrician,
office from Clapp’s Block to

complaints.

undersigned.

1M5
a

sira
4

,a

dock, on Commercial Street.

To JACOB McLKLLAN, 8. T.
BERT MARWICK. Harbor-”-n7rs

TEETH I

POBILAAO, Jane UM, 18*5.
Ordered, thet notice be given if toe above anoUeation hr poVicui m oi the use ntth tM.,ekrW
o» la two of the daily
awrupap-i prtnte.11* Pi Hail I

Dr. D. rtffl
inMTT * i(

..

hearing, and
-

Casco National Bank.
SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland, win be held at
their Banking House, on MONDAY, the 14th day of
August next, at 3 o’clock P. M., to act upon the question of increasing the Capital Stock.

A

Per Vote of Directors.
K. P.
1864.

GERR1SH, Cashrur.

jnlylStd

July 14,

Garden and Cemetery Embellishments.
ul Chase

the sale

ARTULK8,

TEETH I

TEETHl

continue, to Extract Teeth by tur-

I

a
-

-SwasRsea?*'
*•» o'rleek A. It.
•

I

Co’s (New

as

TIC 8EAT>( Ac., at WINSLOWS Mac tne Works,
No. 1 Manulkcturers

Members of the ^VDemoghnO- circle,
reanlan Brotherhood, win meet, without fhil. at
7X0 P.w ““the 25th inet., hi the a. ant Hml.tor the
trsm—‘ tc.a of urgent business.
»• or. CT>, See.
*!> y*?:,.
July 22—d3t»

ALL

the

For Hale.
_
IXUP ABANTLV located la E.eeport, i) miles from
am
the
eidcount« ral t, Bru »w ck,
Depet.
homestead known as the lotntaend place,

X
the CM

■*"11 taiidng 38 or more acne.
Fruit uses ecu lot,
•■O water convenient. Apply So Ma) W. MID HRLL. on the ptaaatou
J> 2 dtl
fitae.su.

Ptfee

For Bale.

Cl
■

The vahmhle three story BRICK llOLSE
LOT on the comer m Sea a sml Spiing

sad

LStreets, now occupied

by Mrs

A L.
nquire of
Portland, July 11-d3wta

y4** to#la
Conea«a*m ftw.

the eyenlag.

H M.; fteac »
oorltf

RAND.
Ml

Is*

Bo,.11 m»j«» 1*“•'L
Also, Store-hours 0. Onl.
July 33—dtf

1

»<w

_BOID.
*

<* >B. *f r»d morals
TkT smsranm *ya«s
baMSt, s dtnatkm so Clan or A —sla
«4th«
wholesale
or retail »-uie.
ot Book-keeper, In
m.
(leaee td**!""
dr«m tor three days, C. D. kL, Pres. Office

Hud steed?

to

II Is Mo.

To Let.
rpwo omen

Wanted.

™-

A

tor
IRON and TE R ACO1 A
AMGKNCY
York) ORNAMENTED
VASES Fol STAIN
R ssuch

Notlw,

LA bI BI
Who have ooM hands and fret; weak stomach*, lame
and weak backs; nervous and aftrk headache: <IUal~
ness and swimming in the bead, with *■•***••"*'" ****
constipation of the bowels: sain in the side ami basfrt
leucorrbma. (or w bites); frrfttng uf tkeFomb with in
teraal cancers; tumors, pol>pan* AM
train of diseaaea will And ra Hwtnctty a sure meant
Far petn/hl sesknafba, too profuse
of cure.
long line of troubles
menstruation, end all of these b
, certain .peeMo.
with young MB, Mtrlidty
mwi»
time.
8e .ugferer to the
abort
la
a
.ini Win,
vigor of health.

Proposals will state the earliest period at which
hey will comment 0 to deU ver the same.
GEO. THOM,
8. Army and Mafer of Engineers.
T
1
July 22—<l*d

undersigned asks perm ssfon to bulk!
THEWall
hi order to improve the flats at the

o’clock, P. M., to act upon the reports of the
President and Treasurer; to choose fire Directors tot
the ensuing year; tn net on any other business that
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
may come before them.
July 17,1886—dtd

three

July 32,1865.—d.w4w

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the laay
leap with Joy, and more with the agility and electrteT"*th; the heated grab] ieoonied; the fr.et
!«/,■*
bitten limbs restore I, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tr
.uwngth: the blind made to see, the deaf to hear ami
the
palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of
youth are obliterated; the accidknts of mature life
prevented; the calamities of oft.I age obviated ami an
active circulation maintained

I

JulylStd

New England Screw Steamship Co.
pHE annual meeting of the stockholder, <>t' the New
X England Screw Steamship Company will tie Leld
at the office of the Company on Brown's Wharf
Portland, on Tueaday the 28th day of July, Inst., at

By Electricity

rammer.

f

!

palsy

31 Exchange Street,

JACOB McLKLLAN. |
8. T. COMER,
ALBRRT MARWICK, (

L

doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated phvafeian.
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not
fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stain
muring or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

nett, for furnisliing seven hundred cubic yards, more or lost, ol
earth, to !•© delivered In sc >w» or canal boars, alongside the scarps at Fort
Gorges.
The earth must: 2 a sandy
loam, free from grav. l,
and of hucai a character as to
compact well under the

sjvendnv*

A

WHERE

July.ttd

PROPOSALS

Y

he would respectfully announce to the
citisens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha?
permanently located in this city. During the two
years we have heed in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will

87 to 35 Commercial Street*

be for- the tin. of

LEIGHTON,

Bowdoin College.

174 MIDDLE STREET,

Commission Office

Poetlaml Maine,

_,

J. W.

■.

fTUlE annual meeting of theOveraerB of Bowdoin
X College, will be hold at their Boom in the l
harol,
on
Tueaday the first day of August neat, at two
o clock in the afternoon.

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,

Merchant,

will be received by the
until Tuesday, the lirst of Augnst

W.

Medical

PROPOSALS.

hie

>

21—dlw*

M?

cy Consignments solicited.

t

LOGS Mahogany,
Logs Cedar,

Tons Orauadclla Wood,
Logs Lance Wood.

Maine Historical Society.
Annual Meeting of the Main, Historical

M

E

DR.

1451.__july20 2m
REMOVAL!

Enginser’s Office,

13j commercial St.

A. C.

URIAH T. 8. RICE,

TJ.S.

THOS. I.VNCH,

20—il2w

Brunswick, July 5,1868.

FREEMAN CLARKE,
of the Currency.

From

Pork;

College,
eight o’clock in the t'onmvu, « n
Friday the fourth day of August; and also, on Thursday the twenty-fourth day ot August.
LEONARD WOpD3t President.
_r
Brunswick, July 5,1865.
juiy7dtu

/X/i l/MS |
I
E'BEip

<gEB£«£B“s|

Comptroller

Has removed his

BROWN

Plato BEEF; Extra Mew Beet; Mem Beef.
Boston No. 1 Clear PORK; Wcetorn CItar
Mum Pork.
For sale by

Bowdoin College.

of the

Commission

—

to

Portland,

No.

juneloti

of Candidate* for AdmisTHEsionailnual_oxamination
Bowdoin College, will be held at tin New
Medical
at

in the City of
in the County o Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly organized
under and according to tne requirements ol the Act
of Congress entitled “An Act to
provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof.** approved Jane 3, 1861, and has complied
with ail the provisions of said act required to be complied with before commencing the business of Banking under said Act:
Now, therefore, T Freeman Clarke. Comptroller oi
the Currency, d hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank of Portland,” in the City of Portland,
in the County ot Cumberland, and State of Maine, is
authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth day of July, 1865.

m»

r ras. .met*

ts J.

and 2 and 3.30 P.

PonTLAJTD, July

arranged fhr Concerts, Lectures, Ev.WWELL
applications, levees. Ac., may be obtained
tion t>

n

her trips to

Cushing’s Islands,

OF PORTLAND

Cake

f admission to the High School.
C-*?Jpi *1 *iAYES,
«>'.:nuinnd at the High School rooms,
*

successor

!

MONDAY MORNING, June 20th.
Masters and Misses of aD ages and attainments, received at any time in the Term. Terms for Summer
Term of live weeks, $5.00.
School Room at Union
Hail, head of Green Street: entrance on Free Street.
C. O. FILES, Principal, 38 Hanover St.
Post Office address, Box 103
june28tf

Cobbency, I
Washington, July 17, 1865. j
by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned, it has been made to appear
WHEREAS,

Confectionery.

ihjtciiUDOt be excelled, fumisbel at the shortest
notice.
ySP" All Orders promptly attended to.
July 17—oodtf

v,

NEW and Fine Steaxn-

Treasury Department,

CHARLES W. LCJGY,

and

FILES,

-Academy

THE

Islands !

Returning, leaves Cushing’s Island for Portland, at
9.45 A. 51. and 2.45 P. M.
Leave Cushing’s Island, touching at Peaks, a
.15
A. M., and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets Down and Back 25 cts: Children 15 cts.
June 15—tf

[L. 8.]

“

lOO

1865.—d2w

vacation of two weeks announced by Mr. H.
having ended, a short Summer Term of five
weeks will be commenced

THIS DAY, June 15th, running as follows, until
further notice.
Leaves Burnham’s Whart for Peak’s and Cush-

jun67eodtf

Water,

C. O.

“National Traders Bank

^DR. W. R. JOHNSON,

2fo. 91

Reports of the Directors and Treas-

Portland

BURGESS, FOBES & CO.,
Commercial St., Thomas Block.

Comptbolleb

Company,—Notice.

Portland, July 11th,

GAZELLE,

of

taken at low
july7 2m

2nd—To choose Directors for the
ensuing year.
3d—To act on any other business that may come
before the meeting.
EDWARD H. DAVIES, Clerk.

apply.

M.,

on

at-

30 ilhds. Choice Muscovado Molasses.
83 Boxes HAVANA WHITE SUU.vB.

purposes

The good Steamer CASCO can be
chartered to carry excursion parties
to the Islands or to
Harpswell, on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays, of each week.
Sabba:h
Societies intending to make excurhions

9 and 10.30 A.

Freight

THE

lixcursions.

and

afternoons at 4 o'clock.

Stockholders of the Portland Company are
hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of the
Corporation will be held at the office of the Company,
at their
Works, on TUESDAY, the 25/A day of July
nst., at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the following

Mr. J. B. Johnson will command the boat this reason.
He will see to it that the comfort and safety of
his passengers are attended to.
julylOdlm

Peak’9

/O

Mornings at 7 o'clock.
Returning, will leave Custom

Portland

imitou to

HHDS. CHOICE C1LNEUECOS MOLASSES.

—

"7

PAYSON,

House WHARP on the same
Fare each way, 60 cents.
rates.

arc

Molasses, Sugar, &<•.

DAY
—-—

Louie*

the sales.

C. W. HOLMES, Auctioneer.
-f-!—S---

The steamer CASCO will leave
Freeport for Portland every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATE H-

Parties will also be landed at Diamond or Pleasant
and at Chebeaaue Islands.
On Sunday one trip will be made direct to Harpswell, making no landings, leaving at 10 A. M. The
leaving Harpswell each day will be at 4 o’clock

ie

Saturday afternoon*.

CHARES E. PORTER.

STEAMER FOR FREEPORT.

Cove,

For (he

Auction and Commission Store.
rTULE subscriber has taken the Store No. 109 Fed-L eral Street, near the United States Hotel, for the
Auction and Commission Business, and is prej ared
to receive consignment* of Dry and Fancy Goods,
Boots and Shoes, Furniture, Ac.
Liberal cash ad-

that the

PORTLAND,‘WE.

Heavy

191« “*“•

fYeigbti to Liverpool—unchanged; grain S|4;
bulk, ami 6d for wheat per steamer.

corn in

Middle Street,

161

M.

Administrator with Will annexed of John M. Wood.
Portland, J uly 20th, 1865.
Jul> 21dtd

and
tend

32 EXCHANGE STREET.
ty STOCKS and BONDS, GOLD and SILVER
COIN, bought and eold.
Junel6d6w*

At 9 o’clock, A. M.

Office

GEO.

100 bags Rio at 22c.
OOTbe—vnletj^sales
Naval

Stores—firmer; Spirits Turpentine 1 86®
'si**.
CE“ 0 '' Eo**n and Tar nominal.
O.lw—firm; Llnseod 118 ® 1 21. Petroleum quiet
and sternly at
31Jc for crude; o2 54c for refined in
and 70 ®

july22J3w*

BANK,

FOB SAL* BY

H.

j

vances on goods consigned tor podihe sale.
8a.es
>f Furniture, Real Estate, or any ki.nl oi proper, y,
promptly attended to. A good assortment oi Dry
xnd Fancy Goods constantly on hfiiu air private
Mile.
Auction Sales every evening, and Wednes.’ry

B* C* SOMERBY, Cathier*
Portland, Feb. 16th, 1865.
may20dtf

HAKPSWELL,

Phoenix Mutual Life Ins. Go.,

<<

ern, unsound; 81

As heretofore.
DAN’L W. TREE.

NATIONAL

FRANKLIN WHARF, for

51.

COMMERCIAL STREET,

July 22—M'D’

CANAL

Having been splendidly refitted,
until further notice, leave

ing’s Islands, at

STAND,

LOAK,

FOB SALE AT THE

will

commence

July 17, 1865.

U. S. 7 3-10

Fnnd,

YACHT

July 17,1S65.

OLD

Va.

Richmond,

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED.
References—Gen. Jos. R. Anderson, L. Crenshaw, Esq., Messrs. N. M. Lee & Co., Richmond;
Wm. Pannell, Esq., Hon. C. C. Collier, Petersburg:
Messrs. Hilliard, Hill & Co., Farmville; Hersey,
Fletcher & Co., Portland; Wadley, Hourse &
Raymond, Boston: J. C. Ha»elton. Esq., Hew York;
Messrs. Hutchinson & Bros., Baltimore. July 13 lm

Mareena Johnson

MILLIKEN,

THE

WEST,

IONEEKS,

eUwest.’ }

Tickets 50 cents. Children 25 cents.
Should the weather be unfavorable, the excursion
will be postponed until the next day.
julyl9d7t

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The accounts of the late firm will be settled by either of the
partners, who will sign the firm name in li luidation.
DAN’L W. TRUE.
SETH M. MILLIKEN.

AT

dtf

by Raymond’* Quadrille Band*
Refreshments for sale on the Island.

Schools or
the coming season will do well to
For terms inquire of

Wholesale Grocery Business,

Milliken & Co.,

Music

Dale.”

Per

geo.

To act

The undersigned liaring purchased the Stock ol
TRUE & MILLIKEN, will continue the

copartnership

UNDER SPOTSWOOD HOTEL.

grounds.

80
June 29—d2m

One Building 20 ft x 3o ft Guard HouseOne Building 15 ft x 2d ft. Look Room—
These buildings are located on the Trotting Park
In the City of Bellhst, and can be examined at any
time on application toCapt. A. 1>. Bean, Provost Marshal 5th District, Maine, at Belfast, M«.
Buildings to be removed on or before July 31st,
1865. Terms Cash. Government Fium*.
HENRY INMAN
julyl2dtd
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.

-AND-

BOATS

under the

IN

auction, at Bellkst Maine, at 10 A. M., the l7tu im»t,
the following property of the United Slates:
One Building 20 ft x 9L ft Barrack*—

Commission Merchants,

will leave Central Wharf, foot of Plumb
St., at 8 and 10 o’clock A. M, and 1 o’clock P M.
Ruturaing will leave the Island at 4 o’clock P. M.
The Committee of arrangements beg leave to say
to ihe public that they are determined to make this
the Excusion of the season.
Platforms for Dancing
will be erected on the
There will also be
Swings, Foot Fa^Ls, Ice Water, &c.

JTo. 2 Free Street Block.

TRUE &

a

WEDNESDAY, July 26tli.

CHEAP AS THE CHEAPEST.

Ass’x. Quartermaster’s Office, U. S. A. {
Portland Maine, July 12tb, ltb5. )
porsuanoe to instructions from ti e t^uari&t master General U. 8. A., 1 shall dispose ol ai puUic

Mr.

undersigned
in the
THE
of

have formed

S. H. STRXNGHAM, Hear Admiral.
19—3taw2w

J uly

Notice!

AUCT

THE BENEFIT OF

Dominick’s

good

existing

yard.

Copartnership

BURTON &

Island,

Fare to Harpswell or Chebeague
Fifty cents each
way. To Diamond or Pleasant Cove, Fifty cents for
the round xrip.

copartnership heretofore
THE
firm ot

Death at Sea.

Portland,

_

EXCURSION !
H og

hour^of

Dissolution.

removed from the Navy kaid, whicu must be u.ttun
sir days after the dale of sale. Au
inventory cl ti:e
articles to be soM with the. vessels w.b be lound at the

Photographic Goods,

Portland, July 13,

My

VICKERY & BOWEN,
July 22—d2w

26th.

croquet,

G O O D S I
as

in

The “Midnight” la a clipper barque; tonnage
lengtb 125 feet, breadth 27A3 feet, depth 12 ,u-t.
Five per cent of tbe purchase mono, must ee pa.d on
the day of safe, and the remaiuuer betore toe vessel la

We have taken the Store and purchased the Stock
of Mesare. G. L. STOKER & CO.
WM. DEEHING.
S. M. MILLIKEN,
H. F. LOCKE.
W. H. MILLIKEN,
J. E. BLABON,
O. B. GIBBS.

GROVE!

CAUL.

of other

1

Dry Goods & Clothing.

stock of

assortment

The “Kolos” Isa
wooden, Side-Wheel Steamer;
tonnage length 138.88 feet, breadth 24.50 leet, uepti1
10,75 leet.
The “Wilderness” u a wooden, Side-Wheel
Steamer; tonnage length 146 feel, breauth iWAo Wet,
depth 1UA0 feet.
The “Krpablic” is a wooden, Screw
Tug-Boat;
tonnage length 104.50 feet, bread to 2uAj feet, uepth 0

July7d3w1a

Deering,

A

Goods,

The “Cherakee” is an
Iron, Screw Steamer;
tomiage length 181 feet, breadth 20Ac met, depth U..10

MAINE.

name

or Children.
A writer
says: “It has the advantage of being an out-door
game not too ihtigueing for a delicate girl, nor too
tame for an adventurous boy.”
We intend the occasion shall be one of great pleasure to all who go.
Ice Creams will be furnished at City price*.
Tickots for the Excursion 36 cents, to be obtained
of the Committee of Arrangements and at the
Depot.
Cars will leave York & Cumberland Depot at 7* A.
1
and 1.45 P. M.
B. Thurston, Wm. M. Marks, E. B. Cook, M. T.
Libby, L. B. Graham, G. C. Tyler, H. Staples,
Committee of Arrangements.
july22d3t

\

an Iron, Screw Steamer; tonne ge
breadth 27.80 feet, depth 17 to. 1.
“Iaba” Isa wooden, Seiew Steamer; onfengtn 107.83 feet, breadth 31.33 leet, uep-u 1. .52

“Aries” Is

Bleachery,

Jmneiatf

For Ladies and Gentlemen,

FOB

u’clock hi.
at,twelve
Tho

No. 38 MARKET SQUARE,

Committee will provide a variety of amusements, such as Swings, Foot Balls, &c. Thev will
also introduce the new and enchanting game of

St.

uc,” and Barque "Mui.viom," whi be se.u at
puulic auction, at this Navy kard, by Fioi alio liarrts, on TLKSjOAV, the First uay 01 August neat,

Mirrors and Engravings.
Manufsjturer of Mirror a Picture Frames,

Parish

RIVER

To

Oftct, July 17, ises.
rpHE U. S. Steamers "Abies,” "Ii ka,” "ciibbo1 kee,” “Ronca,” “Wauinsrss,” and "i.erc u-

I

ST"! FICKETT,

,

Yard, Boston

Common :ant's

HALL,

guaranteed.

Dealer

The

Summer Goods.

BARGAINS!

J

Excursion to

an

Wednesday, July

GRAND

cases

Navy

FOB THE JOBBING OF

Street

COST!

JTT

all

S. M. Sawyer.

Will make

SACO

Jn,yndtdU“,B¥
U. 8.

All kinds of Ladles’, Mimes’ and Gentlemens’ Hat*
Bleached and Pressfd In a superior manner.
All orders promptly attended to. and satis&ction in

Committee qf Arrangements.
J. K. Merrill,
Ezra Hawkes, Jr.,
Chab. H. Blake,

High

and
FIRE RISKS,
to any extent at the LOWEST RATES, under Open,
Special, or Floating Policies.

1865.

of interest connected with the College.
REFRESHMENTS will be for sale on the Grounds,
at Portland prices, and Tea and Coffee at the Depot.
Ice Water Free.
Tickets for the Excursion 00 cents. For sale at
Bailey & Noyes’, Lowell * Senter’s, Short & Boring's, and by the Committee of Arrangements.
Should the weather be
unpleasant, the Excursion
will be postponed until the first lair
day.

MARINE,

&

u

*

30S CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLAND,

Gymnasium.
ryRAYMOND’S QUADRILLE BAND will furnish music for those who wish to dance.
Through the kindness of the College authorities, an
opportunity will be had of visiting the various places

Invite

TIEROES.
Hams

il

fefefth lot feet,
The

Bonnet

NO.

invite their friends,and the public generally,
join them on that occasion. The will take tho
Cars of the P. & K. R. Road at the Depot on Canal
Street, at 7j o’clock precisely, and also at the foot of
Preble St., at 7j o’clock A. M.
Returning, leave Brunswick at 5 o’clock P. M.
The College Grounds have been engaged for the occasion. For entertainments there will be Swings,
Foot-Ball, and the free use of the Bowling Alleys and

OCEAN,

hSiu't^ “a, £

tlnish. Also second
u
ons; new and second hand Itirne., es
No postponement on account ot 0,e

Plate Beef.

Cured

lM^n^Sr^0^^u>

luind ..h-* ttUe assorunem et miw ai.d
UNOS, Ol’KN and*¥ut> bUouTs Si.’a
L
XvlS
Side-Spring Wagons, Ac m.* an\ a « *!
second

Ex. Clear

COMMERCIAL STREET.

Maine

rpHEY
X to

General Insurance Business.
Having unequaled facilities, they are propaxed to

add

JAMES B. RACKLYFT,

HOLD THEIH

Wm. L. L. Gill,
Ansel R. Doten,
July 17—eodtd

and

at Auction.
JuIy 29th, at 1 lo’clcck A. M., at

vt

j“B®

AT BB. UNS WICK,

A

INLAND,

July 8—dtf

ANNUAL EXCURSION AND PIO-NIO

of

on

61

The Odd Fellows of Portland

Tuesday, July 35th.

Mess,

CHASE, ROGERS

EXCURSION!

WILL

_

0N

Brands
and Worsen.

Ex.

35 CENTS.

P. A. CLARKE, Agent.

GRAND

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, &c.,

FOR SALE BY

For the Summer and Full Tour
of 1S63.
Doors open at 7 o'clock. Commence at 8.

ADMISSION

!

D„kir F,stm Fararlte
Canadian

Sugar

Remodeled, and Improved

;

AN Friday, July *», at 3 o'clock P. M., on tho
premises,we shall sell ibreo uouso tits on a.erriil
Street, Noe. 42, 43, and 44; about A) feet Aunt by tl
teet deep; undone lot on Layfeyetto at, No.
41, 35
leet front by bo leet deep. These are vei y v tie...no
lots—splendidly located a short dulai.ce tern me
terminus of the Horse Railroad, and c.uuuaidi.ig a
ane view of tbe Haroor, 1 lands, and the Oceua.
UKNitk BAiLLl it ee,, Auctioneers.
July 22—fd

large assorment of

a

RODDIS’ LARD, IN

Twenty-Two Performers!

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the

IT

Mess,

NEWCOMB’S MINSTRELS.

Co.

1st,—IT IS THE SAFEST

The necessary result Is,
in it than in any other.

f

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL TOUR OF

THE-

-IN

Extra H>4

TUESDAY, Heavy Mess,
Clear, and
and 25 th.
PORk

July 24th

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

Linen & White

Washington Correspondence.

HALJL.

Sales.

House Lots et Auction.

I$eef,

Patapsco Family Flour
St. Louis Family Flour,

Meldrum!

July22td

usual.

MONDAY and

Clothing,

New

R. S.

whole Company will appear.

The

0T" Prices as

TWO NIGHTS ONLY!

GREAT PRICES GIVEN
Baltimore, July 23.
A Fortress Monroe letter of yesterday, says
the U. 8. steamer Quinnebeg was wrecked on
Second-Hand
the bar off Morehead City on the 21st. About
Of all descriptions, by
thirty persons are reported as lost or missing.
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal St.
Capt. Jerome was in command of the vessd.
There were some 300 soldiers on board, but
Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired in
they were nearly all landed on the shore. The good style, ami at short notice. Second-hand Clothjulyl2d3w*
Quinnebeg left Morehead City on the 21st, lor ing bought and sold.
Fortress Monroe, with 250 soldiers belonging
K
E
to the 9th Maine and 76th
NTS’
H
I
l7L~
Pennsylvania regiments. After passing outside of the bar tne
steamer became
unmanageable and went F-AMILY SCHOOL
ashore, proving a perfect wreck. One name
FOR BOYS,
of the lost has been ascertained, that of Lieut.
Will commence a session of TEN WEEKS on|
W. F. Deering of the 9th Maine
regiment,
whose body was washed ashore.
Monday, July 17th.
Alabama.

MISS AVONIA JONES

FANCHON.
Landry,

Auction

Lard and Hams i

the Cricket.

And

of the U. S. Steniner Quinnebeg—Thirty
Persons Missing.

THfnttppa /n

Flour, I*or k,

REASONS

e t

WARRSN

jw-Tff

Fanchon,

WHY THOSE WHO

“Jh.

Miscellaneous.

deebinu hall.
Messrs. MURRAY & WILSON.
fit and last night but one of Miss AVONIA rovpi'
supported by air. R. 3. Meldrum. MONDAY ti™1
ING, July 24 h, 1866, the great Sensation Play,

CITY

TWO

days.

—

yesterday between one and two o’clock in a
special train from Boston. After partaking of
a splendid collation at the Kennebec
depot,
furnished by Mr. Higgins, they departed in a
special train for Augusta.

To-korkow.—By

Telegraphic communication with India is
suspended. It is believed there is a fault or

of the appearance
Vacation.—Rev. E. C. Bolles, pastor of of the cholera at Constantinople and Smyrna,
but they are pronounced unfounded, and that
Congress Square Universalist Church, gave quarantine had,
however, been established benotice yesterday morning that for the next tween the two ports.
four Sabbaths he should be absent, for the purThe elections cause a general dullness in
business. There is an increased demand for
pose of enjoying his annual summer vacation,
discount at the Bank of England.
and the Church will be closed unless notice
The following is a duplicate of the dispatch
shall be gii^n in the city papers to the con- to the Associated Press, forwarded
by the
trary. During this interregnum in the public City of London, which sailed from Liverpool
on the 12th and Queenstown on the 13th inst.
services, the organ—which has been shipped for New York:
from New York—will be put up. The services
The Parliamentary elections commenced on
yesterday in this church were very interest- the 11th.
I He London and Metropolitan
burroughs
ing, and the spacious house was well filled.
return all the sixteen liberal candidates, inStuart
Mr.
cluding
Mills,
Hughes the author,
Godey’s Lady’s Book for August, is re- Sir Charles Wright, and Baron Rothchild.
The
ceived from the publisher, Louis
convict
Dr.
Pritchard
has confessed
Godey, Philahe poisoned his wife.
delphia. Tins veteran magazine still keeps that
La France denies the rumors of negotiations
its well-earned place in the popular esteem. A
for an European Congress.
new novel hy Marian Harland is commenced
The Moniteur is silent on the subject.
The Papal Ministers having declined to atin the present number, besides which we have
tend
the banquet at the Mexican Embassy, it
the usual choice literary variety. A charming
is reported that the embassy will
shortly be
engraving of “The Fair Haymaker,” a plate of withdrawn from Rome.
colored fashions, some pretty wood-cuts, and
It is reported that a private telegram announces that the Pope has excommunicated
new music constitute the embellishments. The
Maximillian.
price of the Lady’s Book is $3 per annum.
Additional official correspondence has been
published on the American question, and that
Severe Accident in North Yarmouth. the concession to Confederate vessels, allow—As Mr. Seward M. Titcomb of North Yar- ing them to be disarmed and sold in neutral
originated with Drouyen De l’Huys.
mouth, thoughtlessly stepped in front of the ports,
Earl Rusted agreed to the
proposition, but
knives of his mowing machine to administer a
pointed out that the cruisers of the defunct
blow to a contrary horse attached to the ma- government might be claimed as
public propchine, he was cut in a horrid manner through erty by the I. nited States, but that its claims
must be decided in the ordinary course of law.
the ankle joint and lower part of the
leg. AmIn a letter to Sir F. Bruce, Earl Russell
gives
putation below the knee was found necessary, his opinion in the case of the Etta (or Retriwhich was performed by Dr. J. M. Bates of bution), that the vessel was lawfully and rightYarmouth. Mr. Titcomb was doing well at fully condemned on the ground that ships of
belligerents could not be transferred during
last accounts.
war.
In another dispatch, Earl Russell replies
to Mr. Seward’s note on the cession of belligeExcursion.
The Justices of the Su- rent rights. He regrets that his explanations
were not acceptable to the United States Govpreme Judicial Court, now In session in this
ernment, and adduces arguments in support
concluded
to
take
a
last
city,
holiday
Saturday of England’s course. He trusts that these adand go to the islands. Therefore no business
ditional explanations will prove favorable to
the establishment of a lasting friendship bewas transacted, the Court adjourning to 9
tween the two nations.
o’clock Monday morning.
It is stated that the steamer Beatrice, late
Judge Kent was not present with them, he Rappahanock, was overhauled by the Sacrabeing at Cambridge attending the Commemor- mento before reaching Liverpool, but she was
permitted to proceed.
ation festivities of Harvard University.
A questionable story was afloat that Gen.
Lee had arrived in Germany by a Belgian
Excursion of the Scotchmen.—Prepara- trans-Atlantic packet incognito.
tions are making for the annual Caledonian
Latest by telegraph to Greeneastle.
Excursion to the Islands, and it is expected

diers of the 0th Maine

EXCUR
another coi

GBEAT BBITADT.
It was finally settled that the Great Eastern
would leave the Nore early on the
15th, and
Valencia about the 19th.

There had been

ci ur, but decidedly an improvement on
both, m the iii-at place, it is good looking, for
It resembles no other smoking machine, and
it does the solacing work better and more

SI0:N

Fabtheb Point, July 23.
The steamship Peruvian from
Liverpool
via
Greencastle
13th,
14th, for Quebec, arrived
off this Point this forenoon.
Steamship Bavaria and City of Manchester
from New York, arrived out on the
9th, the
City of New York from New York, the 11th
and Hibernian from Quebec, snd Bremen
from New York the 12th.

Congress,
Coixisiok.—A horse

nor

lockon't

Arrival ®f the •Steamship Perartaa off
Farther Palat.

introduction of stars.

o’clock.

thing needed ibr the comfort of the excursion-

EUROPE.

Four members of the administration had
been defeated, viz: Lord Iiawley, Dover, Col.
White at Kidder Minister, Lord Puget at
Litchfield and Mr. F. Phel at Barny. As a

seven

Chowder and refreshments were served up
during the day, and there was no lack of any-

LATER FROM

“Landry.”
We hope for the credit of our theatre-going
people that the house will be crowded to-night,
—certainly, the talented beneficiary deserves
it.
If Portland people will not
handsomely
sustain such an excellent
actress, it will be no
inducement to the managers to attempt the

exercises were over

arrived safely at

FIVE DAYS

bre k m the Persian Gulf.

other sports were resumed and
it was time to return to the city,

parties

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Dramatic.—This evening is set apart for
accomplished actress, Miss
Avonia Jones, on which occasion will be presented the beautiful and interesting play of
“Fanchion,” in which Miss Jones will personate the character of
“Fanchion,” assisted by
that excellent tragedian Mr. Meldrum as
the benefit of that

«•

TELEGRAPH,

on

pleasing poems give an agreeable variety to
the magazine. If talent and ability can insure

3d Y B C.
BGvi Weed. H. 8th Me.
July 18th, Beiy Anl, K, 31st Me.
Frank Leacli, A, 1st Me H Art.
C L Williams, M. 13lh V li C
M T Jones. M, 2d Me Cav.
July" 19tlx, Gabriel Aribeuo, F, 12th Me
Wm Britton, A, 1st XJ S Inf’
July 23th, James (Jalmell, 17th
John Oigood, k. 1st Maes Cav.
James Lane, G, 17th Me.
H- h»v, L. 1st Me Cav.
?d Me Cav.
tv m M
Goodale, E, 11th Me.

SiY

The table of contents is

ton.

Nbw Adveriiismanti To-D»y*
Ento tilmnent—Theatre—Dtterink HalL
Aavertlsed Letter*—A. T. Hole.
Informauon Wanted—Alex’r Smith.
SituEUm Wanted.
Samoa for Bate—Win. J. rearson.
Paper Collars—C. it. P rior.
Maine Wesle an Seminary—F 11 Term.

Sugars—Lynch.

August number of
already popular magazine is reMessrs. A. Williams & Co., Bos-

maSkkneelf

ye

THE WILLOW.
O willow, why for ever weep,
As one who mourns an endless wrong?
Wnat hidden woe can be so deep?
Wnat utter grief can last so long?

Navy

SEALED

fofffKr^
particularly
yardSj

The

sun hine drapes your limbs with light,
‘Tue rain mains mamj.ids in your hair,
Tue breeze rn.iEe slove to you at night—
Yot sail you uroop, and soil oespair.

Beneath your boughs, at fall of dew,
Bj rover*e Ups is softly told
The tom coat a J tue ages turough
Has Eopr tue woria Lom growing old.
But still though April's bads unfold,
O. oiuume. sets u-e woddMeaL
with ffold,
Or Autumn pi* a** your rubes
You swaj ana sigh in graceiul grief.

yard

unconsoledAm Eeep your secret, iaunfal treel
No m»ari- m all the woria can huld
A sweotur grace tuan constancy.
—Atlantic Monthly.
forever,

A Veby Ixboceht Paddy.—A rollicking
Hibjrai&n of the light division in the Peninsula, wu trudging along the road with a pig tied
to a string oeulnd him, when, as bad luck

would have is, ue was overtaken by Gen. CanTue salutation, a> may be supposed,
wa> not tue music-tribal.
“Wnare did you steal that pig, you plunder-

ford.

ing ra-caif"
Wuai pig, General ?” exclaimed Paddy,
tuning round with the most innocent surprise.
“Why,that pig you have behind you, you
“WjJ then, X protest general,” rejoined Padaround to
had never

seen him be tore, “it is scandalous to think
wnat a wicked world we live
and how
touts are to lake away an honest

in,

ready

boy’s

character. Some blackguard, wanting to get
me into trouble, has .tied that beast to my cartouch box.”
The general smiled and rode on.

spective navy yards:
No.
1. Boiler iron, &c.

Pig

2.
3.
4.

Guides Beeb.—The following is a very
good way to make it: Take of ginger, bruised
or tliced, one and a half ounce; cream of tartar
one ounce; loaf sugar one pound; one lemon
sliced, put them into a pan, and pour six quarts
of boiling water upon them. When nearly
cold, put in a little yeast, and stir it for about a
minute. Let it stand tid next day, then strain
and bottle it. It is fit to drink in three days,

iron.

Linseed oil.
Lard oil.

Lumber.
Tallow and soap.
Engineers* stores.
Engineers* tools.
Engineers* instruments.
Steam pumps.
Wrought iron pipes,
&c.

13.
14.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Copper.
Tin. zinc, &,
White lead.

sparrow and was about to
sparrow said: “No gentleman eats till he washes his face.”
The cat
struck at this remark, set the sparrow down,
and began to wash hi3 face with his paw, but
the sparrow flew away. This vexed puss extremely, and he said: “As long as I live I will
eat fir--! and wash my face afterwards,” which
all cats do, even to this day.

caught, a
devour it, but the

Not a Bad Excuse.—When Madge was
a very little girl her father found her chubby
hands full of the blossoms of a beautiful tearo_e, on which he had bestowed great care.
“My dear,” said he, “didn’t I tell you not to
pick one of the.e flowers without leave?” “Yes
said Madge, innocently, “but all these
papa,”
had leaves.”

Zinc

Stationery.
White pine.

and

Black walnut
cherry.
Mahogany.
Lanterns.

Lignumvitse.
Dudgeons, pumps, &e
Sour flour, crucibles,

&c.
Patented articles.
Cotton and Hemp
packing.

u>14>1#'17- *

WASHINGTON.
7, I, 2, 18, 11, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20,

AW-

NORFOLK.
Nm- L Vfo 4, 5, 6, 7, 9. 10, 11, IS, 13, 14, 18, 17,
18, 19, 29, 21, 22, 22, 28, 27, 26.
July7,law4w

Proposals for

Materials

for the

Navy.

INSURE
THEIR

JLIVES

IN THE

2. Cotton,Canvas and

!

MUTUAL
OF NEW

j

YORK.

_

1st—It has more than double the GASH ASSETS
of any Life Insurance Company in the United States,

KITl'ERY.

being now

are

less than most

may be seen by reference to our
published tables, while the Dividends are larger.
as

3d—And all important to persons who wish to inDividend for the last five years was larger
in amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, than
sure,

our

declared by any other Life Insurance Company in the world, being over

was

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6,10, 18, 22, 24.
CHARLESTOWN.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26,
29, 31.
BROOKLYN.
Nos. 1. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,10, 11, 12,13,18, 20, 22, 23, 24,

$13,000,000,

2nd—The Bates for Insuring

|

29, 31,

Per

july

1—law4w.

Old and

nexi

be-

having
F. 8. WINSTON, President.
to pay Interest

on

notes.

or by letter, to
J. T A W. LANGFORD,

June 17—dtt

young should use

Ui
PV

HALE REMINGTON,
Gen. Agent for the New England Sta
|y All Information given by application in p

22 EXOHANGE

arson

Agents,

18j65

■*

FOR

The

es.

ST, POBTLANDi

1865

sf

Hair.

It prevents or stops the Hair
from falling; Cleanses, Beautifies,
Preserves, and renders it Soft and
Gloss)’-, and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It is the best nair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.

PROPRIETORS,
NEW yQRK.

.P.Td6m

Manufacturers’ & Traders’ Bank.
is hereby riven that at a meeting pf the

NOTICE
Stockholders of the Manufacturers and

years established in N. y. city.”
“Only inihUlble remedies known.”
“Free from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.” I
“Bate come out of their holes to die.”

Oostar's” Rat, Roach, &o., Ex term i tutors,
paste—used for Bats.
Mice, Hooches, Black and
Bed Ants, tfc., tfc., fc.
a

“Oostar's” Bed-Bus: Exterminate!1,
la a liquid or wash, used to
destroy, an 1 also as a preventative for Bod-Bugs, <Sc.

"Oostar’s” Electric Powder for Insects,
la for Moths, Mosquitoes,

Fleas, Bed-Bugs, Insects on
Plants, Foals, Animals, fc.
by an Druggists and Retailers everywhere.
be 1 !Toi albworthless Imitations.
| v ■11 Rpwa
“at “Costae’s” name Is on each
—Hf
Box,
Bottle and Flask, before
you-buy.
HUSKY K.

ted and authorized to surrender the Charter of the
Bank, and to organize a “National Banking Association” under the laws ol the United States, and to
make all certificates and papers, and to do and perform all acts necessary to carry into effect the object
of this vote.
Pursuant to this vote, the Directors have procured
the assent of the owners of two-thirds of the Capital
Stock, and voted to surrender its charter and to
proceed immediately to organize a “National Banking
Association.”
the
Voted, That
capital of the National Association be divided into shares of One Hundred Dollars
each, instead of fifty dollars each, as they now stand
m the Manufacturers and Traders
Bank, and that the
Directors a Must the matter with such stockholders
as own odd
shares, by fixing a price which they will
give or take to the fractional part.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
T

June 28,1865-dim

BIGELOW & SARGENT,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS!
—I AND—

COStAR.

Ship Brokers,
BALTIMORE,

U. S.

Sanitary Conunlssion
ARRET & WAVY CL Ain
AGENCY.
NO CHARGE FOR
SERVICES.

W. H.

Fessenden, Local Agent.

OBIce, No.

03

Exchange Street.

S. SANITARY COMMISSION
rpar.U
desiring to
A relieve S Idlers, Sail irs, and their families

from
ths heavy expenses usual)v paid for the proeecution
ot such claims, have established this Agencv, to collect peasi ins. arrears ot pav, bounty and other claims
against the Government, without chabob ob ex-

BENS* or ANY KIND WHATJEVEB TO TUB CLAIMANTS.
On application sent to this Agencv, stating the
name a d p st offic: address of the claimant, the
name, rank, cur pan regiment, service, and State of
Idler on wluse account the claim is made, date
or
u«eVu-m or dea ili tie proper blanks will be filled
•
in»
nJ ’’issible and forwarded to the person ap*an then b; executed and returned to
t-.il w;icrr the claim will be proscuted toa final

f

Traders

Bank, held on the 26th day of June, 1865, it was voted.
That the Directors be, and they are hereby Instruc-

N. Y.
SOUhlFSn^’i8? ^adaau,
and Psalrs In Portland, Me.

be issued
irom Portia d to Be.htl,
Montreal nnd Quebec.

Po

d,

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding 860 in value, and that personal. unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passonger for every £600 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGE
Managing Dirocter.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent

Portland, Juae 22nd. 1866 —-dtf

PORTLAND*

HD.

REFERENCES:
N. Boynton A Co., Howland Hlnckliy ft Co A.
1 Benyon Cashier National Excba>ve Bank Ro.ton; Rosa Bros Pn t ana; Cobb. Knirbt &'Case.
ltook’"nd; Thaytrfc Sxrgent, New York.

ap8ed3m

On and aiter April 8,1866, Passenger
asClK Trains leave as follows.*
uuttVv .Portland for Boston, at 8.40 A. M. and 2.50
P.M.
Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 3
P. M.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
edtf
Portland. April 3,1866.

YORK & CUMURKL AND RAIL ROAD.

ther notice:
Leave Saco River for Portland, as 6.45 and 9.20
A. M., and 3.4J P. M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, at 7.46 A. M. and
1.6o and 6.20 1*. M.
The 1 60 P. M. train out and the 6.46 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
•
oars attached.
Stages oonceol at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brown held, Krycburg,
Conway, Bartlett Juckjon, Limingtou, Cornish.
Porter, Freedom, Mudnton. and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for Went Buxton, Booney Eagle, South L’m-ngton Limington. Limerick, Newfield, Parsonafield, and Ossipoc
At Saooarappa for Soutn Windham, Windham
Hill and North Windham daily.
DAN. CARPENTER, Snpt.
Portland, April 6. 1866dtt

PORTLAND AHI) KHJMhEDEC &. &.

On and af

Monday

mxt train* will leave Portland o»Uv lor Bath A. gas, a, Watervilie, Kendal**
Nth*, and 8k .wh guu, at r. m, and on Saturday*
The rain
♦nly for Bath »nc iugoata at 8 15 p m
Ih
:rotu I*» ih d *t 1 r x, cunn*otr at Kt n
with the tra.n *or Bangor and o»her station* east,
am n g t.
Pa«seng«r* from Port aud detirinv to
tatethis iou eca lurches a ticket! to Km. Mid*
and inform the conductor in th car* that they go
arrange the»r
hrougo to Bang: r. and he will
file* through as thar it shall cost them no icoro by
(hsr o e ih n b any of er.
T ain< ar-due iu ro flsnd fo come t with trains
for Bn»toa OQ Mon lays at 8 20 a m, end every day

229 p.

er

n

Kmivht Train leaves
M. daily.

new

depot Portland at 6.46 A.
NOYES,
Superintendent.

EDWIN

to Travelers 1

Important

Copartnership.

».

1>.

RATES OF FARE,

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange St reel, upstaiis*)

W. D, LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by »ho O d Line
Mail Steamers and Panami Railroad p*ay b* secured
by ea* 1> application at this ofiico.
March 20, 1865.
ma-30d&wtl

Colley,

the

Burnham <£ Co.,

•'iMo’yed by mntaal oonemt. The
»
will

settle all the

bn.lBur-bum, who
of the Ia*‘- fl m.
J C OOl.i EY.

Vcol'j

demands

at

For the

OIL

200’5JI2MS»«“—JulyTtf
PORTER, Federal
C. E.

loo

St.

ATLANTIC OCEAN,
BeatUtf l B/ach imagina. le,

on the most
and withiu but a
hert uitaLce oi Kui road comm unioat on
10 all partb ot the United oiates
Beautiful

STEAMBOATS.
New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

UIHINI8(||II

Sherwood, will until further notice,

follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY
S 'TUKDAy at 4 P. M
and leave Pier
9 No t.h River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clook P. SI
These vessels are fitted up w th fine accommodations tor passengers, mating this the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route lor travellers between
NeW York and Maine
Pa sagr, ,n state Room,
*ts.0!). "Cabin passage 86 00. Meals extra.
Goode iorwa dedby th a lino to ana from Mon-

run as

treal, Quebec, Bangor Bath, Augusta, Eastportand
St.John.

Shippers arc requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that thev
leave Portland.
For freight or pas- age apply to
EMERY ft FOX, Brown’s wharf. Portland.
H.B. CROMWELL ft CO., No. 86 West Street.
New York.
Mav 29,
atf

18f§,

InternationaljSteamsliip
Calais and

.»ir— a. On and after
wifrr-^HwSLSteamer Nxw

Si. John.

win .eave

At Bastport tho Steamer "Queen” will connect
for St. Andrews, Kobinsion ami < alois with the New
Bruswiok and Canad Railway frr Woods’ock and
Doultou stations.
S atte Coaches s<so connect at

Eastpori tor M-ichiss and intermediate places.
At8t. John the stcame- Emperor w.11 connect, for
Wind or, Digby and llalilax, and with steamers for
Frederic and the St John River. Throng'd tickets
of the agents or the clerk on board, No
'assports required.

Erooured

Freight received

cn

Located

ton*
Ro utning, will leave
Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Fri.oay
morniDg. at 6 o’clock,
touching at Rockland, Camnen, BeJlsst. .sea^sport,
B'-cluport WJuterporr, and Jianu en. both wa\ e
Passengers ticketed ihrougb Cn the »:o«ton, Maine
and Eastern Failrcad at iho
Depots in Button, fcalem Lynn and Laurence.
For freigh or pusnav apply to
A. SOMETHi. Agent,
At Offlco on ;h<$ Wbarl
Portland, A* rii 21,1866.—tf

Porikiifi aad iSoston Line.
THU 8TBAMKRS

City. Lewistoa and Montreal,
Leave

fnrtbcr ootloe,

run u

Atlantic Wharf, Portland,

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday and
Friday, at? o'clock P. M and India Wharf. Boston,
Monday Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday and
Friday,

at 7 o’clock P. M.
Fare in i'abin...dj 00.
F'reight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any am nnt exceeding »60 in vslne and t -at perso al. unless notioe is
given end pa d for at the rate
of one passenger for every *sro additional value
K-t fa lwm.
dtf
L. RtT MWfR, Agent

Cumberland of 40 acres, eight miles
from Portland ami within fifteen minutes walk
of the Grand Trunk Station. For further particulars
inquire on the premiBOt of
MBS. A. L PETTENGILL.
July 3-3WW*
in

H&rnswell

Neck,

M aine.

L WILL be open on Monday, June 12th.
for the accommodation of transient and

permanent oarders.
—-I 1 be House contains accommodations for
one hundred and filty
persons; and the proprietor
no
make the guests feel at home
Pa,U8
Wmi
^
ae'i£htlul location, the convenient house with
broad Veraudas on ail sides, and
good airy rooms,
make this a desirable
place for

SUMMER RESORT!
Facilities for bathing, boating fi-hing, and othei
amusements u surpassed by those ol any Hotel in the

State ol naine.
Applications for rooms should be made as early as
po sible.
May 29, 2medJ. T. SMITH, Proprietor.

HOUSE!

RE-OPENED.
This well esiablLne 1 Watering 1*laos,
pie* antly simated cn ihe cuter verge oi
Cape Klizabe h, with uuriva led laciliiee lor

Battling, Coaling
Will be

and

Fishing,

opened for transient and permanent guests
oa

the pleasur* and
to ine requ rem-

1st

CLASS

ENERGIES
a

the

WILLIAM

6T,,

JOHN, NRW BRUNSWICK.

The above Hotel is the Jargest in tl e lowProvinces and is first class in all its department-: is convenient to fbe United
States and Nova -'c tiasten»ofoarlandings
JAMES McIntosh,
Prep ietor.
at.-»onn N. B lot *uno, 18^6—d8m

□

OAPIHIC POIVZ)

HOXJSL.,

MILES FROM PORTLAND.
public

are

respectfully informed tha

dt is the intention of the
Pro; rictor tbiv
this House shall be kept a first-daos rcao
1 House.
The choicest Suppers served.

HEO W. MURCH.

_~tf
EAGLE

HOTEL,

This epacioui and finely furnished houa
has just i-ten open to tbe
public,and it will tl
kept in all Mtpi ota a- a first class
tel
It
located »itbin a tew rode ol tl
jepot, ir
P ei8a“fe>9t aDd m09‘

lina villa*e80

tbe*State

itie within five m-ies of the celebrated rotate
wbioh U kept constantSpring, the water ol The
on baudat. trio bouse.
acilit.es lor trout
lirhing and oth r sports are excellent.
March 27, 1866 —dtf
Mineral

ly

FOREST AVENUE HOUSi
»OBMKKLY Known

AS

THn

McClellan house,
So-opened with How Furniture A Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER,
1'be pnblio are
reepeotfully inlormo
tnat this spacious, convenient and weir
known House, situated at

MORRILL’S CORNER,
iom Portland, has been re-furnished and
open tor tbe reception of Company end Pleasure
Parties. Kvery attention will be given to the com-

fort of

guests.
SSThe Oars from Portland every hall hour
WIHSJLOW i THArEH.
w
Westbrook, Oct. Id—dtf

Act

Promptly,

Act

Wisely!

YOU INTEND TO INSURE YOUR LIFE
IF wish
to enlarge existing Policies,
apply 'the

or

at

Old Portland
OF THE

31

w. D.

IxYlmngo Street,

Ivittle, .A.gent.

(ESTABLISHED
Its Cash Assets

IN

1843.)

$13,000,000.
more than
$3,000,000.
’65 nearly $1,800,000.

being

Its Annu tl Income
Its Nett Increase in
Its Surplus Dividends to Policy Holders the
last Five Years $3,000,000.

This Ompany, (ss is well known) presen's
advantag s suoh as no other company in th-.s c^unirr
1
p isen’
The Cash Assets are larger, being more than
double those of auy other
It Liab iit.y is les*. in proportion to assets.
Its Pi*i 'ends are larger, being eventy
per cent.
on participating p emiurns Inr t e past 6
years or
more than \tas ever cechred by any oth
r
Company i ’h* wo Id.
It fnrni*hes advantages over ibe Note
system
without the disadvantages of Notes ano acoumuiating into est.
Its Polic’es are constant1 y increasing in value and
amount, by the aiditi n of ’be Div dends
Its Policies are non popfkit.* bie. in the true
sense of the term, a denawajs te<ii?p'g<ii
0i to
the company for their equ-tabl value in cash
Mat y PoHcie* ta^ei. out at tH- agimy have increased mere than Fifty p>r cent ot ih»> gum oritina"y insured, as numbers of our best cit zen* can
tes’i y.
Dividends are now declared annually V>d may
b appl'ed in peyment of Premiums ur to augment
ih- ineuran< ers h -retolo’e
To tho e who prefer the ten yearly Payment*,
n
other- compan prfsentssu h advaotage-, as h s
giv^smore than compou d interest for the money

Life

paid.

All

needful information cheerfully given

canon

on

to

W.
jane!2dti

D. LITTLE,
For

eppli

Agent

Portland and Vloinky.

physician,

Children.
Sold for #1 per bott’e, 0 bottles for 95, by Ml druggists and apothecaries everywhere.
Is Better in quality, more in quantity, less ia price
than any other similar

generally
study

pr«paration.

Sold at wholesalt-aud retail by the proprietor,

Druggist,

All who have committed an excess o! any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

Leaf on each bot tle.

Six Bottles for $5:

SEEK FOR AN

ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

Erysipelas, iloils,

CHOATE’S

OF

Tu-

Tkey will cure Coughs and Colds.
They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickliug in the Throat.
2>ure to prevent sleepless nights from Coughs.

Rheum,

prevent the Asthma il taken early.
Are good lor a cold in the bead.
Often core B.cnchitls.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh.
Alw;iyro.re Hoarseness.
Will relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
Afl Vocalists should use them
Will a nja cl^ar and strengthen ihe voloe.
Ail Pub io Speakers sheuid use them.
More in quan'ity for the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side and Rowels, De-

bility and all complaints arising from impurities of the

HENRY
erally.

It will cure Nervous Affections, Palsy
arising from
the abuse of Mercury or Lead. It is a Tonic as well
as Alternative, restoring the tone of the
system,
thus caring Dropsy and General Debillity, tending
to Consumption. It is a great protection from atseason

PUTAUKD AND FOR

Under Revere

BLOOD.

of climate,

sell them.

Will

Salt

originate in ohange

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for I^oss of Beauty
and Complexion.

MAGIC LOZENGES!
Druggist should

of life.

Larookah’s Sarsaparilla Componud, has been
so great a blessing in our family that we class it
with Larookall’s S.» rup, the best article in uso for
what it purports to do. The 8 YRUI*. in the opinion
of my friends, saved my life
And Mrs 8elee, has
been as greatly benefited by the use of the Sarsaparilla Compound.
REV, N. P. SELEE.
Melrose, Mass., Deo. 1st, 1864.
Dr.

PJLLH

•

BT

Wtioksa e Agents J W. Perkin* 4 Co, 80 Commercal M; W ic.e-alj nd Retail, E. f*. ^ tan woo 4,
corner of here and fpdia H. H. Hay junction Free
and Middle, M. 8 Whit ier, corner Free and Congre;s streets; Win. W
Whipple. No 21 Market
8qnare,aad all duggists .n Portland and vicinity.
d
&
28
w
8m
June

C.

1*.

TMJNT

The fttctntl n o t o ; ublio is respectfully call* <1
to my .» kw fcTYLK Patent ump-bkat Carkiaqk
—as UBtfii for two or lour passengers—invented and
me.

I hereby certify, that 1 have used, the past reason,
the Ktinball Jump-Sen Carriage, cn which Mr. C
P. Kimbal: obtained etters Patent on the 15ih ol
1 take gr at puasuro in saying to ail
Nov. 1864
persons desiring a good, genu-el and serviceable
Kandy Can-hue, tbn., ia my opinion, 'ho Kimball
ol tht kind ever
Jump Seat far surpas cs any
bclo e invented-—being v*ry g^nieel in >-tyle, as
well
tor
uul
one
or.two persona as any
adapted
iight
single Carriage,' et roomy nd comlortsb e tor four
*uli grown persons—it- also one of the easiest riding
Carnage* I nave ever seen, cither with two or lour
perbous. lh seats- a e eo constructed that even a
child can shift 'bom, and so well proportioned and
made that tney do not gtt cut ol repair.
advise a 1 to examine before purchasing any othof
er kin
u-u^riage.
Jacob McLe lan. Mayor of Portland, Me.
llev Alex. Burges?,
44
C. li Adams, Landlord Preble House,
44
W. P. t hese. oT Chase Bros * Co*,
W. V. Moses, Bath, Me,,
Thomas Lamcarr, Augusta, Me.,
(J. M Sha ', Bangor • louse, Bangor, Me.,
.___T- J- Hojthftr l. Kicbmond, Me
E. C Soule, Freeport, Me.,
*•
William Gore,
George Thompson, Portsmouth, N. 11
P N BUdchard, Yarmoutn, Me.,
*•
Richard G aiding.
C Ti. Southard, Richmond, Me.,
W.O. Brown Sac<arxppa,
A. D. Smith, Jr., Providence, R. 1.
0 W Rub nnou. New York,
Mos^s Blaisdelt, Peori, Illinois.
J K Garni ton, Montreal, C E.,
James i'tioiborn.M D
or onto, C. W.,
J, iiioh’d Thompson, Barrister, Hamilton. C. W.
Prices as low aB can bo afforded—being ranch l m
than a Csrryal'and bat little higher than a good Top
Buggy—whde the make a beautifu- Toy Buggy aud

lliieg

Melrose, Nov. 21 st, 1864.
Larookah:—I have been in the habit of prescribing Larookah’s f-arsaparilla Compound for two
years with the most satisfactory results. It will be
found a remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula and
incipient Consumption. It purifies the Blood, diDr.

verts humors from the lungs and at the same time
acts s a sure and
Tonic.
It will give
satisfaction whenever an Alternative and Purifying medicine is required.
BENJ. P. ABBOTT.

permanent
good

$1*00

PER

BOTTLE.

Prepared by S. Seavery.

DR.

E.

It.

KNIGHTS, Proprietor
Melrose, Muss.

For sale

by W.F I hillips 4* Co., ami H H. Hav,
Wholesale Agents, and retailed by all de lers in
medium**.
mch2Vfi5eodfeowftm

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening th© system in a manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumfn
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will toreturned, ir desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle
Street], Portland, Me.
1^* Send a Stamp for Circular.

THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their

tbbll!

lK> CimViUctHl ul lildl*
e se of the kit d ever

nil

tSp.llOil*
eff red to
ty o/oi*everything
the pub.ic for Hronehitis, Ontghs. Colds, Hoarseness Sore Throat. L a arrh and nttueiza
Numerous estiinoDas lrom tne Clergy, and otheis, acFor sale by the priuo pal
companying achbox.
Druggists throughout the city.
may27eoutf

V. 8. NAY Y YARD, Aittery, Maine, I
May 6,1866. /

Ship Knees Wanted I
will be received and paid tor at the
KNEE4
Navy Yard K tier*. Maine, in quantities ol
from 12 to 20 and
upwards

prices, viz:

at tht

Dr. H.*9 Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is sped tie and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will Ana it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It is
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

purely

N. B.—

|

8 inches.
7
44
8
44
9
44
10
44
11

|

than
34 teet.
44 •'

4|

&

44

6i

6*

7

•«

44

8

44

44

8i"
KNEES.

Body not leas

44
44

4|

44

than

feet.

5
6

44

44

than
6 feet.
6 44
64 44

44

HACMAlACK
Arm not less than
|
3i leet.

4}

schedule

44

6*

44

7

*4

own sex.
ance.
-«-

7|

44

7
146
60
8 44
175 44
70 44
9 44
196 14
80 •'
10 44
205 4 4
8 6 44
11 44
210 44
96 44
The bodies oi the knees to be sidtd to th diameter of the arm, taken at the m ddle of the length ot
the arm
‘‘The J ot the riiame er oi the arm at. I o;
its length olta ot the bod> of the knee is to be Considered the net tiding o the knee
The length of
tht arm will be measured from he centre of the
and
s
the
zo
o’
pnd
of the body
body,
the
moulding
must be equal to the net siding of be knee.
“The knees are to be tree from all detects, and
subject to the usual inspe iticn of the Yard.
The
price of out-square knees will he 20 percent less than
the prices named tor square and in-square knees.
•4Bv order Commodore T BaILEY, Commandant."
M. P. WENTWORTH,
Naval Store Keeper.
May 8 1865.
maylOif

Union

Illuminating

§il.

rilliE under-ig ed has no hesitation in offering
JL ttiis Oil to the public It will t urn in common
Fluid Lamps, and emit* no unpleasant odr while
bu nlng. Iccon uunsa* slow a Kerosene, when
used in those 1 amps
it is a periect substl ute for
Fluid, safe and non exolosivg.
For ale at No 183 Fore street, bv
Por land.

JOHN PURINTON.
May 4.1866.—eod3.n

OniCl, DISTRICT
F.LKOUTB,

Off

PORTLAND

Portland. Jane 27,1868.
rilliK following described merchandise having
X been forfeited for viulatiou oi the Revenue
Laws of th‘ United Statea, public notice of said seizure- ha iug been given and no claim to said
goods
having 6pen made, they will be sold at public auction attne Office ol ihe U. 8. Apprsi > r, 168 Fore St,
on Monday Jaly8:et, li65, at 11 o’clock, A. M
to
wit:

One bb> and 1 baifhbl Mol issea; 2 kegs Wine; 1
half nbl, 1 keg. and 1 ’erkin Melaeiee; 460 lbs Sugar
in logs; 400 Uigara; 100 lbs Sugar; 25 bbln Coffee;
8 kegs Spirits.
wa8HBUHN, Jr, Collector.
Jane 27, 1S66—dlawtd

J,

J

JACOB PINKERTON,

Depot 14 4* 16 Jam e St, Syracuse, N Y, and 86 Dey
St, New York.
L. Starwood, Gen'l Agent for Portland, Me.
ap27eod 3m

IE

A

OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVI8ION8. LARD, BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE
generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routea. No. 162 South Water St.,
P. O. Box 471.

Chicago,

Illinois.

References—Messrs.

8. G. Bewd’ear ft Co; MayrSons; H. ft W. Cliiokering; C. H. Cuium'n 8
ft Co; Chas H. btone; Hallett, Davis ft Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon. E-q, President Newt-n National Bank,
Newton.Maps: C- B Coffin Erq. NT.Y City f.*h9JWiv
ard ft

SHERMAN

BLACK

SIRE OF

Aft

aGA-

HAWK!

GEN. KNOX,

Will stand lor seryloe at
David Averill, in

the Farm of

FALMOUTH, MU.

the “eaaon of 1866, commencing
10th. and
* April
v
ending Set t 1st at *60.

For

MXCEISIOR

BLACK

BY SHERMAN

HAWK!

BLACK HAWK,

stand for service at PRRBLR ST STiBLFS,
Portland, Me. at *20 for the seas n, end #2< to inFor loll Pedigree of these Horses, condition
sure
ho. re er to circu ars.
DAVID AVERILL.
April 17—eodfcewtf

now

Rates.
Th e is a chance
SELDOM EQUALLED.
I take pleasure in offtring this oportunity to all
who may wish to bay

GOODS

DRY

CHEAP!

Thankful for papt favor, your special attention is
directed to this card.

Very Kespeotfully,

june27d-2w

P. M.

FROST.

U. S. Marshal’s Sale.

ED

Glass-m

LEAD,
Red

crs’

etc.

Boiled

For sale

generally,

by Druggists

and

Dealers

by
General

287 Pearl St.,

J

8.

Agents,

NEW YORK.

ffllLLAK,

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

Aod Commission Merchant,
72 Tower

Building,

Liverpool,

Let

glatul.

The undersigned, for many years past a resident
of this city, respectfully begs tt> info’m hi* o'd
friends that, having estab ishod himself at the abovw
at drees in Liverpool, he is
prepared to transioi a
g neral comm 88>on business in shipping and for
warding roercbai dise to alt 1 ar*s oi the American
Continent ai d in the sale of consignm« ntr c 1 Lumber and other produce, on which ho wi.l make cu*
J. H. MILLAR.
tomary ad var cea.
Rferewck**—£fc

Spring;

May

John Smith,
U. Winslow k Co; John
12—d8m#

Esq; A
Lynch

A 8. E.
Co.

Nliip Chandlery.
underbred hivicg
Commercial Street,
THE
will
sale

tcken the 8 to re Ho. 129
of Central Wharf,

o irner

keep constantly or
Hemp and Manilla
Cordage. of all size-*, by the <»aug or R toil. A so.
Anchors, Chains, Cablet, Duck, Oakum. Windlass
Purchases. and Hf'val .>/or« iog»'hcr wi-h a complete ascrtmeut of Ship Cha*d;ery, at wholesale 01
retai
He is also Agent for the Revert Copper
Company,
and wi;i keep on hand a lull and com pie a-^or me» t
of Copper and Yellow Metal Dolts and
Sheathing,
Composition Spikes Hails, tfc.
All o’ which >s offered for 8a!e at the L west
Market Price and to u hich the attention ot those
wishing to purcha e is invited
O. M. MARRETT.
Portland, May 22,1866.—d8m

follows, viz:

One

Keg

Spirituous Liquors.
decreed forfeit to the United
States in the District Court and for said District, and
ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this eighth day oi July A. D.
of

having been

1865.

CHARLES CLARK,

July 8—dl5d

U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

Sanitary
Office

Commission.

of the U S. Sanitary Oommiseion. I
833 Rroaaway. N. Y.. Dec, 20 1RT4
ISRAEL WA3UBUKN,Jb„ of Portland
Maine, has consented to accept the duties o'
General sgent of the Commision f r Maine and
is hereby appointed snoh agent by authority of the
Conrmi* ion.
Be will t e ready to furnish adyioe to the friend*
of the Commission's work throughout the 8»ate.
All money contributed in Maine lor the use of the
Commlss on should be paid to Mr Washbnrn or to

I

HON.

persons

designated by him.

Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole
by the Commission lor Maine

agent reoogni»c

J. FOSTER JKNKIK8,

„„

fJP¥»#»r*i

For Sale.
lota to anit pur-

ACHES of Salt Marsh,
2QQ
Alao the
Farm, containing
in

about 128
Homestead
acres very superior up-land, being the property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Soammon on the premise#, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.

May 3—eodfitawtf

E.

K.

K NIG II 1‘si,

Proprietor,

Melrose, Mass.
W. F. Phillip* fc Co, and ll.
Asrent* PortJauv and sold by

11. llay, Wiioiesa'o
Oiu^gi-t *tj< dtaJraohJfteodjreowgm

ers generally.

♦♦There is

each Word

uo

as

Fa.I.”

TAR RA NT’S
COUPOVNIi EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Certain, anil Speedy Lure jr a'l (iim a.*>
Bladder Ki inpyr. ana Urineir*.
igui.s,
either in the m.-tlo or female. frequently performing
a ptr ect cnrj in the ah rt spare ot three o~
onr
day*. and aiwavs in I-*a time than any other preparation. In the use of
a Sure,
es of tue

18

Tarrant’s

Compound

Extract qf Cubebs and

Copuibs
there is no need ot o nttue.rent o. chan
of diet.*
In its approved lorin of a paste, i i eutire’
tameless, an cause* do a opleas nt euni ion *o the «tien'. and no txpssnre
It is now ao n«,w dged by
tne mod learu -a in the prolusion ’hut in the atovu
c!a-»* ofd:*eas-i-, Cubebs and C«»pait»a ure the only
two rem die* known that oau be relied
n, on with
anycjrtai tty or *uuce3*.
■

Copaiba

j\ EVER

FA IL S.

Manufactured only by

CO..

ft

278 Greeu *ioh S

8old by Druggist* all

over

Nev. York.
the World.
may? 6o dl /

HOWARD'S

VKQ! PA BLR

the

KENEDY,
CANCER

AA/>

CANKER SYRUP,
An tlie gnat ard ce <ain care for a l those Iker of
and des'ruc»ive oia'adies wider. arh* f,.nu i;
, re
state 01 tnebio d.
The woudtr ul su-jce s wtich
ha4 .r» a oae»s, where it has b:tu tairly tiiec. followed rs use, leaves no room to <Jt ubt the b'ttsed
fact that Cancers may b> curtd
Sufferer# trom the scou ge may therefore >o lr Offer dread the fesiiul altornaiivfs o< the bur eon's
knit or the grave. They have a rpvedv a.id oe. tain
oh r«movts the m vlady,ro>tan<t broLch,
whteh in thousands o( case m he oper ting k'if~<oee
• :»nc
noi.
must be cured bv remed *•§ v, i-i h «hernughly renova'e thu constit- t.on. and hat c n only
be done by o
the e t re mass of th air* ulst*
i iv fluid. Ths Uiffsctsd by t e Syrup, a thou*>and«
have testified.

The CANCER and CANKER 8YRUP infallicures the worst cases of
Canker, even when given up as incurable bydoctors. It banishes Salt Rheum entirely and

permanently. In Erysipelas its effects are surprising. Ail cases, however virulent, of Scrofula or King’s Evil, VVhite Swelling, or Turiors,.
are dissipated speedily.
Old Ulcers are c*red.
without leaving bad effects afrer closing them.
Scurvy complaints it bani&hea
from young or old.
Distressing Neuralgic

Affections soon yield to its power. It dears th*
Complexion from Blotches and Pimples,
renders it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and Dyspepsia, And all Eruptive Diseases. In ail com s
of Female Weakness and Irregularities produc
ing Onne^l Debility, Piles, etc., its effects are

miraoulooi.
all that is needed to prove the pe-

trial ia

culiar virtues of the .Syrup
so well established that more

Its repu utioii is
need not )>e said.
immense sale is its best recommendation.
Price tl 25 per bott e.

HOWARD’S HEALING HALVE.

now

It*

In all o*m» of

Cancer, Ulcers, Burns, Scalds, Skin Euruptions,etc

where an

ext^ri-nl app

be nece «>ary,
this Salve, prepared expressly for the purpose, will
l>e found invaluable
ft wil always be useful in the
Household, and a box of it may save much suffering
and expense
Price 23 cents per box.
J A MH
O BOYLE ik t’O., (Successors to Reddii>
A Co.,)8 tate street, Boston Proprietors
W F. PHILLIPS A CO .-vg’ts, Portland.
may 31 dim.
us uvm

may

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
51

Wall SI,

cor.

Company

William, NEW YORK.

JiSDAIT, 1865.
Insures

Against

Marine and Inland Navi
Risks.

gation

Caah,

T3LEASANT to the palate, cause no pain, act
A promptly, never
require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, ahd for elderly persons, females and children, are Just the thing. Two taken at night movthe
Warranted

bowels once the next morning.
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spit-

ting of food, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,

Pam in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Heaflache, Coated Tongue, Biliousof
Debility,
ness, Liver Complnint. Loss

Tho

13,663.730

Company

has

Aaselt,

Million
I'olu\r», via:—
United States and State of New-York
Stock, City, B ok end other Stocks,
*4,971.700
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwi-o,
3,187,960
Premium Not< s and Bids Keceivable.
Seal Kstato. Bond and Mortgages, and
other -’ocurit'es,
3,140,630
United 8tates Gold Coin,
'41.890
.lull in Bank,
388,430
over

Eleven

Appetite,

*11,188.600

Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities,
Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges .Just
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Trice 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON A CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
July4dly

TBMTina:

W H H Moore,

Henry Oil.

Wm C pickersgill,
Lewi* Car tie.
Charles H Huesell,
Lowell H' lbrook,
K Warren We-ton,

sa&ssss.

teems

Payable Twenty Tears

*10,000,

from Date,

W

with (nil part'oipatiou in
ORprofits.priorPredecern*,,
ren
miums pava'le in One Kit
for
Annuel
on

<.

H.

or

Payments, and roll i a non firrieitabla
proportion of nre uium paid. For rater, fo. fo
for a Circular
T1108. F PLUNKKlT, Preaident.
Ukfj. Chickiuiku, Secretary.

th,

send

KDWIRD SHAW,
aiey

tscodf w3m

t#fnt,

103 Kiddle St, Portland, Me.

u

swjreSa

H

S"*"'▼‘•Pt-Brertdent.

Chapman, Acting Bearetuy. V,0®'1’rw’*-

Applications received by
J. W.

MUNQER, ig0

/ebMadlmllmmi'A^,

pore 8t
PORTLAND.

XT' II yon are In want of any kind of
the Dally Preas oajc,

oall at

’J

J^HjkASS^;

^oree^Hobson,

not

Hand,

Watts Sherman
B J Howland
Henl Babcock
Fletch r Wes ray

A P

PITTSFIELD, MASS,

Endowment Policies for *1,000 to
subject to lortelture,

C A

Moyal Phelps.
Cateh Barstow.
Billot,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY!
OF

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bngert.
William K Dodge
Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gsilard, Jr *
J Henry Bur^y
Cornelius UrinneU.

John D Jones,
Obirle. Dennis,

THE BERKSHIRE

‘•«*or«rarv

Valuable Real Estate in Scarboro’,

DR

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Abbubkd. sml are divided Annually, upon the
l*r>ininm8 terminated during the year; ALd or which
Cortttlcateo aro luued bearing interest until rede9<ne«t.
The Dividends in the Years 1868 4 and 5 were 40
por cent each.
The Fronts for 22 Years amount to the
of
*19,6*1,030
Oi which her. baa been redeemed by

in

same

CTS. AND $1 PER DOTTLE:
Prepared by 8. Seavery,.

50

The most terrible

PURSUANT

Instruments, Jewelry, $c., $c.

PRICE,

bly eradicates and

to vend. expo, to me directed, from
the Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge of the United States
District Court within anti for the District of Maine, I
shall expose and sell at public auction, to the highest
bidder tnerefor, the following property and merchandize, at the time and place within said District, as

ical

Me.

Houio of the above named Clergy men may ha%e changod their raetoral charge tiucc the pubUcuii u ot the
above.

romeoy.wh

Sc

United States of America, 1
District of Maine, ss.
J

At the Custom House Building, on Fore street,
Portland, on Wednesday, the, twenty-sixth day qj
July current, at 11 o’clock A. M.
Five Packages of Merchandize,
consisting qf
120 dozen Kid Gloves, Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, Mus-

4‘

THE GREAT K1UMOK

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav,

of-

From Market

••

seem to

and Refined.

O AH. D.

THIRTY DAYS,
At a Seduction of 20 to 30 per cut.

The

W. SYKES,

PURCHASER FOB EASTERN ACCOUNT,

Will

Manui&ctured by

*•

1

Lead,

and to e?tore to the invalid h a th aud vigor.
An Infallible Ro.uey to all diseases of the 8tom
ach. Liver and Bowels Asa Appetizing Morning
dev* rage, the Wahoo and Cathay a Bitters stano un-

ale of Forfeited Goods
AND

LEAD, Dry

A

in the United States and Canadas.

£

WHITE

3

and in Oil,

LITHARGE,

HIPPY oomb.aa ioasof Vegetable Tonics.—
Can be drank wit impunity byma eaad iema e
olu and young, ssa da*ly leverage.
They win lorti y lhe ay-tern agai st the many il s to which we are
daily ex >o?e<l; also against the ev 1 efl*c a oi unwholesome 1 »o»* and driaks, change of oiimate, Ac,

Uu o icit d Teftimoniab frem various source? are
cflu on us daily, of theeffl aoy oi these
Bitter* in restoring iheefflio^d, some of vh m have
been heretofore supposed incurablo
Hence ihev
are prescribed by many eminent
ph sician-t 11 over
the oountry.
The Bit era are plr asant to the taste, and
grateful
to the d^bi Bated syst» m
The Wahoo and Calisaya
Bitters, oa a fkmi'y raeoioire, and a daily i- mily beverage, can be u*ed without tear, or the peas bility o
doing injury to even an infant. as thev contain no
poisonous diug-, but a»e purely veg*. table, and keep
thesvstf m vigorous uni healfcoy. l oese bitters are
sold upon their merits and can be had in
every town

oarorrVi**

FINGER OF

of New V

Manufacturers of PL'

Bitters.

IlEING defjrou* o change n v tuai&Cfg 1
X> :ur my entire Stock of Goods f r

Me0^

PROVIDENCE, from
THE
Teachings of kxper'ence
point to

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

Calisaya

wrMu.?***r

[ it
N 1’ See lee Melrowe
U 8 trout » iitou
"
b wan ton
A F Herrick Lynn
Uauks Poilluai
"
JMK Barnes Ala den
Me.
*•
A
J W B Hey L out in tr
^
"
NP l’hilbr'k Taunton*
**
J Kicb
Dda’r Atkins Mil b’ry“
\i
Lisbon
M
A Hatch
W II St toon Nant'ckt"
n*
Solon
M
D B Randall
Ji 81 tubbs Lawrence
Uw^ton
"
THU. w
1 Marey
LvU..aui
"
*
Ueo 'V Uiucheeter Lai
Diifieid"
lUver Ms.
Vlrs A I Lv,-»be« Hath "
"AD Merrill Cambridge-! John Locke K p0 and Me.
A’ *V W *''.lord Uniwaei.it.••*
port Ms.
**
8 A Cushing Shrews- R*v8 D VikioaCambri<i_t Vt
"
bury Ms
0 AS evens Lit«oln "
W F Barrington New- 44 H Adams
Wr.-ton 41
44
Bedford Ms.
II Clark North held 44
D K Buuisier Ludlow Ms' 44 M Bullard
44
Derby
**
C H Uarliug K 8a isbury 44 8 Quuuby
Newimry ,4
44
Ms
N Hood rich So CovingN l» George South bridge
ton Ct.
44
J Lovejoy Rockville Ct.
M
A f Bailey Newton Up- 44 8 8
Cummings W l'b<*mp
per Kails Ms.
sou l (.
**
t A L .mis So Yarm th 44 J B Weeks
Oneida Ct.
44
Ms.
L K Duuhum Tollao<r4
"FT Kinney K Bridgewa- •4 R Par on* Roekw-T ••
44
ter Ms.
V H Brown Hu nside 44
"BK BoewortU W Sand- 44 tl W Cortti*
Statiord
wich Ms,
Spring Ct.
"
John 8 Lay Lynn Ms. 44 J Beecher LtinuiinKi.am
"
J L 11 am lord WaterOt
44
town Ms.
W McDonnal Providene
J Stephens Newburyport Ms
R l
44
Geo Childs Lyd»u
O 8 Simmons
Quakn
drBK Abbott Melrose
l
N T.
Springs
KevKNewhail NGraham NU 44 U Harris
Root
NT.
"
" I 44
A Kidder Unity
CKLirtle (.liiit»uvillti41
4
NIM ai ey Ueuuikrr "
K II Covey asonville
"
"
*•
N L Chase C ndia
Wm Clnettfc Sun Troy44
"
D W Barber Giimanton k U B Kord New Vll^
44
N H.
W Robertson Newark N J
44
B B’ Bowles Maachest*
11 0 Henries Auupoits SIcB
*
N U.
1 TGnndnow I'.ipekn F.M
"CM Barres Colebrook 44 A Webst r D 8 Army
Rol>t White(ieor^i t<*« uDC
“LB Knight W Durham K Brown
Wash; up: ton 44
*4
Me.
Ueo A Bassett
"
K II St inch Held Saco Me Dr 8 lug tils U 8
8urg< ou
"
J M 'Voodbury Newfield
“

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,

PINKERTON’S

and

i-

"

Lead.

;

Atlantic V lite

C. P. K1YII1ALL,
Manufacturer and Patentee,
_Pbwblr 8t Portland, Mr

Wahoo

so

The

Bvots are tu-i
hle, the witnesses accessible, aud tliu
safety aud e&caey of the Syrup incontrovertible
Tim undersigned, having experienced the benell.
cia effects of the
Larookuhs syrup " donothesitai to recommend it to the attention
of the Publio
the best Medicine they ever used
Iter J C Ingalls,Melroee.il*
A«gusta

TAB HA NT

Boston.
All persons are oautioned against making, selling
ue’.ng the Carriage without tint securing the
right to do bo.
Fine engra logs of the carnage, sent by mail, with
prioe, on application to

being floo

PRICE PEK INCH FOB
j White Oak Knees. I Uaokmttaok Knees,
Siding J square and in-square. j square and in-equaru
6 inch
106 cents,
60 cents.
44
44
44

janl,1865d&wly

Whit

or

ap!4d3m

w,‘ich the Bynip provides
cac*°i1.*?l0nf,dlfrM,ur
>
has
uReo haded tl.tt

ritliMt nnU?,u
ih‘.wW«h
order of medical
r.ighest
skill

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and

perl ctly genteei Carryall.
Sold only by the Patentee at Portland. Maine,
and by Kimball Brothers, HO Sudbury Street,

tivalltd.

_

Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience In constant attend-

Family

WHITE OAK KNEES.
I Arm not lees | Body not less

Siding size

81

following

fSSSSdata

a

especial accommodation.

44

illV

CONSUMPTION

n«.

autlaJtwL?* lUaflicacy are so numerous, so well
*'eculll‘1' character, tl.at
sullercVa el*d’rndof*ucb
‘ r*iwu““1,1y hesitate to receive the

Infirmary,

TO

JUMP-SEAT CARRIAGE!
pattnted by

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
AU such oases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and In a short time are
made to rejoice in perfe ct health.

JElectic Medical

KIMBALL'S
PA

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

difficulty,

A. CHOATE, Druggist,
House, Boston, and by Druggists gen-

and

General Debility and the variThroat Affections and
ous
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers u nils infers are liable and
all othei complaint* tendiiiir to

••

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

HOW

TBS CURg

system

fmrsues

House, Bos on,t>n<i by Wholesale and
Retail Druggists ^eueraPy throughout the country.
lo be suro of the genuire notice this trade
mark on taob bottle.
( ha circular Trade-Hark enclosing a Buchu

And why everybody should use, and every

Complaint, Dyspepsia, Scrofula.
Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy,

COLLECTOR'S

NEW YORK,

FULLER’S

IT.

Liver

6

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

(For par tioulats
circular.)

The

SARSAPARILLA

Agency«

GREAT

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
julnil; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrum?*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but
always injurious. The unfortunate should be pabticulab in selecting his
as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertable feet, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the Vest syphiland management of tliese
ographers, that the
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general
practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their
pathology, commonly
one
of treatment, in most cases mating an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Pnlmonio

SYRUP.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

infusion;

oomplaiute

EXTRACT
OF
BUCHU,
Cur< s Gravel, Dropsical Swellings, and all dix&e*
of the Urinary Organs in Men, Women and

SI Per Bottle.

DR. LAROOKAH'S

MECHANIC FALI.S, ...
ME.
A. T. PIERCE. Proprietor.

■ —

by

JuaeBO eodVw2m

er

THREE

lone

norma

Saiolauder’s Extract Bucku.

HOTEL.

Custom Hou e,

PRINCE
ST.

RESTORED!

thy and

Tii or

females

HENRY A. OHOATE,

United States.

sut

BTTJB BS’ HOTEL
146

hea

weak

needful for all

Vegetable

T * b»*t peparntion ever made for tbs following
eoraplau t«:
Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough. Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh Bronchitis, Spitting Blood,Pain
in the Side Night Sweats Uuhobs,

cess.

Under Revere

F»r Rft'eby W. » PHFCMp* & CO 149 MMd-e
8f, and Crosman & Vo., 75 Middle Street, Portland
UlKLiSlud <fc it Gft&Aa, vVli iiosiio Uru 'iiirittl
86 Hanover st, boston M-ss, General Agents lor the

PRICE

We f-el asoured that our exertions to-ether with
tbe unusual aitiaoliuns of the House i'sei/, will stcure us the approbation aud patronage o
the public.
Positively closed to transient visitors on the Sabbath.
CdAMBLIVLlH fc HILL,
ma' 81a2:n
lioprietora.

to

a

Indian

BUCHU,

FLUID

MEDICINE

TRY

acks that

thiug

incidental

PRICE, $1 PER BOTTLE.

of June.

day

plied for
comtort of iis i-atrons with regard
nts and character of a

FIRST

ara

am after

Thursday, the

No.

fast-going
ULaIuR,” Capt. W U M- wer, wi!l leave Railroad Whaif, i«»ot of State Street Pc rtland, every
Momdav, WiD&icarAY an t Friday evening, at lo
o'clock,connecting with the3 p m train Irom Bos-

svery

on

reduced by the too

pleasure, rendering

mors.

the Sabbath to transient vi itois.
JAe-o.N BERRY, Proprietor.
:2, 1866 —d2ui

one

DR.

of

use

Obstinate Cases ol Indiges'.ion, Dytpop-i*, Kiwumatism, Dropsy and Diseases of the Urn yry Organs, wh oh wdl Oe Keadily Cored.

on

OF

April24th.the
r.wir-> On and after Mon'&v
KEG*
IIrFir^ •»"'« i»tw and
Steam r

nnt!1

Me.

Is the

Dropsy,

very uooesaary.will find iheir

retort, situated

THE SEASIDE HO USE.

Summer Arrangement.

Forest

mi tamer

tv o fc. u a half m let ft cm th
city, is c' w op^n for
the »cco nmocaiiun of transient and no murout
boarders.
Porters in att ndat.ee on arrf' al of Trtirs in Portland. to OcDvS) lasting is and baggs>e to Burnham's * hurl, where a clean er .caves ior the Is.and

mch21tl

Portland and Penobscot River

tin!

INVALUABLE.

snd.br. ught back to

DR. FULLER’S
OF
EXTRACT

Fluid Extract,not

Pure

a

Faculty!

yield to the continued

IMPAIRED

or

send for

Those whose syst mi are
do- t pursuit ot but.ioi.ss or

CUSH.NGfc ISLAND.

rtgnlarljr.
li. li. Closed

is

Medical

—FOB—

on

days of sailing until 4 o’clock
C.C. EATON, Agent.

Portland. March 20. 1806.

the

Compound!

Proprietor*

Monday, March 27. (he
York,Capt H W Chls-

by

rs,

MOTIVE,

Harbor,

Weakuees i.. the Back, gtr.otures, 4c.
Cures Weak Nerves, Less of Memory,Tremb'iog,
Dimness of Vision.
Pain

s

FLUID

being especially
Recommended

FOk

Thir celebrated

Go.

Railroad Wharf, loot oi Stat. St,
every Monday a 6 o'clock F. ■ ; and the Steamer
new Brunswick, Capt E B.
Winches'tr, wiiileave
every Thursday al6 o’clock F.M, for Ea-dportand
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday a d
Thursdays at 8 A. M. for Eadport, Portland and
Bos'on.
hoim,

CO.Piopil’if

Portland,

a,n,t

Eastporf,

&

OTTAWA

splendid atd fast Steamships
W. SherH.

B U O O KB S

Atlantic Uou. e. Oik Hil:

T»-e

Capt.

WITH

FULLER'S

EXTRACT OE BUCHU

FLUID
Cure

have teen Ion* used

Addicts,

LINE.

ana

and

walks,

fine delves wi h gOu»a ioi:ds, acd a spieLdid
grov
cl fore, t trees direc
ly iu he rear ol the house, the
•Orriter oi sea and land ii ;bie from all
points, a e
among its attractions and his combined *i h eii 1
andsuri Lathiu ,ptriec iy B9.e eun io> a child roud« k it at once the iao t
cuiiiiul and c;> vtm ut ol
ull «f the ma y sea-side rtsoris i t e vicinity
Th housp is first c ass iu all its
aopcinime- ts ;furnifuro aud fixtures ntw as' season and ro in*
once
large ano airy, a:;d uri an&ed n ostij in sans lor the
’b no cmmodui.on oi am.lies, s.nd
p s tively closed ou the Sabbath to all trau.-iem visitors.
Tourists irom an a da can ta*.e ihe u. T
Railway
and, without change if astacept at the station oi
the E stem fc. K, prtKie d d
tu Oak Uhl
rectly
Station iu« on the la<Ui road) where
c&rriagts w li
be in at tndauce to convey them direct!) to the
house.
1’ e rasii faciliti b are the snme as at Port’aad vix:
two ma l- per day east auu we-t.

DR.

WELL KNOWN IN MEDICINE,

SPRING
The attention ol those at
eking for a SeaSide lesidence du it g the summemonths,
solicited. No situation upon tne whole
_coast o’ Maine posse sea more advantages
in [ oiut of Ifauty cr f.ciii y <1
rco.ss.it being direoily upon the

REGIONS of New
and rJ!
for vale

lowest rates, at the Union Ticket Office,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl8d&w'6tf
D. LITTLE, Agent.

the

The

Me.

jape23d>w

we

IN ALL ERUPTIONS
Incident to Infanc and Childho. d.it has been found

EIGHT MILES FROM PORTLAND.

^ShgrSnXfo«K P-inni-ylvania, Obio,
pan* ei m -West via the Erie ms itw ay,

AFABM

Quality

Util,

Oak

impose thin preparation

HOUSE! Smolander’s Extract
Bucku!

Scarborough Beach,

Opposite

For Sale.
Best

ATLANTIC

Through Tickets.
Lfa»jiaiSgvl

c

Dyspepsia

Every desirable oinveuience will be

And idl needful information ofceerlully furnisbe
TaiVBLLERs will find it gre-xtly to their advantage
to procure Throngli Ticket* at the

ons

The article* which

whioh will

I5*

Portlan*

&

Camden, July 1st,

JLITTLK

Agent for all the r>reat t earing Routes to Chi
cago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee,
ftalena. Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Oreen Bay,
Quii.cy, at, i* ui-\ Louisville, Indianapolis, Caipo,
'0. an1 is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
Trom Portland te ai. the principal l ities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at tho
LOWEST

ojJn Jir peSml-

Cut«n

of the

K nwdy

DR LAROOKAH'S

Temple Street,

**
hours daily, and from. 8 a. m.
l)r. H. addresses those who are
affliction of private diseases, whether »!*»
impure connection or the terrible vW nf
lievoting his entire time to that particular
the medical profession, he feels warranted
BANTEEINO A CUBE IN ALL CASES, whether of Wmo
standing or recently contracted, entirely removiuS
the dregs of disease from the system, and making «
g a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his sIJll and suc-

Ail dutue* of tb. Kidney* and tlnuaer.

iffeolio^i
Ptoinach,
Urinary Organa, Rheumatism, General Debili-y.
CURES
Dropaieaaun
Diseases.

immediately

and the Canadas.

"V'.ry

oopartnariblp heretofore existing under
THE
oftme of

Well known as the most delightful Waterin Maine, is now
nent and transient
families and
_tourists. Terms reasonable.
v. ounce ted with the house is a good Liverv Stable
Billiard and Bowling Saloons. Facilities for sea bathing, boating and fishing, are unsurpassed.
No pains will be spared to make it a desirable resort to pleasure-seekers.
Families wishing
good
s
6
rooms will make application

OCEAN

West, South, North-West

House,

THU

flMHln

SlSS?t*
u>Vp*

BUCKU1

the arrival

on

Maine,

Camden,

No’ S

—OF—

thn various

View

Bay

VIC TO R Y

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

-P-

CHAPMAN, iroprietor.
Prominf/ir

July 6—dlw&eod3w*

Portland, Jane

-£^^22t"folU>ws

Dissolution of

S. H.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH

RAILROAD.

Sterling’s Ambrosia
SOLE

“18

Tickets, at Reduced Prices, will

Gotham, Itland

the depot

Medical.

DA J. B. HUGHES

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT

BLbs^rew'Au8Wll“ ^

Cave,

‘-*r
carriage
all passenger trains.

8.17 A M.
2.06 P. M.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

Manufacturing Comp’y,

Ie

during

of

FOLLOWS:

Capt W.
-^fTiBfftcnKSAPEAKE,
FRANCONIA.

STERLING’S
B R °

ith—Dividends
payable annually,
ing February 1st, 1866, and may be used as os. ih in
of
the
premium for any current year, rbich
payment
gives all the advantages of the note system without
the

AS

Ice

p5edwi&
SSLftSr'
A
wUl be at

i&e sun uier reason

*j^E&^^iwood

Cent.

are

AbRlVJf

From Mou>real, Quebec, Ac, at
From
do.
do
Return

Medical.
CA» be found at hu

Boarders,

CHI A «*.
Man tisiu J or W&tervi le Eaugor,
Goiham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebtc at » 25P M.
bethot ihji-e (tains cOu* ct at Mcnfeal wi h ex
pr ss Laiux lor loronto, Detroit, C. icago, and all
o.h ji places weot.
TRAINS WILL

-Sand Spring

ing Place

35.

PHILADELPHIA.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,10,11,12, 20, 22, 24, 29, 31, 40.
WASHINGTON.
Nos. 1,2, 3, 4, 5,11,12,18, 22, 24, 29, 34.
NORFOLK.
Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7, 10,11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 29, 31.

ever

70

june’iStf

THUNK RAILWAY,
(Jan^da
—

29. Brushes.

Twine.
22. Stationery.
3. Iron, See,,
23. Hardware.
4. Tin, Zinc, Sec.
24. Ship Chandlery.
5. Sperm Oil.
25. Copper Wire.
29. Firewood.
7. Cooking Utensils.
10. Leather, «&c.
31. Whale.Neatsfoot
11. Hose.
and Tar Oil.
12. Lignum vitae.
34. Chain Iron.
35. Coal.
13. Lamps and Lantterns.
40. Sheet Copper.
14. Ox Hides for Rope.
the
The following aro
classes, by their numbers, required at the respective navy yards:

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

22,1866.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
JSsHggggQ Gu *«d Alter Monday, June 26tb,iS€6
rains will run as follows
Bf./riiitg xvr as train for South Paris Lewiston,
I?laud
Pond M jntr. al, and oueoec. at
tjorbau.

or

menced.
The material, and article* embraced in the classes
named are particularly described in the printed
schedules, any of which will be furnished to such persons as desire to ofier, on application to the commandants of the respective navy yards, and those of
all the yards upon application to the Bureau.
Bidders are referred to the commandants ot the respoetive yards for samples, instructions, or particular
description of the articles; also, for blank tortus of
otters and guaranty.
The classes of tins Bureau are numbered and designated as follows:
No. 1. Flax, Canvas and j No. 15. Sheet Iron.
Twine.
18. Soap and Tallow.

Persons Hlnould

une

H AN D

April 27, 1866—aprUOtf

Navt Oirismyr,
Eoiifhem ajid Rscbiiitmo, }
Jane 24,1686.
)
PROPOSALS to tarnish materials for
the Nary for the ttscal year ending 30th June,
taco, will be received at the Bureau or Equipment
and Recruiting until 10 o'clock A. M. of the 25th day
of July neat, at which time the opening will be comBtTtEAr

I

REASONS

other Companies,

<i

at
—

SEALED

Over

Watervilie, J

Medical.

SMOLANDER’S

Maine,

Is now open.for transient and
permanent
guests. It is located in one of thepleasantto “estate.

C. M. MORSE, Snpt.

=S8tt???iJnH§trf

paint.

Colored paints, &c.

A;kkW Vill>

Three things that
never grow rusty: the money of the bene volent, the shoes of the butcher’s horse, and a
woman’s tongue.
Tftree things as good as their better: Dirty
water to quench a ore, an
ugly wife to a blind
man, and a wooden sword to a coward.

"Why

lime*

On and aiter Mondav, 10th Inst, 1865,
infl will leave as follows, until fur-

Tubes.
Steel.
Nails and bolts.
35. Engineers' stores.
I he following are the ('lasses
by their numbers, required at the rqppeclive navy yards:
KITTERY.
Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 1«,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 34, 35.
CHARLESTOWN.
Nos. 1, 2, 4. 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 17, 18, 19,
20, 22, H 26, $4, 36.
BROOKLYN.
Nob. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,. 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 17, U,
19, 20, 21, 32, 23, 23, 28, 27. 26, 26, 31, 3i, 34, 38.
PHILADELPHIA.
15.
16.
17.

A cat

leave Portland, Grand Trunk
for Lewbton and Auburn, at
7'.0*» A M and 1.25 P. M.
For Bangor aud intermediati stations at 1.26 P. M.
Returning-Leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. M, and
arrive in Portland at 8.8b A. M Leave Bangor at
7.30 A- M and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these trains connect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning is due iu Portland at 1 P M.
8tages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of rhe towns North and East of this

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
26.
27.

Boiler felting.
packing, &c.
Sperm oil.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

MONDAY, JUNE 261b, 1865

COMMENCE

HOUSE,

Bethel Hill,

No.

Gum

5.

hut will not keep good longer than a fortnight.
Tue cork should be down, and the bottles
placed upright in a cool place.

WELSH Pboverhs.

*j|}

untU
at which

10 o’clock A. M.
time the opening will be commenced.
1 roposals for MatenPromsals must bo endorsed,
they may be distinguished
als
and
directed to the Chief
letters,
fromother business
of the Bureau of i>team h.ngineermg.
articles
and
embraced
in the classes
The material*
described in the printed
named are
ol
will
be
a,iy
furnished
to such as
schedule*;
on application to the commandants of
desire to oifer,
or
to
the
the respective
navy agent nearest
thereto, and those of all the yards upon application to
the Bureau.
This division into classes being for the convenience
of dealers in each, such classes only will be furnished
as are actually
required for bids. The commandant
and navy agent for each station will, in addition to
the schedule of classes of their own yards, have a
copy of the schedules of the other yards for ox animation only, from which may be judged whether it will
be desirable to make application for any of the classes
of those yards. All other things being equal, preference will be given to articles of American manufacture.
Oilers must be made for the whole of the class at
any
upon one of the printed schedules, or in
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered.
Upon application to the Bureau, to the commandant of any yard, or to any navy agent, the form of
oiler, of guarantee, and other necessary information
respecting the proposals will be furnished.
The contract will be awarded to the lowest bidder
who gives proper guarantees, as required by the law
of the loth of August, 1846, the Navy Department
reserving the right to reject the lowest bid, if deemed
exorbitant, or not to the interest* of the Government
to accept
The contracts will bear date the day the notification is given, and deliveries fAn be demanded from
that date.
Bidders are hereby cautioned and particularly
notified that their otters must be in the form prescribed, and be mailed in time to reach their destination before the time expires for receiving them. No
bid itill be considered which shall be received after the
period stated, and no allowance will be made for failures of the mail.
All offers uiustt be accompanied by
the bidder’s license, or a certified copy thereof.
Sureties in the full amount will be required to sign
the contract, and their responsibility certified to by a
United States district judge, United States district
attorney, collector, or navy agent. As addi ton a] securities, twenty per centum will be withheld from
the amount of tho bills until the contract shall have
been completed, and eighty
per centum of each bill,
approved in triplicate by the commandants of the
respective yards, will be paid by the navy agents at
the points ol delivery, in funds or certificates, at the
option of the Government, within ten days after the
warrant for the same shall have been passed by the
Secretary of the Treasury.
Tlie following are the classes required at the re-

The sparrow trills Ids wedding song
Ana a* lists ids tender broou t > you;
Fair xiowernig vinos, the summer long,
Witu c.Rip and els* your beauty woo.

CHAPMAN

rggEBSSaCl Trains
u*i i'"ai1fg»8tation.

‘00nn g

of the 31st day efJaly next,

The welcome redbreast folds his wing
To pour fjr you ids hes.iest strain;
To you tue earliest hiueoirds sing,
'1 ill all your hgut stems turill again.

dy, notniug abaaied, and turning
his tour-ido.ed companion, as if he

TO

)

Department-

PROPOSALS to furnish
Navy for the fiscal year ending
be received at the Bureau of Stea1 “l-s

Spring makes baste with steps elate
Your life and beauty to renew;
She even bids the roses wait,
And gives her nrst sweet care to you.

■

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Bureau of Steam

The

on

Materials

Navy.

Medical.

.,.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

for the

^————

Hotels.

—1

t

Proposals for

BY MRS. ELIZABETH AKEBS.

Mourn

Railroads.

Proposals.

Poetry.
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